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PICKETT BEGINS

LONG SENTENCE
IN

STATE PRISON

Youth

Who

Shot Detective

of G.R. Auert*

He Wa*

LONG ILLNESS FATAL
TO ZEELAND WOMAN

IAMAGE SUIT FILED

HoDand Boy Travels Alone

Grand Haven, Aug 28. (Special)
—Suit seeking damages of $2,000
as the result of an automobile
accident last March 12 was filed
in circuitcourt Saturday by Edward Caball of Zeeland against
Fred Zagers and Robert L. Zagers, both of Jamestown town-

illness.

Survivors are the husband; four
daughters, Mrs. Edward Dykstra
of Grandville,Mrs. Andrew Wierenga of San Bernardino, Cal., Mrs.
Gerrit Holtgeerts of Holland and
Mrs. Ray Snow of Zeeland; three

Edward, Menno and

sons,

Treated Fairly

ship.

The

Confinement; Parents
Visit

Him

-

John Folkertsmaof Zeeland,
Kemp of Byron Center and Howard of Kalamazoo.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at 1:30 p.m. from Yntema
funeral home. Burial will be in

W

automobile into the path of plaintiff’s automobile. Plaintiff also
alleges he suffered severe and
permanent Internal and external
injuries.

it
IS

proceedings

Tuesday afternoon, Pickett’scom
posure was not broken, even after
he had been returnedto his cell
in the county jail. He stated, immediately after being sentenced
and repeated it again during an
interviewTuesday night in his
cell, that he had “received fa,ir
treatment” from the court ai\ji
that ho was not surprised by the
sentence.

When he was asked If he had
any word of advice to boys who
might find themselves facing a
similar situation,his only remark
was that they “should stay away
from

guns.”
His only show of emotion came
when he was asked how he would
feel if his 11-year-oldbrother
were in the same “jam.”
“No. I wouldn't want to see
him or anybody else in any such

also were announced. Tnc training session will be held Sept. 13
and 14 at Camp McCarthy on Lake
Michigan.
All the first class scouts who
are 15 years of age will be called
into active service. The American
Red Cross is entering an extensive
emergency service training program and the local council is taking part as an auxiliary training
co-operating unit.
A meeting will be held Sept. 4
in the Holland city hall of volunteer leaders, scoutmasters,skippers and eommissioners on the
subject.The instructorsin the
emergency service corps are Albert Walters. Otto Dressel, C. C.

of Zeeland

Six-year-old James P. Pollock
of 322 River Ave. us in Hillsboro,
111. this week as a guest of his
aunt. Mrs. M. S. Carr, at Lake
Hillsboro. James (above) made the
trip to Illinois by airplane, and
traveled alone from Grand Rap-

Loudon

the youth replied in the negative.
sheriff suggested to Pickett
that one of the first things he
should do when he is settled in
the prison would he to write a
letter to the detective, who has
been left permanentlyblind as a
result of the gunshot wound in
the head.
Victim of G.R. Crash Is
Sheriff Johnson told Pickett
that the letter would not compenBuried in Cemetery
sate for the lass of his eyesight
at Overisel
but that it is the least “you can
do” to show concern over the detective's condition.
Funeral services for Miss Reka
“I was thinking of doing some- Teusink. 44, of Grand Rapids,
thing like that," Pickett replied. daughter of Mrs. Jennie Teusink,
The youth expressed a desire 532 Central Ave.. who was killed
to learn some trade while he is Monday forenoon in an automobile
serving the sentence and said he accident on Laraway road at
Ls interestedin aviation.When he Grand Rapids, were conducted towas asked if reading detective day at 3 p.m. from the Langeland
stories and seeing "wild west” funeral home here, with the Rev.
movies had anything to do with F. J. Van Dyk and the Rev. Howhis criminal actions. Pickett re- ard Teusink officiating. Burial
plied that he was not interested was in Overisel cemetery.
in these.
At the time of the accident. Miss
"The only movies I care about Teusink’s car had been driven
are corpedies,”Pickett said.
only 1,020 miles. According to
Asked what he was thinking of Kent county deputy sheriffs, her

TEUSINK RITES

The

ON THURSDAY

when he robbed the filling sta- car ran' over the curbing on Laration and then stole the ear in way road and struck a concrete
Grand Rapids, Pickett replied, "I
don’t know. I guess I just wanted
a little excitement."
He seemed grateful to have
someone to talk to Tuesday night
after being sentenced. Sheriff
Johnson said the prisoner had
made no trouble and the first
thing he asked for upon his return to cell from the court room
was a copy of a newspaper which
contained an editorial about the
case.

The mother and father were in
when Pickett was
sentenced by Judge Miles. The
two visitedtheir son in jail after
the sentencingbut as they are
estrangedthe mother would not
the court room

to

Dutch Society
Program for Sessions
Scholars Next

wall of the viaduct near Eastern
Ave.
She was dead when carried into St. Mary’s hospital. Miss Teus-

ink died of a broken neck and
punctured heart. She was en route
to her sister’s home at the time
of the accident.
Alone in the car, she was hurled over the steeringwheel into the
windshield,shattering it. First arrivals on the scene had difficulty
in removing her body from the

wrecked car.
She was born Feb. ,7, 1897, in
Overisel to Mr. and Mrs. Johannes
Teusink. Miss Teusink formerly

At the afternoon session, papers
will be presented by Dr. Frederick Arnold Middlebush, president
of the Universityof Missouri,

Is Arranged
Loudon,

Netherlands minister at Washington, will attend sessions of the

a

Hope

college.

.

-

goodbye. '

.
-

ing.

^

Over

in

CAR Room

Temple Bmlding mi
Tenth Street

Can Be Obtained From
Other Sources

In a surprise move here, the
local selectiveservice board vaca-

Edward H. Holder, route 5, Hol-

ted Its quarters in the

Milk

of the

Producers, Inc., reported today
that at a meeting Tuesday night
In Maplewood school it was decid-

cKy

G.AJL room

moved into

hall and

space on the second floor of the
Temple building,formerly known
as Masonic temple, Saturday.

ed to ask $2.35 per hundred weight
for milk, testing 38 per cent butterfat, with a four-cent sliding

The new

quarters, facing 10th

room which

St., include a large

scale.

Dr. Loudon is scheduled

to

FATHER

LOCAL

Friday and Saturday morning
PASSES
sessions and the banquet will be
open to the public. The society is
composed of persons of Dutch
Allegan. Aug. 28 (Special)
extraction in the various profes- Charles L. Setter, 75. residentof
sions, such as science, art, litera- Allegan county for 71 years and a
ture and education.
native of 'Die Netherlands, died
Members of the Netherlands in his home near Miner Lake TuesPioneer and Historical foundation day afternoon.
will sponsor a reception for the
Funeral services will l>e held
visiting members Thursday. Sept. Friday at 10 a.m. from the Church
4, between 8 and 10 p m. in Voor- of the Blessed Sacrament in Allehees hall on the Hope college gan. with burial in Oak wood
campus.
cemetery.
Friday’s session will convene at
Surviving are the widow. Mrs.
9 a.m. on the first floor of Hope Anna Setter; four daughters. MarMemorial chapel. At the business garet Setter of Kalamazoo. Mrs.
meeting, Dr. Adriaan J. Barnouw Ernest Hiscock of Kalamazoo.
of Columbia university who is Mrs. Everett Mason at home and
president of the society will sub- Mrs. Leo Levitt of Allegan: two
mit his report.Dr. Wynand Wich- sons, Felix at home and Edgar of
ers, president of Hope college Holland; one sister. Mrs. Anna

MAN

AWAY
—

CLUB PROJECT

A large transport truck of
Vyn Co., was ruined and its

the
full

cargo of miscellaneous freightwas
destroyed in a fire which broke

out about 11:30 p.m. Tuesday
while the truck was being driven
on M-21, just west of Zeeland.
Driver of the truck was A.
Mulder, 125 East 18th St. Cause
of the fire was known. Mr. Mulder reported to B. J. Rasendahl,
local manager of the Vyn Co.,
that the fire apparentlystarted
under the floor boards.
The Zeeland fire dejiartment
was summoned to bring the fire
under control. EstimaJe of the
damage to the cargo and truck
could not be given by Mr. Rosendahl, although he reported the entire cargo had been destroyed.
The truck was making its night
run from Grand Rapids to Holland
when the fire broke out.

Mr

RESCUE HVE IN

GI UNDERTOW board

crease.

He indicated that If the dairymen refused to meet the new

C.

OF

C.

PLANS

FOR ELECHONS
Primary and Final

Ballot

Will Be Conducted in

September

price they would not be particularly handicappedby the Monday
deadlineas they could obtain
milk from sources outsid,* the producers’ group.
He said the "net price for 3.8
milk per hundredweight on the
farm" is lower in the Grand Rapids.

Grand Haven and Muskegon Boatswain’* Mate Carl Howell

Will COMPETE

Grand Haven. Aug. 28 —Ottawa
county will send 14 delegates to
the Michigan fair where they will
enter state-widejudging events
and other competition. Seven of
the delegates are from Zeeland.
Winners at the Detroit fair will
become delegates to the 4-H congress in Chicago in December.
Thase who will compete in Detroit as winners in recent judging
STEPHAN TO
at Michigan State college are:
Roseman of Kalamazoo; one
CONVENTION IN G.H. Crops judging: Dean Hamblebrother, Felix Setter of Miner
ton, Coopersville: Marvin Van
Lake; seven grandchildren: and
several nieces and nephew;.
E. P. Stephan, secretary-manag- Den Bosch and Elmer Brummel,

ATTEND

er of the Holland Chamber of Zeeland.
Dairy judging: Titus Van HailsCommerce, Is planningto attend
EXPECT BIG CALL IN
the annual convention of the Mich- ma, Howard Van De Bunte and
igan Association of Commercial Dennis Shoemaker. Jamestown.
OCTOBER,
Poultry: Garth Brummel and
secretaries,composed of secretaries of chambers of commerce, Marie Geerlings.Zeeland; Stanley
Advised by slate headquarters
Zeeland, Aug. 28 -The Zeeland
which will be held in Grand Hav- Kurek. Sand Creek.
Lions club project Saturday prov- that the tentative October draft
Clothing: Hilda Bosker. Allenen Friday and Saturday, Sept. 12
ed highly successful.The gas and call will be for 6,066 selectees, the
dale.
and
13.
oil station of Wen De Jonge was local selective service board has
Food Demonstrationteam: BarBetween 60 and 80 delegatesare
rented for the day and all the pro- been warned that it should build
expected to attend the two-day bara Zeerip and Elaine Meeuwfits of business on gas and oil sales
up a large Class 1-A reserve to
sen. Zeeland.
convention. Lieut. Col. Harold A.
were turned over to the Lions club. meet the full draft call.
Style Dress: Phyllis Barense,
Furlong of Lansing, state medical
Club members manned the staTentative quotas for each indiZeeland.
director of the selective service
tion for the day.
vidual board will be announced at
Booth contest: Charlotte
system and administrator for the
It is estimatedthat more than an early date. State headquarters
Baehre, Conklin.
Michigan council of defense, will
200 cars stopped to buy gas and also advised the local board that
be the principalspeaker.
oil and a profit of over $60 was the November call, as rearly as
Col. Furlong, a Pontiac physirealized for the benefit of the blind can be determined at this time,
cian, won the congressionalmedal
will be about the same as the
fund.
AT ZEELAND
of honor on. Nov. 1, 1918, while
The project was in charge of October quota.
a lieutenant in the 353rd infantry,
William Van Eenenaam. chairman
89th division. He was responsible Zeeland, Aug. 28 (Special))

TO HELP

BUND

by the committee,”Mooi

and Mrs. Thomas Johnson and

basis.

OTTAWA GROUP

Under the by-laws, the board appoints a committee outside of the
board to have charge of the primary and final electionswhich are
conductedby mail. It is the duty
of this committee to inspect and
confirm the correctness of the
membership list, who are entitled
to vote and to whom ballots shall
be sent. The committee will open
and tabulate the ballots at both
the primary and final elections.

in an effort to work out a
satisfactoryarrangementin which
the two of them could have use
Coast Guards Respond in of the room.
Moot pointed out that no comQuick Time to Call
mittee meeting has been held and
that no meeting is helng planned
for Help
now that the boanf has vacated
the G.A.R. room.
Grand Haven, Aug. 28 (Special)
—But for the timely aid of Grand "The selective service board vaHaven coast guards, under Chief cated the G.A.R. room on Its own
accord and not by any action

areas than the new prices asked by
and his crew, the vacation of Mr. taken
the local producers on a similar
stated.

nominatingof candidates for sub- quart. He pointed out tnat opersequent election to the board of ating costs of dairymen also have
directors will be held Tuesday, risen and that a 1 cent a quart
increase— generallymatching the
Sept. 9. with the final election to
producers new scale— would not
be held Tuesday. Sept. 16.
The following were appointed keep the dairymen in the clear as
local dairiesadd cream in selling
by the board, in accordancewith
4 per cent milk.
the organization’sby-laws as the
committeeon elections:L. C. Dalman, Harold Vander Bie. Charles
Cooper. Gerald Kramer, H. Frans,
R S. Friday. L. J. Hohmann.
James T. Klomparens and L. J
Raven.

examin-

Mr. Holder said noticescontaination of registrations while a
ing the new prices and the sliding
scale were sent to milk dealers tosmaller room will be utilizedfor
day. If the new rates arc not paid,
office space. There is a third room,
the milk will be withheld Monday,
smaller than the other two which
Donald
A.
Vander
Haar,
ion
of
he stated.
Under the sliding scale, if a Mr. and Mrs. Walter Vander Haar is equipped with toilet facilities.
Use of the G.A.R. room by tha
farmer’s milk tests 3.9 per cent of route 3, Holland, has been apbutterfat,then he will be entitled pointed to a positionin the finger- local draft board has been a conto receive an additionalfour cents print department of the Federal
troversy at the last two meetings
but if it tests only 3.7 per cent Bureau of Investigationin Wash- of common councilas patriotic orington.
D.
C.
He
was
graduated
butterfat, he would receive four
ganizations sought to oust the
cents less, Mr. Holder explained. in 1937 from Holland high ichool board. At the council meeting
and
last
June
from
Hope
college
The prevailingprices range from
on August 20, the board sub$1.88 to $2.20 per hundred weight. where he majored in economics mitted a communicationin which
The price which the milk produc and received his A. B. degree. At it offered to share the GAR. room
ers are asking is the same as is the time he was appointed to this with the organizations.
being paid by the Mead Johnson positionhe was working in the ofHowever, representativesof
A Co. of Zeeland. Mr. Holder said. fice of the Grand Rapids Motor these organizations did not favor
Express.
Those
applying
for
posiThis point was contested by the
tions with the FBI are given a this plan and requested council to
dairymen.
make a definite decisionas to
The new price was the unani- physical examination.All refer- which of the two would have the
mous decisionby five members of ences are personally checked by use of the room.
the FBI and qualificationsare
the mill< producing board and othCouncil referred the entire mat•tudied.
er representatives,
Holder
ter to its committee on public
said. There were about 12 reprebuildings and property and gave
sentativesat the meeting.
it "power to act” Followingthe
Ben Speet, chairman of the Holmeeting, Aid. Herman Mooi, comland and Zeeland Milk Dealers’
mittee chairman, said he would
association, said the dairymen had
arrange an early meeting with
taken no action yet on the derepresentativesof the patriotic ormands of the producers lor the inganizations and the local draft

If the dairymen accept the
sity of Michigan, "Holland's Contribution to the Exact Sciences," The Holland Chamber of Com- new scale, ho estimated, the retail
and Dr. N. A. C. Slotemakrr de merce has announced that the price of milk likely would be in the
neighborhood of 12 cents a quart.
Bruine, ‘The International Policy
annual primary election for the The present rate is 10 cents a

speak twice at the meeting which
is being held under auspices of
The Netherlands Pioneer and Hisof the NetherlandsEast Indies."
torical foundation. He will preLeaving the museum at 2 p.m.,
sent a paper Friday morning on
a tour of Holland ami vicinity
"Why a Society of Dutch Schol- will be made under direction of
ars" and will speak on "Holland
the museum staff.
During and Since the Invasion."
at a banquet Friday at 6:30 p.m.
in the Warm Friend tavern.
OF

NOVEMBER

Leon Moody, secretary of the
their 13-year-old son, Horace, of
selective service board, in the
Merrill, might have ended in
tragedy In the Lake Michigan absence from the city of Chairman
surf at the Grand Haven state Vaudie Vandenberg, explained that
state headquarters in Lansing had
park Monday.
Five persons, Including Mr. and been contacted Thursday and adMrs. Johnson,Beach Guard Cal- vised of the situation.
Friday afternoon, the board revin Baldus, 18. of Spring Lake,
Miss Carole Friable,19, of Grand ceived approval of state headRapids and Dick Campbell, 15, quarters to move into the new
Grand Rapids, were rescued from headquarter*. The board, with all
the deadly undertow after the three members present, including
three latter persons had gone to
assist Mr. and Mrs. Johnson.
Horace, who had not gone out as
far as his parents, had been
assisted to shore.
Chief Boatswain's Mate Howell
said Miss Frisbie,Mr. Baldus and
Campbell aided In keeping Mrs.
Johnson above water until the
coast guard speed boat reached
her. Mr. and Mrs. Johnson both
swallowed a considerable amount
of water and Miss Frisbie was
extremely tired from her exertions. All were refreshed at the
coast guard station with hot coffee and allowed to rest. They left
about two hours later, after having been pronounced apparently
recovered from the accident by a
pharmacist’s mate from the U.S.
C.G. cutter Escanaba.
About 5:30 p.m. the coast
guard received ‘lie call for assistance and respondedimmediately,
the speed boat arriving with three
minutes after the call, according
to spectators.The two men who
comprise the local station crew

W. F. Barnhart
and Roger Eardman, were let
under Howell,

out of the boat on the south pier

and plunged into the surf to
assist as the boat came around
the

pier.

The Johnson family was com-

a trip around the lake
and was to return to Merrill today after camping Monday at the
state park on the last day of
pleting

Mr. Vandenberg,Mr. Moody and
Harry Kramer met Friday afternoon to make necessary arrangements for the removal to the new

quarters.

CARlSSfRUCK
HERE

RY TRAIN

Driver Not Hurt Seriously
in Accident at

St

24tk

Crossing

Holland police received a report today that Simon J. Verburg,
35, route 5, Holland, escaped
serious hurts although his neck
was injured and he was dazed
when his automobilewas struck

by a Chicago bound Pere Marquette passenger train about
12:50 p.m. Wednesday at the 24th
St. crossing.
It was reported that Verburg,
who was driving east on 24th
St., stopped his car at the crossing to permit a switch engine and
freight cars to pass. After about
five minutes, according to the
report, the watchman left the
crossing.

Believing the crossing was clear,

he drove onto the tracks, just as
Horace was brought in by Don the passenger train emerged from
behind the switch engine. Th«
Mange, 16, Grand Rapids.
engine of the train struck the
front of Verburg’s automobile but
Chief Encounters Gas
did not cause serious damage,
other than tearing the spokes
Ban on Trip in Canada from the car
' ( I1
The
injured man was removed
Police Chief JacoU Van Hoff reto Ills home.
for putting out of action four ma- The local fire departmentrespond- sumed his duties yesterday on
chine gun nests, killing of a num- ed to two fire alarms Tuesday return Tuesday night from Bufber of the enemy by rifle fire and night within 20 minutes of each falo, N. Y., where he attended the Chicago Autoist
other. The first call at about 7:30 44th annual convention of the In
taking 20 prisoners.
Fine in Grand Haven
Gov. Van Wagoner is chairman p.m. sent firemen to a four-stall temational Association of Chiefs
of the defense council. Don Weeks garage next to Wyngarden’ihatch- of Police. Chief Van Hoff told of
Grand Haven, Aug. 28 (Special)
of Traverse City, president of the ery on east Main St. The garage difficultiesin purchasing gasoMichigan Commercial Secretaries was in full blaze when the truck line while crossing Canada from —Mason . P. Buck, 22, Chicago,
association,is one of the mem- arrived, but was soon extinguished. Detroit to Buffalo over the week paid $5 fine and $1 costa in JusIn the garage- was a tteiler, two end. He wax forced to return to tice George V. Hoffer’s court Monbers.
bicycle* and some rabbits.A few Detroit to fill up his tank and by day on a charge of passing at ah
'of the rabbits were able to es- the time he reached the border intersection. Buck was arrested by
TRIAL SET FOR FRIDAY
Grand Haven, Aug. 28 (Special) cape, but the bicycles an.d trail- near Buffalo the tank was empty. state police at noon Monday when
he sideswiped a car driven by Wil—The trial of Arthur Donaldson, er were lost.
liam J. Whipperfurth.35. 'super*
The other fire wa* at a shed it)
PAY FINES
30, route 5, Grand Rapids, on a
Donald Van.Dragt,19. 113 Mc- intendent of the Construction Agsharge of indecent exposure, has the Kraqk and Roels coal yard.
been set for Friday, at 9:30 a.m. The old fire truck was called out, Kinley St., Zeeland, and Qerald gregates Corp., at the intersecDonaldson was to have been tried but the other arrived at the fir* Beyer, 20, 110 West 19th St., paid tion of M-104 and US-31,
during the September term of cir-y first as It was already on its way fines and costs of $5 each to Mun- cars were southbbundpnd
cult court, but having waived a back to the station from the gar- icipal Judge Raymond L. Smith perfurth att
jOry trial, he will be tried before age fire. The shed was demolish- upon their pleas of guilty to run when Buck
the court. Donaldson is at liberty ed. Both fires were df undetermin- ning a red flasher at Eighth St tlamagi1 was
cars, v
ed
‘ a and River Ave.
under $350 cash bond.
their vacation.

GARAGE AND SHED

BURN

BY

away —

"Hugo Grotius on the Right of
War and Peace;” Prof. Henry
Zylstra of Calvin college, “A
Mid-Nineteenth Century Dutch

Society of Dutch Scholars in
North America which will meet View of American Life and Letin Holland Sept. 4-6, it was anters” and Dr. Samuel Zwemer,
nounced Wednesday.
"Islam and the World War.” , f
This will be Dr. Loudon’s fourth
Following the banquet
visit to this city. Hus last apevening program. Willard
pearance here was in June when
Wichers. secretary of the fou
he accompanied Crown Princess tion will conduct thejjsito
Juliana and her consort. Prince
tour of The Nelnerlands
Bernhard,of The Netherlandsto
museum.
Holland for a two-day visit durSaturday's meeting will coning which time the princess revene at 9:30 a.m. with papers by
ceived an honorary degree from
Prof. S. Goudsmit of the Univer-

WORKER

•

Holland

a paper on "Dutch Settlement in the Mid-West.”

Week

Dr. Alexander H.

in

will read

taught school in Allegan, then held of the finance committee.
a secretarialposition in Ionia for
v«it her son in his cell while the
about 10 years. During the past
father was there.
IS
year, she has been a corset salesLaurel Fales, 23, of PlainweH, woman, working out of Grand
PIECE
also was taken to the state priRapids.
son by the sheriff.He was senBon .Walters. 82 East 14th St.,
tenced Tuesday afternoon to
serve from seven months to five Man Fined for Catching
suffered injuriesto his right arm
years for violation of his proba9:30 a.m. yesterdayin an acUndersized Black Bass cident which occurred while he
was at work on a warehouse for
Fales was placed on probation
Grand
in April, 1939, for driving
-- Haven, Aug. 28 (Special) Ruben Nyenhuis, local contractan automobile. He was to have —Charged with catching under'
been married last Saturday.His sized black bass on Lloyd’s bayou
It was reported that a piece of
bride-to-be called on him at the near here' J05®!* Guiliano, 22, steel from the head of a hammer
county jail Tuesday night to bid
Grand Rapids pleaded guilty struck his arm. He was removed
him
Tuesday afternoonand was a»- to Holland hospital and later taksessed a fine and costs of *11.85 en to a Grand Rapids specialist
Henry Elferdink of 338 Central by Justice George V. Hoffer. He to have the piece of steel removed.
Ave. whq has been confined in arranged to pay the total. Guil- . He was accompanied to Grand
Butterworth hospital in Grand iano was arrested by Conserva- Rapids by Mr. ' Nyenhuis. Mrs.
Rapids for treatment is improv- tion Officer Forrest Lavoy of Hol- Walters, his mother and his brother also went to Grand Rapids.
I land

tion.

ids to St. Louis. His parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Pollock,and his
brother. Herbert, loft here Friday
to drive to Hillsboro where they
will remain for the Old Settlers’
day celebration.The Pollocks will
return home after Labor Day.

Attend Meet of

cil

LaShagay and William H. Vande
Water of Holland;A. 11. Hogue,
of Fennville; W. P. Bilz of Spring
Lake; Leo Watters of Otsego;
Harold Weston of Allegan; S. P.
jam.” he said.
Nelson of Grand Haven. L. J. HarSheriff Johnson asked Pickett ris of Holland is area chairman.
if his parents had inquired about
the condition of .the detectiveand

When

Blaze Breaks Out West

first class scouts of the area coun-

inal charges.

Throughout the

Transport Is Ruined

City I

HaB as Climax to Tiff

will be used for the group

ecutive of Chicago, to discuss the

Bcouting program. A volunteer
day he intendedonly to wound
the officer in order that he might scouter, Mr Johnson and Mr. Shaescape. In his confession,Pickett ver have been traveling about the
said he lost his nerve after country in a trailer and have been
wounding the officerwho was re visiting various scout councils.
Plans for a specialtraining sesturning him from Kentland, Ind.,
to Grand Rapids to face crim- sion on emergency service for all

LOST

TRUCK FIRE

IN

specialmeeting of the execu-

Boy Scout councilwill be held Friday at 6:45 p.m. in the marine
room of the Warm Friend tavern.
Purpose of the meeting will be
to permit board members to meet
with H. F. Johnson of Racine.
Wis., wax company president,and
W. W. Shaver, deputy regionalex-

IS

Board Moves Oat of

Headquarters Are Opened

land, presidentof the Holland

CARGO

FBI

Reply From Local

Retailers State Supplies

TO HOU) MEET

tive board of the Ottawa- Allegan

for

to

Deadline

Dairymen

SCOUT COUNCIL

A

Named

by Robert L. Zagers and owned
by his father, Fred Zagers.
Plaintiff alleges that Robert Zagers drove from behind another

ers,

Up New Offices

FOR MILK HERE
Monday Set as

CESS

Draft Unit Sets

BOOST IN PRICE

Hudsonville, when plaintiff’s
car allegedly struck one driven

Mrs. Sam Vander Veer of
Wyoming Park; and three broth-

Allegan, Aug. 28 (Special)
Alton W. Pickett. Jr.. 15, of Zeeland cemetery.
Grand Rapids, was taken to
the Southern Michigan prison,
on Wednesday by Sheriff Louis
Johnson to begin serving a sentence for shooting and blinding
for life a Grand ' Rapids police
detective, Burton R. Irwin, on
US-31, two and one-half miles
south of Holland, last July 31.
Taken into Allegan circuit court
Tuesday afternoon, Pickett was Session Called for Friday
sentenced by Judge Fred T. Miles
of Holland to serve from seven
Night to Confer With
and one-half to 10 years with a
Two Leaders
recommendation that he bo required to serve the full 10 years,
the maximum sentence under the
state law. The law requires the
court to fix an undeterminate
sentence by fixing a minimum as
well as a maximum sentence.
Judge Miles also recommended
that Pickett be transferredto
Ionia reformatorywhere he would
be given opportunityto learn a
trade. ArraignedAug. 15, Pickett
had pleaded guilty to a charge of
assault with intent to do great
bodily harm.
The youth told the court Tues-

east
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PRODUCERS ASR

of

sister,

in

accident occurred at 5.45

p.m. approximatelya mile

Arie, all

of Zeeland; 17 grandchildren; one

Want* to Learn Trade

OTTAWA COUNTY

IN

Zeeland, Aug. 28 (Special)— Mrs.
Albert Dykstra, 65, died about 6:15
pjn. Monday in her home, 299
West McKinley St., after a linger-

ing

28. 1941

INJURED
OF STEEL

or.

wheels.

—

Boy Seriously Injured
as He Falls Off Truck
Grand Haven, Aug. 28 (Special)

—Wesley Easterly, 11, route 1.
Nunica, was seriously injured
about 11;15 a.m. Tuesday when he

from the tail gate of a pickup truck which his mother, Mrs.
fell

Rhea

35, was driving
about four miles east and two
miles south of Spring Lake. The
boy lost his balance when the
truck went over a bump while
Easterly,

Mrs. Easterly was traveling south
on a townshiproad. The boy fell
on his head and was taken to
Municipal hospital suffering
a concussion. It is expected
will recover.
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It’s True

G1 AUTOIST

!

LISTED

HEU) TO

U41

28,

SUNDAY DINNER Miss Eldridge

IS

COURT

The approach of

Bride of

fall should In-

Becomes
Gerald Breen

hand
Miss Florence Jane Eldridge,
many heartier dishes, almost forGrand Haven, Aug. 28 (Special) gotten during summer. The mar- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. B.
kets now abound with the "mak—Warren J. White, 41, Grand ings" of these dishes, from vege- Eldridge, 6648 Minerva Ave., Chicago, and Gerald Breen, son of Mr.
Rapids, waived examination be- tables to fruits.
and Mrs. Peter Breen, 204 West
Excellently priced In the vege- 11th «t, were united in marriage
fore Justice George V. Hoffor Friday when arraigned on a charge table stalls, and ready for combin- Saturday afternoon in a charming
ing in many ways are corn, beeta, ceremony perfoimed in the sumof driving while intoxicated,seccucumbers, carrots, radishes,scal- mer home of the bride's parent^ on
ond offense, and was bound over lions and peas. Best fruit buys are
Lake Michigan.
to the September term of circuit still peaches, grapes, cantaloupes
The single ring servicewas read
court under bond of $800 which and honeyballs.
by the Rev. William Van’t Hof,
Meat prices again show fractional pastor of Third Reformed church,
had not been furnished up to Friday night, and White was commit- advancea, but moderateprlcee on at 4:30 ixm. before a large winribs, chuck roasts, loins and legs of dow decorated with ferns and
ted to the county jail.
It is alleged White had been ar- lamb, tonguea and bacon offer in- smilax, and flanked by vases filled
spire the housewife to try her
at

HERE THIS YEAR
Four Permits (or Homes
This Week Increase
City’s Total

New home

construction led

building activities in Holland last
week as four of the five applications for building permits, filed
with City Clerk Oscar Peterson,
provided for new homes. *
This brings the year's total of
new homes in Holland since Jan.
1 to 61.

Total cost of the five applications was 520,075 or $7,660 more
than last week's permits of 512.415. Value of the permits for the
week of Aug. 2-9 was 520.145.
The list of applicationsfollow:
Arthur Slenk. build new home
tt 147 West 29th St., 24 by 28
teet, one story, one family, frame
construction and asphalt roofing.
$2,950; Warner De Lceuw and
Sons, contractor.
G. B. Lemmen. build new home
at 682 State St., 28 by 30 feet,
two stories,one family, frame
construction and asphalt roofing,
$5,000;garage, 14 by 20 feet, $175
Mr. Lemmen contractor.
Gerald Breen, build home on

Bread and Butter

pm. on Lakewood Blvd., oppasite
the Albert T. Keppel Memorial
forest, the sheriff's department

St..

frame constructionand asphalt
roofing. $5,000; Abel Smeenge
contractor.
Jay L. De Koning. build new
home at 141 East 30th St., with
garage attached. 44.7 by 28.11 feet
two stories, one family, frame construction, $6,800; Abel Smeenge
ily,

Moderate Cost Dinner
Swiss Steak

^

Harold Klaasen, 146 West 23rd
14 by 22
feet, $150; James Klomparens,

>

Three Holland

Hope Graduates

Precision Parts Picnic
Ideal weather, a fine sense of
cooperation and the proper picnic i Chester Van Tongcron. An interspirit united tc make the outing | cs,inK sP01"1* program was carried
of the Holland PrecisionParts |out during the afternoon. Some
division Saturday at Tunnel park of the girls also went swimming
one of the most enjoyable and before the sports began.
A cracker eating contest was
orderly picnics of the season.
Fully 800 were present for all or won by Mrs. Ann Borgeson. Miss
part of the day's activities includ- Evelyn Tubergan and Mrs. Gerthe needle
ing employes and their families trude Slager
and employes of the Clawson and threading contest and Miss Laura
Bals Inc. which is housed in the Tubergan and Miss Lorrain
Knoll won the thread eating conPrecision building.
An extensive sports program test. Guessing nails in a jar was
i

Derk J. Poelakker, 85, died at 8
p.m. Sunday in the home of his
daughter, Mrs. Henry Spaman,
three miles southwest of Fennville following an illness with
complications due to his advanced age.
Mr. Poelakker, a former Holland
resident,left here about 10 years
ago to live with his daughter.
Survivors are one daughter, one
son, Henry Poelakker, five grandchildren; two sisters, Mrs. John
Kronemeyer and Mrs. Martin Oudemool, both of Holland.
He was bom Feb. 11, 1856. in
The Netherlandsto Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Poelakker. He came to this
country when a young man.
Mr. Poelakkerwas formerly engaged in farming near Overisel

on Federal Jury

won

Grand Rapids, Aug. 28— The folfriends
lowing Ottawa and Allegan county
is the announcement of the engagement and approaching mar- residents were named on the
traverse jury list drawn for the
riage of Miss Marthene Van Dyke,
September term of federal court
daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
here, according to U.S. Marshal
G. Van Dyke of Grand Rapids, to
Edwin D. Bolger: Harry Hutchins,
Robert T. Dykstra. son of Mr. and
Ft nnville, Alex Van Zanten, Frank
Mrs. Richard Dykstra of Detroit.
The wedding will take place Sept. L. Smith and M. De Fouw, all of
Holland.
6. Both Miss Van Dyke and Mr.
Dykstra were, graduated from
Hope college ift the class of 19-11.
She was a member of Sorosis and
he was affiliatedwith Fraternal

Woman

Term

Serving

in Jail

Unable to pay a fine and costs
$14.15, assessed against her
Friday by MunicipalJudge Ray-

of

Man

of

Holland Is Fined

for Disorderly

Conduct mond L. Smith

ceremony.

Mrs. Benjamin Voss
Feted on Birthday
Mrs. Benjamin Voss was surprised Saturday evening at her home
on East 24th St. on the occasion
of her birthday anniversary. A
two-course lunch was served and
Mrs. Voss was presented with a
gift from the group.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Feyen and daughter,
Sylvia, of Grand Rapids, Mr. and
Mrs. G. Geerlingsand children,
Lois and Jimmy, of Kalamazoo.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Voss, Mr. and
Mrs.

Raymond Voss, Mr.

and Mrs.

Theodore Voss and son, Ronald
Jack, Gertrude and Stanley Voss
and Lillian Dobben of Holland, and
Donald Voss of Grand Rapids.
A son, Ernest, was unable to be

best man.
An informal reception followed present as he is in militaryservice
the ceremony, with the Misses in Camp Livingston, La.
Wilma De Young, Ruth Fisher,

after she had

Young, friends of the bride, serv- Plan Hymn Sing Sunday
ing the 60 guests. Mr. and Mrs.
John Van Putten were master and in Zeeland City Park
mistress of ceremonies.
A hymn sing will be held in ZeeMr. and Mrs. Breen left Sat- land city park Sunday, Aug. 31, at
urday evening on a 10-day wedding 9 p.m. which will be sponsored by
trip through Wisconsin and Mich- the Young Married People’s class
igan. They will be at home after of First Reformed church of ZeeOct. 1 on route 4. Holland. For land.
Gilbert Van Wynen of Holland
traveling,the bride wore a dress
of blue wool trimmed with brown, will be the leader and the music
and accessoriesof the latter shade, will be furnished by the Holland
City Mission orchestra. Mr. Van
with an orchid corsage.
The bride, who was graduated Wynen and his daughter, Bertha,
from Hope college,has been a also will provide special music.
In case of rain the hymn sing
teacher in Longfellow school here.
The groom, a graduateof Michi- will be held in First Reformed
gan State college, is a teacher church of Zeeland.

pleaded guilty to a disorderlyconsociety.
duct charge, Mrs. Alice Bongard,
John Hooker. 44. 276 Lincoln
26, of Grand Rapids has been
A vc.. paid a fine and costs of $10
committed to the county jail to and athletics coach at Holland
Miss Rath Hendricks Is
to MunicipalJudge Raymond L.
High school.
serve 10 days.
Smith upon his plea of guilty to
Out-of-townguests at the wedCecil German, 29, also of
in Grand Rapids
a charge of disorderly conduct.
Grand Rapids, paid his fine and ding were Mrs. N. C. Nissen of
Miss Ruth L. Hendricks who Is
The charge resulted from his aremployed with the Merchants' Ser- ro.-t about 4 a.m. Friday by local costs of 514.15, having pleaded Ocean Springs, Miss.; A. W. Eldguilty to a similar charge. The red, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Niblock,
vice bureau in Holland, daughter police.
two were arrested Friday by local the Misses Cronin, and Henry
of P. T. Hendricks of Grand
Albert us Knoll. 22. route 6, HolMarchmot of Chicago; Miss Ruth
Rapids and Ernest H. Phillips, land, paid a fine and costs of $10 police at a local hotel.
Jerald McFall, 17, route 4, Hol- Fisher of Grand Haven; Miss Wilson of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer R Philto a charge of running a stop
lips of Grand Rapids, exchanged street. Charles Arbough, 18, Ham- land. paid a fine and costs of $5 ma De Young of Kalamazoo; Ralph
their vows Saturday at 11 am, ilton, paid a fine and casts of $10 to MunicipalJudge Smith Satur- De Roo of Rochester, N. Y.; Mr.
in the Westminster church in last Saturday to a charge of day upon his plea of guilty to a and Mrs. Quirenus Breen of Poncharge of passing in an inter- tiac; Mr. and Mrs. Dick Vander
Grand Rapids with the Rev. Ed- speeding.
section.
Kolk, Cedar Springs; Miss Theoward P. Downey of Winter Ha-

all prizes won by Miss Georgia Smeenge.
were cash with the exceptionof Miss Evelyn Tubergan won the
Wed
gifls for the children under six shoe kicking contest.
Miss Aleta Van Dyke was the
years old, and five chicken contests in which 50 chickens were winner of the Miss X game. Miss
released. Two ball games were Gertrude Lievense was Miss X.
held in the morning, one between An interestinggame in which one
employes of the foundry and girl dressed in man's clothes and
machine shop and the other be- one girl in woman's clothes and
tween the regular Precision team then running a race was won by
and the All Stars of Holland. In Miss Clara Gebben and Miss Lotthe latter game the Precision rain Knoll.
Batting ball contest was won
team was the victor.
B. H. Van Voorst, general pic- by Mrs. Jeanne Van De YV'ege,
and Dunningvillebefore moving
nic chairman, was at the micro- Throwing ball at girls in circle ven, Fla., officiating.Rev. Downto Holland to make his home.
phone of the amplifyingsystem was won by Mrs. Edith Covington ey was formerly pastor of the
most of the day directing the and Miss Flora Smallenberg.A Westminster church.
The bride, given in marriage
sports and making announce- back-to-backrace was won by
ments. During the dinner hour Miss Dons Wheaton and Miss by her father,wore a tailored milfrom 12 to 1:15 p.m. a variety Angie Pelon. The balloon breaking itary blue suit with brown accesprogram was put on by factory on ankle contest was won by Miss scries. Mrs. Lawrence Albert
talent. One number was the Clara Gebben and Miss Evelyn Reed, the bride's only attendant,
wore a green suit with rust plaid
selection. “You Are My Sunshine" Tubergan.
Candy bars were distributed accessories.Mr. Reed attended as
sung by a quartet of girls including Amanda Oosting. Charlotte to the winning team in a contest best man.
Stanley Baughman, organist,
Mrs. Grace Lubbers, 73, died at Vredeveld, Betty Bareman and in which a pan of water was
passed over the head. The paint- played a program of traditional
9 p.m. Sunday in her home, three Bertha Van Wynen.
miles northeastof Overisel, folThe main feature at the even- ers were defeated in a tug of wedding selections as well as the
lowing an illness with complica- ing program was a comedy act by war which was had between the marches. Mrs. Phillips, mother of
tions.
“Bill and Barney" 'Willis Hop paintersand the printers. The the bridegroom, wore black flowSurvivors are the husband. John and Barney Jensen) who complied printers were treated to candy ered silk.
Immediatelyfollowing the eereL. Lubbers; one son, James, Overi- w’ith funny dialogue and novelty bars. The packers and assemblers
sel; one daughter, Miss Alice, at tap dances. This number had been were also defeated in a tug of mony the couple left for Dallas,
home; four grandchildren;one scheduledfor the noon program war with the rough burners. Tex., and other southwestern
brother, Levi Kropscott of Fre- but due to the arrival of a new Candy bars were distributed points. They will be at home in
mont.
son in the Hop family in the among members of the winning the Temple apartments.17 West
10th St . after Oct 1 A breakFuneral services will he held morning, the act was carried team
Many interestingpictures were fast was given in honor of the
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. from the oyer. Barney paraded at the pichome and at 2 p.m. from Overisel nic grounds all day in his clown taken of various games and wedding party and guests at the
groups by Mrs. C. Van Tongeren. Country House. Miss Cathalene
Reformed church, with the Rev. get-up.
One of the novel contests was During the supper hour from 5 to Mersen was among the wedding
William Pyle officiating.Burial
identifying Mr. X in which 52.50 6 pm. the picnickers had their guests.
will be in Overisel cemetery.
She was bom May 8, 1868, in was awarded to Chester Bell for choice of hamburgers, hot dogs,
coffee and [K>p. Watermelon j ut
Overisel on the farm where she the first man and to Miss Anne
rounded out the menu. Later ""iss Janet Schemper
died to Mr. and Mrs. John Krop- Sas for the first woman making
even one gathered for a marshscott. Her husband operatesa the identification.Harvey Knoll
Honored at Shower
mallow roast. All refreshments
was Mr. X.
farm near Overisel
A surprise miscellaneous showwere
furnished
by
Mrs.
Van
TonIncluded in the contests
er was held last Thursday in
a grab hag for children, balloon 1 ^r,rn°ln
Those in charge of the sports honor of Miss Janet Schemper in
THREE ARE INJURED
breaking contests for women,
the home of Mrs. John Berkompas
breaking were
^ Mrs>. Hermina
it
in nd
Overbeek,
a ei im ok,
glove
relay
and
bag
AS CAR HITS TREES
in West Olivo. Gifts were presentwheel1 M''*- Dorothy Gebben and Misses
contest for factory men. wheel„
ed, games were played, prizes were
Three young residents of Zee- barrow contest for boys, ball I. rmina Schlorbook- 00003 ,Mae awarded and a two-courselunch
throwing
contest
for
girls,
chickBorchcrs
an(1
Eliza*
land suffered minor injuriesSatwas served.
urday about 9:30 pin. when the en contests, hall game for girls, ' )0t l Dlllalx>u«1)Guests were Mrs. Albert Bakautomobile in which they were tug-of-war for men, cigar smokker, Mrs. Jake Bakker, Mrs. Sena
riding sideswipedtwo trees and ing contest for men over 30. J Company Holds Picnic
Bakker, Mrs. Henry Bakker. Mrs.
then collided with a third tree broom throwingcontest, bag runNelson Baker, Mrs. Chris Van
ning
contest
and
clothes
pin
conat Johnson Park
on the road, leading to the west
Slooten.
Mrs. Abel Berkompas,
test.
entrance of Waukazoo, one-fourth
Employes of the George Mooi Mrs. Martin Berkompas. Mrs. OtOne
of
the
mast
interesting
mile south of the Ottawa Beach
Roofing Co. and their families, to De Jonge, Mrs. Gerrit Scholten,
contests was the husband railing numbering about 60. gatheredat
road.
Mrs. O. Schemper. Mrs Bruce
They were Loon Meyer, 15, 233 contest in which Mrs. Germ De Johnson park in Grandville Sat- Berkompas, Mi.ss No] la Bakker,
WashingtonSt., lacerations on Jong and Mrs. 'Tase De Free tied urday afternoon and evening for Miss Marjorie Bakker, Miss Anhead and face; Miss Jeanette for the prize. Mr. and Mrs. Pres- their annual picnic.
toinette Bakker, Miss Jean BakDykstra, 16, 28 East Main St., ton Shaffer won a contest for
A sports program was carried ker, Miss Wilhelmina Klop, Miss
general body bruises; and Miss married couples.
out and valuable prizes were
In a special contest during the awarded. The company furnished Vila Van Slooten, Miss Irene Ber^
Isla Pearl Umar, 16, 16 Harrison
kompas, Miss Ella Berkompas,
supper
hour,
Nelson
Koeman
was
St., general body bruises.
the supper which featured a ham- Miss Theresa Berkompas and Miss
The two girls were released awarded a waffle iron; Gerald burger fry with George Mooi as Gertrude Berkompas.
from Holland hospital after re- Geerds, electric clock; James Wa- chief chef. Along with the hamceiving treatment, but Meyer was beke -and Julia Simonson.55 burgers were served ice cream,
Tokyo, Japan's capital city, «
not. .released until Sunday night. each; Bea Schaap, lamp, and Ray- soft drinks, watermelon, coffee and
third largest city in the world
mond
Van
N'etten,
radio.
A
numMeyer was driving south on the
peanuts. A marshmallow roast fol- with a population estimated to be
road and, a deputy sheriff re- ber of 51 and smaller awards also lowed.
in excess of 7,000,000.
were
given.
ported, he failed to negotiate the
Arrangementsfor the picnic
Basket dinners and suppers
curve because of the excessive
were in charge of James Vcltman
A new method has been devised
•peed of the car, causing it to were served with the company and Ray Riksen. Hosts were
to extract usable gasoline from the
strike the trees on the right side furnishing coffee, lemonade and George Mooi, Herman Mooi and
deposits of tar sands in western
confectionery.
of the road.
Cornelius Mooi, company partners. Canada. C
Mr. Van Voorst was assisted In

was carried out and

Grand Rapids

tle park given by the Misses Mary
Jane Vaupell, Mildred Mulder, Virginia Kooiker and Crystal Van
Anrooy; a miscellaneous shower at
the Country club, with Mrs. John
Van Putten and Mrs. Donald Leenhouts as hostesses; a bridge luncheon given by Mrs. Thomas Marsllje, and a bridge luncheon by
Mrs. W. G. Winter. A rehearsal
dinner was held at the Eldridge
cottage the evening before the

Thelma Kooikel and Gertrude

Pnrslicd Potatoes
Broiled Tomatoes
Cole Slaw
Hot Fresh Rolls
Coffee Mousse
Tea or Coffee

List

Plan Wedding
Of interest to Holland

Held at Tunnel Park
MAN SUCCUMBS

A. Donald Leenhouts served as
*

Very Special Dinner
Crabmeat Cocktail
Roast Leg of Lamb with Mint Sauce

Men Are

roses.

Miss Mildred Mulder, as maid of
honor, wore a gown of soft blue
sheer, with wide fagotting on the
girdle. Her bouquet was of pink
and white roses.

Peas
Cucumber and Lettuce Salad
with French Dressing
Bread and Butter
Peach Cobbler ,
Tea or Coffee
1

contractor.

FORMER LOCAL

white

Browned Potatoes

New

ton tractor.
St., single stall garage.

puffed sleeves, the fitted waist line
in contrast to the very full skirt.
Her fingertip veil was caught in
a tiara of seed pearls, and she carried an old fashioned bouquet of

Lemon Ice Box Pudding
Tea or Coffee

reported today.
Drivers of the cars were Mrs. E.
A Engel, 59, route 4, Holland, and
Lee Bronson, 27, 1054 Columbia
Ave. She was driving west and he
was driving east on the road.
Although denied by Mrs. Engel,
Bronson claims that she was driving on the wrong side of the road,
the sheriff's department reported.

324 by 291 feet
one and one-half stories, one famEast 30th

choices for the budget-minded. with white gladioli.

finite

rested and convicted twice in Kal-

amazoo county on a charge of In the poultry stalls,fowl, broilers
Wedding music consisted of
driving while intoxicated,and on and fryers are listed as best buys. piano selections by Mrs. Howard
Still in the budget-classification Douwstra, including "O Promise
last Feb. 21, paid a fine and costs
are croakers, butterflshand sea Me,” De Koven; ‘1 Love You
of $28.75 in Justice Hoffer's court
bass, haddock, floundersand mackand served two days in the county
Truly," Bond, and "The R<*ary,"
erel. Like many meats, these can
jail for driving while his operatNevin; and the vocal numbers,
be made Into hearty dishes that the
or's license was revoked.
“Because," d’Hardelot,and "Love’s
The arrest of White was made first tang of fall demanda.
Coronation," Aylward, by Miss
To assist the homemaker plan her
by the sheriff’sdepartment in
Theodora Meulendyk. Mrs. DouwSunday
dinner, Marlon Rouse Budd,
Grand Haven township Thursday.
stra played the Lohengrin wedding
director of the _ _ 1 Kitchen,has
march as the bridal party assemprepared the following menus for
bled, and Miss Meulendyksang
Lakewood Blvd. Scene
three different budgets: t
the "Lord's Prayer," by Malotte,
Low Coat Dinner
at the close of the ceremony.
of Automobile Accident
The bride was gowned in a wedChopped Meat In Cabbage Leaves
ding dress of white net over satBaked Summer Squash
Two automobileswere involved
Sliced Tomatoes
in, fashioned with high neck and
in an accident last Thursday at 8

dora Meulendyk of Fond du Lac,
WU.; Mr. and Mrs. G Mulder and
Miss Mildred Mulder of Blissfield;
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Klomparens,
Owosso.
Numerous partiesgiven in honor
of the bride before her marriage
included a breakfast at Anchor Inn
arranged by Longfellow school
teachers; a kitchen shower at Cas-

Given Thirty-DayTerm
for Disorderly Conduct
William Burns, 176 College Ave.,

was sentenced to serve 30 days in
the county jail at Grand Haven
on Saturday by MunicipalJudge r
Raymond L. Smith upon his plea
.

of guilty to a charge of disorderly

conduct.

day by

Bums was

arrested Fri-

local police at his

home.

DEA1H CLAIMS

MRS. LUBBERS

..
'

*

1

.*1 1

j

i

i

TAXPAYERS
ATTENTION!
1935 and

Prior

Unpaid Taxes

It is important for you to know the provisions of the Ten Year Installment Plan (P.A. No. 28 of 1937)
wh!CihQ?™vlde# for the grouping of 1932 and prior taxes under one total, and the grouping of 1933, 1934
and 1935 taxes under one total, and these totals to be divided into ten equal installments.

*

i

I

|

Seventh Installment of 1932 and Prior Taxes

p

Collection fee of

on or after Sept.

added

to in.tallment

if

paid

BEFORE Sept. 1,

1941. Additional penaltiei if paid

1, 1941.

Fifth Installment of 1933-1934-1935 Taxes
on or'af'tcrSept

°1

'0 in‘t*1Inlentif P*id

Balance
Anv^.ull^/n 1ny

f

.

t

additional mterst of 3/4 of
since date of return

BEFORE

bc.f°:e

and Prior Taxes

*«h ^

• collection fee of 2%.
due, i. con.idered delinquent and there will bo
per month. Special assessments carry interest at the rate of Vt of 1% per
1933, 1934 and 1935 and since Sept. 1, 1935 on 1932 and prior taxes.
dal* (Sep?- ,,t of

1%

on

'•

Entire Unpaid Taxes of 1935 and Prior

me^i,UnMS«

in

Now Due

Sept. 1, 1941. Additional penalties if paid

of Installments of 1935

P3*'dcb5TS'P,“-°f‘hce

month

Ml^in

Now Due

Muy

1M2 1938 ,“r*

°f 194l *

h*V*

^

**”? in*“‘""“nU of 1932 and
P“d' UnP*id 1939 •nd

Years
prior yaart

pr5or

wiU

and Hr.

a,,°

in.tall.

°ff,r*d fot

•

Htliand Man Returned
to

Paw Paw by

Police

picnic arrangements by Harvey
Poll, Elmer Shoup, Goldie Lampen, Louis Kronemeyer, Kenneth

Douma. Vernon Vande Water,
Arrested Saturday night on a Allen Borr, Joe Sloothaak,Ben
Warrant, Harold Hoaglin, 144 West Kalkman, Peter Wiersum, Cor30th St., was returned to Paw nelius De Free and Barney Jen-

Paw Sunday by

state police

to

sen.

face prosecution.
Local police said they were in
Dutch Novelty Employes
formed that Hoaglin had rented
an automobile trailer and wa£ Have Picnic at Cottage
living at Gobles when he decided
About 100 girls attendeda picJo move and took the trailer with nic of the Dutch Novelty shop
him. He told officers that the trail- last Thursday afternoon and night
’ wak at Ottawa beach.
at the. cottage of; Mr. and Mrs.

LOAN
HEADQUARTERS
HOLLAND STATF RANK

IMPORTANT!
2%

order to pay the next installment, take one-tenth of your original tax
for collection fee,

and add

FRED DEN HERDER,
OTTAWA COUNTY TRIASURIR
(Published in Accordancewith Act No. 28 of Public Acts of 1887.)

'np
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28,

1941

Marian Fowler, who has been
employed in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Wallace Kempkers for several weeks, returned to her home
in Grant the past week-end, to
resume her school work.
Mrs. P. H. Fisher and Mrs.
Jesse Kool visitedin the home of
Dr. and Mrs. C. J. Fisher of
Ftrty and Eight Will Hold Holland last Thursday.
Mrs. Marvin Kaper spent a few
County Drive Against days with relatives and friends
in Detroit during the past week.
Diphtheria
The local school will open on
Monday, Sept. 8. with Marvin
During the past year a careful Smallegan as principal and instudy was made of the children structorof the high school grades.
In the rural schools of Ottawa Jay Folkert will return as Incounty to determine the number structor of the grammar room,

Freighters Bring Cargoes Here

FUN GROUP ID

OIIS, DYKEMAS

JOIN

SINK LEATHERS
Stttfeu Are Victor* Orer

CAMPAIGN

New Grenp Enrolled it
Grud Haven CCC Caap
Grand Haven, Aug. 28 (Special)
—'Hie CCC Camp at Grand Haven
had 44 new enrolleei last week,
which brings the total number of
the camp to 122, besides three officers, headed by Lieut. Robert Thomas, commanding officer, and six
men from the soil conservation

cuss the matter of liability insurance on firemen and fire trucks
attending outside fires.
Board of Public Works Committee to whom had been referred
the matter of conferring with the
Board of Public Works on the
city-wide garbage collection system and incineration, reported
having met with the board and the
matter has now been turned over
to them for study and consideration.

staff.

several local organizationstogether with themselves.
Aid. Raymond stated that inasmuch as this had been the thought
of the council at the time the
Draft Board was given permission
to use the room, he felt that the
proposal should be accepted.

Aid. Damson supportedMr.
Raymond's proposal.
Aid. Mooi then called upon
representativesof the several organizationswho had previously
used this room to voice their *entiments.
Several members of these various organizations who had previously used this room then expressed their opinions. These opinions
were along the same lines as previously expressed in former meet-

In this connection, the commitBoys desiring to enroll for the
camp may now do so at the camp tee recommendedthat the city
here and if they are eligible aa far cleric be instructed to inform the
SoftbaH Tilt
as age, etc., are concerned, they Board of Public Works of what
has been done on the matter up to
will be enrolled. 'Hie company’*
Because of the cool weather,
this time and also to inform the
of children protected against diphand Miss Wilma Tagg as primary authorized strength Is now 185.
board of petitions requesting such
only a small group of fans turntheria.
Last week Major General Cumteacher. No definite appointment
city-wide system.
ed out for the three Holland leaFor several years parents have has been made for the interme- mins, commander of the sixth corp
Adopted.
gue softball games in Hiverview
been urged to have their children diate grades.
area of Chicago, and hls staff, in|
Communicationsfrom Boards atv)
park Tuesday night.
Mr. John Homfeld, a member of
protected at nine months of age.
spected
the
camp.
Several local relatives attendCity Officers
Closest of all three battles was
the Spanish American War VetOne dose of diphtheria toxoid was ed the funeral services for BenThe claims approvedby the fol- erans, made the claim that this
the second in which Hulsts Marrecommended.According to re- jamin Kok of Overisel last week
lowing boards were ordered certi- room had been especiallydedicatket passed the Pure Oils, 2-1, all
ports receivedby the county Thursday. Rev. E. H. Tanis of
COUNCIL
fied to the council for payment
runs scoring the last inning.
ed for patrioticorganizations and .
health department, not more than Waupun, Wis., officiated.
Hospital board ................$1,657.10 for this reason they should not *
The Dykema Tailors breezed
4 per cent of the parents had
The Rev. and Mrs. J. A. RogLibrary board ....................
229.99 be deprived of the use of- It Mr.
past the Armour Leathers, 9-4, in
their infants immunized, voiture gen and children of Maurice,
Holland, Mich., August 20,1941
the opener and Steffens won out
1183 of Holland, of the Forty Iowa, have returned home after
The Common Council met In Park and Cemetery board 1,531.39 Homfeld further stated that they
over the Grand Rapids Service
and Eight of the American legion, visiting for a few weeks with Mr. regular session and was called to Police and fire board .... 4,035.73 were good citizensand taxpayers
BPW operating account 29,910.39 of the community and for this
Electrics, 6-3! in a not-too-interestpointed out.
and Mrs. Earle Tellman and chil- order by the Mayor.
Allowed. (Said claims on file in reason should be given every coning finale.
In its health program for chil- dren and other relatives in this
Present: Mayor Geerlings, Aids.
cleric's office for public Inspec- sideration.
The Dutchmen had the visitors
dren, the voiture urges immuniza- vicinity.
Arendshorst, Kleis, Slagh, Smith,
tion.) Board Public Works reportblanked until the last inning when
tion of all children, especially
After many, both men and woMooi, Damson, Schepers, Menken,
ed the collection of $37,673.99; men, had spoken for their pr*
they began butter-fingering
fly
children of the pre-school age. In
Raymond, and the clerk.
balls, much to the delight of fans
cooperationwith the health deDevotions led by Mayor Geer- city treasurer, $8,356.03 for mis- ganizations,Aid. Slagh wanted to
cellaneous items, and $182,661.82 know how they felt about sharing
who were craving more excitepartment and the local physicians,
lings.
for tax collections.
ment. J. Goastra started the sevletters advocating complete imthis room with the Draft Board.
Minutes read and approved.
Adopted.
munization will be sent to all
enth-inning rally with a homer
Members of the North Holland
However, there was littleresponse
Petltiona and Accounts
Clerk reported bonds and inter- to Mr. Slagh’s request with the
parents of infants of nine months Econorpic club and their families
for their first run. Then, with two
Clerk presented applicationand
of age.
men down, Steffens began missing
had a pot-luck picnic at Tunnel agreement signed by John Van est coupons due and presented for exceptionof Mr. Homfeld who
The rural school enrollmentof park Friday night, Aug. 19. Games Nuil, 372 W. 18th St., requesting payment in the amount of $2,435. stated that in his opinion either
fly balls and allowed two more
Ordered paid.
Ottawa is about 5,700. Of this were played and prizes were permission to come under the C.
runs to score. It looked like the
one or the other organization*
Clerk reported that according to should be permitted to use the
number, 2,335 children were given awarded to Bernard Bosman and S. O. and have his premises conServicers might tie it up, but Don
the Schick test to determine Miss Carol Sas. The first meeting nected with the sanitary sewer instructions,notice has been given room and that the two could hot
De Fouw, Hope athlete, struck out
of the proposed vacating of the get along together.
whether, they were protected this fall will be held the last of at a cost of $271.20.
for the last out. leaving two men
alley between 29th and 30th Sts.
agaiast diphtheria. It was found September. The course to be stuMayor Geerlingsvoiced these
on base.
Approved.
from River to Pine Aves. and that same sentimentsand stated that
that there were 1,015 of the 2,- died this year will be "Home FurSteffens chugged along until the
Clerk presented applicationand
335 tested who were not protect- nishings.’’ The new officers are bond of J. W. Hobeck for a license this was the date for hearing ob- in hls opinion either the Draft
fifth inning when they put up four
jections, if any, to the vacating of Board should get out or the patried. It is reasonably safe to con- president Mrs. H. Karsten; vice- to construct sidewalks.
runs, Buursma's circuit rounder
said alley. Clerk further reported otic organizations should relinqsider that of the children not president,Mrs. Marvin Nienhuis;
also bringing in Ernie Overbeek
Approved and licensegranted.
When Sensibar Wa« Aground Near Grand Haven in 1939.
tested there is not a greater per secretary and treasurer,Mrs. Abel
and Crozicr.Skeeter Bouwman alClerk presented communication that no objections have been filed uish their rights to the room for
so scored in this inning, rounding
the time being.
Three lake freighters, one of Sensibar went aground some- cent protected. Conservatively, Kuyers, and flowers, Mrs. Clar- from Michigan MunicipalLeague In his office.
Alley ordered vacated, all presthe sacks on a couple cf singles them making two trips here, en- time ago in Lake Erie causing con- slightlyover 50 per cent of rural ence Raak. Mrs. Peter Siersma calling attention to two recently
Alfred Joldcrsma also spoke in
children are protected against and Mrs. Chris Sas are the two
favor of permittingthe several
tered Holland harbor over the
and wild pitches.
enacted State Acts establishing ent voting aye.
siderabledamage which had since diphtheria.
Clerk reported that pursuantto organizations to continue the use
S. Bouwman also scored in the week-end to deposit cargoes of
leaders. Announcement will be establishingminimum hours for
Since the tendency today Is to made later as to the exact time firemen and minimum wages for Instructionsnotice has been given of this room, and suggestedthat
been repaired.In command of the
previous inning when ho walked coal, gasoline and pig iron.
of the proposed vacating of Lin- perhaps a committee from these
and came in on a walk. Handwerg
The largest of the boats was the large freighteris 37-year-old Cap- have children protected during in- and place for the next meeting.
policemen.
fancy. immunizingschool children
brought in the first count in the J. R. Sensibar. 537 feet long, which tain Larson.
A group from the Ladies Aid
The communication states that coln Ave. directly north of 24th organizations should get together
The motorshipMercury, in two has been largely discontinued had a Hamburg fry at Port Shel- as a result of such legislation, of- St. Said vacating being necessary with a committee from the council
second after a couple of singles. arrived Sunday at 4 a.m. from
Parents are expected to have don last Thursday night.
In order to relocate Lincoln Ave. and Draft Board to work out some
Pres Bos of the winners struck Toledo, 0., with a cargo of 7,000 trips between Lament. 111., and
ficials of several cities and vilchildren protected before they enjust
east of its present location solution.
Holland
harbor,
has
brought
1,853.tons
of
coal
for
Harrington's
out seven and walked two while E.
All who participatedin the mak- lages held a meeting at Lansing
ter school.
Erhardt and N. Rickers of the vis- docks. She left Sunday about 2:30 000 gallons of gasoline to the local
A substitutemotion was offered
ing of the 4th of July float had recently to discuss the situation and is considered a public necesIn case of a serious outbreak
sity for safety reasons. Clerk by Aid. Menken, seconded by Aid.
itors fanned three and walked p.m. Tor Grand Haven to take on marine base of the Globe Oil and
dinner In Holland and were later in which many cities and villages
of diphtheria, as has occurred
further reported that this was the Schepers, that the matter be reRefining Co.
eight. Bos allowed five runs, and a cargo of gravel for Detroit.
entertained at the home of Mr. find themselves as a result of such
The Mercury arrived on her first with smallpox recently, a serious and Mrs. Floyd Kraai last Tues- legislation. It was reported that as time and place for hearing objec- ferred back to the Public BuildThe Sensibar, it was recalled,
the G. R. pitchers yielded nine.
problem would exist. Protection
In the second fray, J. Elenbaas went aground early in December, trip here Friday morning and left
day night. This included, Mr. and a result of such meeting of muni- tions, if any, to said proposed ings Committee together with
against diphtheria takes several
vacating and relocation.Clerk representatives from the .various
scored the only Oil run in the sev- 1939, four miles south of Grand Friday night after unloading 927,weeks to develop, after toxoid Mrs. Fred Koetsier, Peter Siers- cipal officials, it was decided to further reported that no objec000
gallons
of
gasoline.
She
returnHaven
harbor
entrance.
She
was
organizations to work out a soluenth when he singledand came in
ma, Dan Ebels, Jack Jongerijg, take appropriate legal action to
treatment.
on a fly. Westerhofafter a single being towed to Grand Haven from ed Sunday about 11 p.m. and left
Lloyd Kraai, Chris Sas. Henry test the validityof such acts and tions have been filed in his office tion to this difficulty.
Mayor Geerlings, however, did
and Griep after a double both Chicago when the tow rope was on Monday after unloading926,Karsten and Gerrit Van Doomik. to request the various municipali- and presented affidavit of publica000 gallons of gasoline
not believe that a solution could
The Rev. Henry Bast of Hope ties to join in such litigation. The tions of said vacating notice.
scored for the victorious Market- broken during a gale.
Ordered vacated, all present be worked out between the Draft
The freighterBack Bay arrived
After numerous attempts the
college had charge of both servlets act establishing minimum hours
ers in the seventh on singles.
Board and the various organizaDutch Schurman of the winners Sensibar was refloated and taken at Harrington's docks here Monhere Sunday. Mrs. Harold Slag for firemen provides that all muni- voting aye.
Clerk presented communication tions and again suggested that
fanned two and walked one while to Grand Haven. Later she was day with a cargo of pig iron for
favored
with
a
vocal
solo
in
the
cipalities
having
an
organized
paid
Mr. and Mrs. George Schutfrom the Police and Fire Board either one or the other should ba
Windemuller of the losers fanned towed to Manitowoc,Wis., for re- the Holland Furnace Co., follow- maat and children enjoyed a morning.
or part-paid departmentshall not
ing a trip trom Cleveland, O. The motor trip to Niagara falls the
pairs.
three and walked one.
About 25 couples attended the require any person to be on duty recommending that an addition be given the exclusive use of the
It was learned here that the cargo totaled 2,500 tons.
wiener roast of the Young Mar- more thap 24 hours or off duty built along the west side of Engine room.
Brown led off with a homer
latter part of last week.
After some further discussion,
for the first run in the first inning
The Rev. H. Fikse of South ried Men's Bible class held at less than 24 hours out of every 48 House No. 1 as a lounging room
for the firemen. The communica- the original and substitutemotions
of the Dykema-Armourgame and
dent; Herman Broene of Allendale, Blendon conducted the services Harlem beach Saturday night. hours. It further provides an adtion further recommends that the were withdrawn and another moHulst foliowed him in the same invice-president, and Eleanor Broene in First Reformed church last William Overbeke is the teacher. ditional 24 consecutiva hours off
contract for building this addition tion was made by Aid. Menken,
ning with a double, coming in on
duty
in
every
sixteen
day
period.
Sunday.
of Grand Rapids secretary and
a fielder’s choice.
The act establishingminimum be awarded to Abel Postma as per seconded by Smith, that thii enJesse Kool and H. D. Strabtreasurer.
ROBINSON
Smith scored the third Armour
Mr. and Mrs. Sipke Grasman
wages for policemen sets up * hls bid price of $1,531.00,this be- tire matter be referred back to
bing
were
up
north
trout
fishMrs. William Zylstra of Chicago
ing the low bid of 5 bids received. the Building Committee with powrun after a single in the third had as their guests the past visited at the home of her moth ing Thursday, Aug. 21.
schedule of minimum wages to be
and Hulst scored their last after a week Mr. and Mrs. Albert er, Mrs. S. Lcnters, for some time.
Vera Hulsman is employed as
paid in accordancewith the size Public Safety Committee stated er to act.
Louwsma, Mrs. J. Nugtercn and
walk in the sixth.
of the city from a population that they had no recommenda- Adopted.
Mrs. John Zuiverinkof Grand clerk in the Schutmaat store,
Grand
Haven,
Aug.
28—
Ottawa
tions to make to the council in reCouncil adjourned.
Van Gelderen in the second son, Peter, and Jacob Heems- Rapids was a guest of her daugh- fillingthe place of Esther Barstandpoint.
gard to this addition.
brought in the first Dykema run. bergen, all from Prairie City, la. ter and so'n-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. B. tels who was employed there for —Mrs. Josepha Sanda, 78, route 1,
Oscar Peterson, city clerk.
The minimum wages to be paid
Committee further stated that
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Ten Brink Horlings.
•w in the third, Kraai and Bos both
a time.
Robinson township, sister of Sup- in a city the size of Holland,
* scored on an error on the right of Kalamazoo were visitors of
John JoostbernsIs building a ervisor Frank Hendrych of Grand which comes In a bracket of hav- this bid was higher than a prevMrs. Claude Scholma spent a
* fielder and Westerhof and Jansen their cousins, Mr. and Mte. Harry few days with relatives in Ree- second new house on South West Haven township,died jnexpect- ing a population of more than 12,- ious bid and this was due to the
10W-C0SI WEEK-END
fact that the board Is now asking
both scored on singles to right Bowman, Tuesday.
Street. The first one which was edly of a heart attack in the home 500 but not exceeding 25,000,
man last week.
for
additional
repairs
to
be
made
The Rev. and Mrs. J. GeeLs enfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Croon are completed recently is now occu of her daughter, Mrs. Anton would be $1800.00per year or
J. Vryhof with the aid of a tertained the latter's parents, Mr. being felicitated on the birth of a pied by Mr. ana Mrs. Joostberns. Kostner,Tuesday noon. She had $34.61 per week for all police of- on the second-floorand their comMiss Helen Kuite recently en- been in failing health for two ficers having two years or more of mittee felt that before the councouple of singles in the fourth and and Mrs. Barney Kempkcrs of daughter Aug. 21 at their home.
cil should authorize this expendiOrange
City,
Iowa.
tertained
at
miscellaneous years.
Dykema with the aid of a couple
service. The letter suggests that
Dawn and Billy Grooters returnTO
ture, that the matter should lx?
Mr. aod Mrs. J. Tubergen of
shower
in
honor
of
her
sister,
more in the sixth also counted.
She
was
born
in
Bohemia
March
all
those
cities
and
villages
that
ed home Friday after spending a
Jansen and Van Gelderen chalked Waverly road spent a few days few days with their aunt in Mus- Miss Josephine Kuite, who is a 19, 1863, and had been a resident desire to join in such proceedings given further study by the Public
Buildings and Property Commitbride-elect.
up the last two runs in the sev- with their children,Mr. and Mrs. kegon.
of this section for 20 years coming pass a resolution authorizing and
tee.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roy
Siple.s were from Chicago. She was a member instructingits city attorney to inenth inning both scoring on an- Martin Tubergen.
A post-nuptialshower was givThe matter was so referred.
Rev.
Hietbrink
conducted
the
on a camping and fishing trip, of St. Anthony’s church in Robin- tervene in such proceedingson
other error on the Leather right
Clerk presented communication
morning service at the Reformed en for Mrs. Jay Hovingh Friday near Cadillac for a few days the son township and a member of St. behalf of the city and also to authAA Round trip
fielder. Smith.
evening at her home in Coopersfrom
the Selective Servi :e Board
•IfWV IN COACHES
Jansen of the winners struck church and Dr. Lester Kuyper ville. Hastesses were Mrs. C. Hov- past week.
Mary’s Queen of May lodge. Chi- orize an expenditure of not to exstating that as a result of last
Mr. and Mrs. George Rigterink cago.
FROM HOLLAND
out one and walked one while Ray the afternoonservice. The. Rev.
ceed $10.00 toward the expense of
ingh and daughters. A lunch was
council meeting when the matter
Weener of the losers fanned four Kolonbrandcrof Ada is expected served. The bride received many and Mr.# and Mrs. William RocBesides the daughter, she is sur- printing necessary records and
Bargain coach farei ever*
of sharing the so-calledG. A. R.
to fill the pulpit Sunday, Aug.
lofs took a motor trip to Camp vived by one son, Edward of Bat- briefs.
and walked four.
[week-end. . . good on any afterpretty gifts. Those present at the
room with other patriotic organ31.
Custer Wednesday, Aug. 20.
noon
or evening train Friday
tle
Creek;
two
grandchildren
and
Aid. Raymond reported that
Mr. and Mrs. H. Bowman and affair were Mrs. David Mohr, Mrs.
(and all trains Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Boorman three brothers,Mr. Hendrych, An- when these bills were before the izations was discussed, they had
Alfred were the guests of the William Van Weinen. Sr., Mrs. and children of Fremont visited ton of Berwyn, 111., and Ignacc of legislaturethe council had on two taken it upon themselves to get in
Returning, leave Chicago
B
Rev. and Mrs. Peter Muyskens John Horlings, Mrs. Herman Bro- relatives here Sunday.
touch with the state headquarters
late as 11:30 p.m. Sundays.
Benton Harbor.
different occasions passed resolulast Wednesday evening and ene, Mrs. C. Hovingh, Mrs. Jack
and
asked
them
for
permission
to
Prof, and Mrs. Stanley Bolks
tions recommending to our repreRide Pere Marquette for real
share these quarterswith other
Born to Mr. and Mrs. II. Kla- Thursday at Martin’s Resort near Constant,Mrs. Abe Mohr, Mrs. of Lafayette,Ind., were guests
comfort, safety and economyl
sentative
and senator at Lansing
Corney Mohr, Mrs. Bernard in the home of G. J. Bolks and Mis* Osterhous Named
local organizzations.Replying to
mer a daughter, Thursday, Aug. Pierson.
to oppose these bills,and requestFor InformationConsult Ticket
Mr. and Mrs. George Nienhuis Grooters, Mrs Joe Konendyk, Mrs. family during the past week.
>• 21. Mrs. J. Holstege is in attened
an expressionfrom the city this request, the state headquartAgent.
William
Van
Weinen,
Jr.,
Mrs.
Health Department Clerk
and sons spent Sunday with Mr.
ers has given its consent to such
dencc.
The Rev. F. J. Van Dyk of
attorney relative to the city’s
an arrangementproviding the
*, Mr. and Mrs. J. Kort, Mr. and and Mrs. Martin Looycngoed at John Koning, Mrs. H. Vennema, Central park, a former pastor of
obligationin case they should
Mrs.
John
Broene,
Mrs.
John
Pot’ Mrs. Herman H. Vruggink and Grand Haven.
Grand Haven, Aug. 28 (Special) pass the resolution suggested by Draft Board will lock up all their
the American Reformed church,
family and Mr. and Mrs. N. VanMrs. Thys De Jonge and daugh- gieter, Jr. Miss Ann Koning and conducted services there Sunday, —Miss Hazel Osterhous, daughter
files and other private records,
the league. Mr. Lokker stated that
£ der Wal and Lester attended the ter, Tona. and son, Theodore, and the honored guest.
while the local pastor, Rev. I. of Attorney and Mrs. Louis Ost- so far as he could see, It would and In accordance with this authCandidate Netz of Blendon Scherpenlsse, filled the pulpit at erhous, has been appointedclerk
Milk Producersassociation picnic Jack Veneklaasenleft Monday
orization, the Draft Board was
involve an amount of not to ex’P-r- Saturday at Townsend park near morning, Aug. 24, to spend this was the speaker Friday evening at Central park, Mrs. Scherpenisse in the Ottawa county health denow suggesting to the council that
ceed $10.00 to pay the expense for
Rockford.
week with Mr. and Mrs. Orval the Christian school sale when a sang a solo at the evening ser- partment to succeed Miss Rayda
this room be used jointly by the
preparingbriefs and other printMr. and Mrs. Harold Vruggink Sampson who are located at Rob- large audience gathered in the vice in the Central park church. Dykstra who has resigned to make
ing, and in addition to this, it
* spent the week-end at Battle bins. Tenn., where they are en- church basement to hear his adMr. and Mrs. Harry Jacobus of her home in Grand Rapids.
might Involve his expense as at£ Creek with Mr. and Mrs. Jason gaged in rural missionarywork. dress. Henry De Jong was the Cheboygan are living with Mr.
Miss Osterhous was graduated
Vruggink.
Mrs. Sampson before her. mar- auctioneer for the evening. Justin and Mrs. George Jacobus of this from the local high school in 1937, torney in case he was called in on
the case. Mr. Lokker further
Zylstra was the auctioneer in the place.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Vruggink riage was Anna De Jonge.
and had further education at Michstated that the legal profession is
Jeane Kloosterman was able afternoon.
^and family spent the latter part
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Timmer igan State collegein East Lansing,
Mr. Osterhaven of Western and childrenof Bad Axe were and Muskegon Junior college in not in sympathy with legislation
i^of last week in Ohio visiting Rev. to return to the homo of her
parents after being confined in Theological seminary was in dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Muskegon. She also was gradu- of this kind and is brought about
•,;and Mrs. J. Zuiderhoek.
Mr. and Mrs. VV. Van Ham of Holland hospital following an charge of the Reformed services Wallace Kempkers and supper ated in May from the Lucid Pri- by pressure groups influencingthe
legislation on such matters. It
« Spring Lake called on their par- appendix operation.
Sunday morning.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John vate Secretarial school in Grand
was Mr. Lokker’s opinion that
r‘ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Poskey
Florence De Boer was the
Christian Reformed services Haakma last Wednesday.
Rapids. She has been employed in matters such as governed by this
guest of her sister and brother- weh? conducted Sunday evening
an evening last week.
Carl Miskotten, who is in train- Grand Rapids and at the Eagle
bill should be for local d terminai« Mr. and Mrs. William Kremers in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Maynard by the Rev. H. Beute of Jenison. ing at the Great Lakes Naval Ottawa Leather Co. here.
tion since conditions in the vari^and family, of Grpnd Rapids Van Noord of Jamestowna few The Reformed Missionaryand Station is spending several days
Mr. Osterhous is Grand Haven ous municipalities differ greatly
* visitedMr. and Mrs. Henry Lub- days last week.
Ladies Aid societywill meet at the with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. city attorney and a member of the
and what might be O. K. for one
bers Monday evening.
The Gospel tent meetings con- home of Mrs. C. Vander Jagt on Edward Miskotten.
public health committee of the would not at all prevail in anMr. and Mrs. M. Vruggink of ducted by Frank Brower and Thursday.
Betty Ann Dowd enjoyed a board of supervisors.
other. It was his opinion that the
^Beaverdam spent Monday evening Cornielus Boertje are being well
week’s visit with her grandmother
City of Holland should Join with
^at the home of - Mr. and Mrs. attended and special music is
Dowd in Kalamazoo.
other cities in order to find out
-Harold Vruggink.
supplied for each evening this Urges Early Purchase
Mr. and Mrs. Z. Hulkonen and Two Are Hostesses
the status of such legislation.
Z Florraine Vruggink spent a week.
of Full-Year Car Plates small daughter have moved to
City clerk was instructedto for!! day last week at Grandville with
Mr. and Mrs. H. Bowman and
Lowell where the former has at Bridge Luncheon
^her aunt, Mrs. Paul Pauszenga. children have been calling on their
secured employment. He has
Bowl* of purple dahlias and lav- ward the resolution as suggested
Alex Van Zanten, local manager
Gerrit Vander Bunte of James- father and grandfather,Arthur
worked for a couple of years at ender and purple gladioliformed to the Michigan Municipal Leatown spent a few days recently Bowman, who is confined at St. of the licensebureau, today urged the Hamilton Poultry farm.
the decorations at the attractive- gue.
motorists to make early purchases
•at the home of his children, Mr. Mary’s hospital at Grand Rapids.
Mrs. James Koops and Mrs. ly appointedbridge luncheongiv- Reports of Standing Committees
Ways and Means Committee to
and Mrs. Renzo Vruggink.
Mr. Bowman’s condition is some- of full-year license plates if they George Rigterink were Detroit en Tuesday in the Macatawa Bay
intend to drive their cars over visitors last Saturday.
whom
had been referred the rewhat Improved.
I
# #
Yacht club by Mrs. James De Free
Mr. and Mrs. Sherwin Hunger- Labor day.
The Rev. and Mrs. N. Burggraaf and Mrs. Warren S. Merriam. quest from the Great Lakes Har^Minister Accepts CpII
Deadline for use of half-year and children, Wayne and Donna
ink accompanied Mr. and Mrs.
“Destructive windstorms occur in
Covers were laid for 40 guests. bor association for an appropriaplates will be midnight Sunday.
Bernard
Sharpe
of
Zeeland
to
atMae of Boonton,’ N.J., are vaca- Prize* In bridge went to Mrs. Wil- tion of $50.00 to help cover exFrom Zeeland Church
Michigan
every year. Since its estabtend the evening services at the There h no extension of the dead- tioning in the home of their par- liam Telling. Mrs. Don Crawford penses in connection with the sponline
and
the
license
bureau
will
be
soring of the Great Lakes St Lawlishment in 1897, the State Mutual
Richmond St Reformed church
ents, Mr. and Mrs. H. Kuite- and and Mr*. Fred Inglish.
* ’ Zeeland, Aug. 28 — The congreSunday evening. Mr. Sharpe was closed all day Monday.
rence Waterway reported that the
other relativesip this vicinity.
Cyclone Insurance Company has
gation of Third Christian ReformTo avoid the last minute rush, Miss Eunice ' Hagelskamp of
the guest soloistthere.
committee had met and approved
ed church of Zeeland was advised
, /
paid over $5,000,000 in windstorm
Mrs. George Ohlman motorists should buy their plates Grand Rapids was a recent visi- Parents Announce
of the payment of 150.00 to this
\ Sunday by Dr. Jacob H. Bruin- hadMr.asand
organization. Committee further
their guests Sunday Mr. before Saturday, Mr. Van Zanten tor in the home of her parents,
losses.
You can’t afford to be uninsured
ooge, pastor of East. Muskegon
Marriage of Couple
and Mrs. W. Zagman and Mr. and said. He said sales have been slow Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hagelskamp.
reported that they had tabled the
ChristianReformed church for the
when 15c buys $100 worth of windstorm
Mrs. F. De Jonge of Grandville. the first part of this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Groen- Mr. and Mr*. Adrian De Groot request of the Great Lake* Port
,2)ast 15 years, that he has acceptheide and children visited rela- of 195 West 28th St. announce the Terminal Operatorsfor an approprotection for one year. Don’t delay! See
*ed their call to become minister
REPORTS MISHAP
marriage of their daughter, Sylvia, priation of $100!00.
tives in Kalamazoo Sunday. A
-of the local church.
your local State Mutual agent today!’’
Harriet , Kleinheksel, South
Adopted.
Miss Blanche Rigterink spent to Lawrence Van Noord, son of
2 He will assume the local. charge
Lincoln AVe., reported to police Sunday in the home of her bro- Mr. and Mr*. J. Jelsema of VriesClaims and Accounts Commit;,pbout the first of October. The
that her car had struck the park- ther’s family, .Mr. and Mrs. Gor- land. The ceremony was performed tee reported claims in the amount
‘SicRiuav-Zeeland congregation has been
Approximately 65 members of ed vehicle of Vernon Van Order don Rigterinkof Overisel.
Saturday, Aug. 16, in Ludlow. Ky., of $7,279.01, and recommended
^without a pastor since July 6 when the Broene family gathered in of Hamilton on 10th St between
Mr. and Mrs. John Brink, Sr., by the Rev. Arthur T. Tipton.
payment thertof.
ithe Rev. A. Jabaay departed for Gemmen grove Wednesdayafter- Columbia and Lincoln Aves. about left Monday on a motor trip to
A. reception for the couple was
Allowed.
^Orange City, la.
noon and evening, Aug. 20. Sup- 8 km, Wednesday.
northern Michigan.
held Saturday evening In the home
Public Safety Committee reper was served, after which offiGilbert Lugten and Alvin Strab- of Mr! and Mrs. A. De Groot. quested that the council members
The U. S. government owned cers were chosen. Harm Broene
Smallpox cases in the U. S. in bing enjoyed a day of trout fish- Guest* included the immediate have an informal session after the
443,175 motor; yehklea in iLMO.’ Ottad Rapids was elected presi* 1940 were fewest on feeifd,
tag in northern streams Saturday.
regular council meeting to dls-

Grand Rapid* Team
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carp through the ice on Black
Blk. 38 Holland.
lake, was formerlya resident of
Leonard D. Hoedeman * wf . to Local Ckrutiaii Hifb Ii
Holland. He left this dty about
James L. Hoekema Ac wf. pt Lot
Accredited by U. ef M.
Four years ago when he went into
9 A pt Lot 10 Blk 4, South
the employ of the carp ftohen. He
Prospect Park Holland.
Supt. John A. Sweta of the Holhas been with them on the Wia*
Amelia Fofahl to Hany C. Pof
August 31, 1941
consin side of the lake where
ahl A wf. Si SEi SWi Sec. 26- land Christian high school hss received word from George E. Carthey have been operating for a
7-16.
John Urgea Christian Lov«
rothers, secretary of the Univerlong time.
George
Patrick
A
wf
.
to
John
Joseph Grevengoed and wife to
sity of Michigan committee on reThe announcementwas made
John Driy will leave Monday
Timmer
A
wf.
Pt.
SWi
NEi
Sec.
John Fenlon Donnelly. Lots 7 and
Drives Ante late
1 John 3:13-18; 4:7-21
lations with secondary schools, G.R.
last night by Benj. S. Hanchett, for Ann Arbor where he will re20-5-15.
that the local high school has
the new owner of the Grand sume his work in the engineering 8 Plat HighlandSubdivision of Pt
Andrew
Klomparena
A
wf.
to
Three Cars; Hit Wife
Lots 3 and v A. C. Van Raalte’s
By Henry Owrllnga
Rapids, Holland and Chicago department at the University.
Derk B. K. Van Raalte Jr. A wf. been accredited for the maximum
Addition Number 2 Holland.
period
of
three
year*, with the
road, that Charles A. Floyd has
David Van Strien, a graduate
Ii Injured
Henry Overweg et al to George Pt. SWi SEi Sec. 32-5-15 Hol- expiration of this period effective
Anyone reading the Fourth gos- been appointed general manager of Hope college, now a senior
land.
Schout
et
al.
Pt.
Lota
11
and
12
June 30, 1941
pel along with the three Epistles of the road, according to an arti- student of the New Brunswick
Hattie Moes to Milan Huyaar A
Grand Haven, Aug. 28 (Special)
Pltf. M. L Williams of the
of John realizesat once that all cle in the Friday, February 9 Theologicalseminary, has been Aling’s Addition Zeeland.
wf.
Pt
Lot
6
Blk
2
Zeeland.
Max Balczak, 49, of Grand
New Home ot the
Norma
P.
Haynes
et
al
to
Isaak
university
English
department
four of those New Testament issue of the Holland Daily Sen- appointed by the Board of
Arthur J. Elferdinkto Lillian
Holland CII7 Newe
Rapids was arraigned Monday
books were written by the same tinel published in 1912. This pro- Foreign missions to become a mis- Lugtegheidand wife. Pt. Lot 30 Annis Lot 87 Blk 7 Central Park visitedthe school In the spring as
PublishedEvery ThureGrand Haven.
the inspector for the bureau of afternoon before Justice George
person. The style bears the un- motion of the popular young Hol- sionary in the Orient.
day by the Sentinel
Plat Twp. Park.
Llewellyn
Michmerhuizen
and
cooperationwith educational in- V. Hoffer on a charge of reckless
Printing Co. Office 54-66
mistakableimprint of a unique land railroad man comes as a
Within a few days the voters
Peter Freese A wf. to Christian
driving as the result of an autoWeet Eighth etreet,Holphraseology, exquisitely beautiful piece of good news to his many of this city will be given the wife to Walter F. Kielton and wife. Schneider A wf. Lot 29 A Pt. Lot stitutions.According to the sysland, Michigan.
mobile
accident which occurred
Lot
78
Chippewa
Resort
Plat
tem,
schools
are
accredited
for
and spiritual. A great many words, friends in this city. Mr. Floyd opportunityto sign a petition to
28 2nd Subd. Spring Lake Beach one, two, or three years. Holland about 8:30 p.m. Sunday on the
Entered ai eecond clue matter at such as light and life and truth and entered upon his new duties at the senate and house of repre- Township Park.
Twp. Spring Lake.
the post office at Holland,Mich..
high school is also on the univer- River road at Waverly and Friant
Peter Stein and wife to Ellis
sentatives for the passage of the
under the aet ot Congreaa,March 8, love are used over and over again. once.
Wm. De Groot A wf. to Leon- sity’s hit of "three year schools." Sts., just inside the corporate
The meeting of the Zeeland Kenyon-Shcppard bill, 'To with- Matkovichand wife. Pt. NEi SEi ard Woudstra Lot 17 A Pt. Lot
A great many ideas, such as the
U79.
limits. He was assessed a fine and
contrast between believersand the Poultry Association took place at draw from interstatecommerce Section 6-7-15 Twp Robinson.
19 Cole’s Park Twp. Spring Lake.
C. A. FRENCH, Editor and Manager
coats of 340.40.
Albert E. Atwood and wife to
W. A. BUTLER. Business Manager world, the coming of Christ in the the city hall here. At this meet- protection, liquors imported into
John Vink A wf. to Marvin J.
Police officers allege his autoJohn W. Schramm and wife. Lot Vink A wf. Pt. NW1 NEi Sec.
flesh and belief in Him as the way ing it was decided to elect a dry territory for illegal use.”
mobile
struck three other cars,
Telephone—News Itcma 3133
A public reception will be given 15 Resubdivision Buena Vista Plat 24-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake.
Advertisingand Subscriptions, 3191 to eternal life, are to be found in judge for the next exhibition.
causing severe damage to the
There were nine candidateson in honor of Dr, J. Louden, am- Spring Lake.
all four writings.
Charles Rycenga et al to John
vehicles and injuring Mrs. BalNational Advertising Representative
One cannot escape the conclu- the list but after one ballot was bassador from The Netherlands, Henry Holtrop and wife to Har- R. Ott Lot 16 Birchwood Subd. S
czak. He was first charged with
The publishershall not be liable sion that these books were all taken R. Van Otto of Middleton, at the home of the Rev. Dr. Ven- vey Rulthouse and wife. Lot 1 and i Ei SEI Sec. 24-7-16.
drunk driving but this was
for any error or errors In printing
Mich,
received
the
majority
of
nema,
according
to
the
Monday,
Pt.
Lot
2
Blk.
2
Bryant's
Addiwritten by the same author, to
Albert Wilterdink A wf. to Jachanged to the other charge this
any advertisingunless a proof of
the votes.
Feb. 12 issue.
tion Spring Lake.
cob Geerlings A wf. Ei NWi SEi
such advertisementshall have been the same general situation, at
forenoon.
The
old
building
of
the
Zeeland
Dr.
G.
T.
Huizenga
of
Zeeland
Jacob
Braak
and
wife
to
Orrie
obtained by advertiser and returned about the same time. This conSec. 34-5-15 Twp. Holland.
It is alleged that the Balczak
Grand
Haven,
Aug.
28
—
The
b ' him In time for correction with
North street church has been .sold returned from Florida after Ver Woert and wife. Lot 8 Blk.
Catherine Ann Gemt to Ed- North Beach County park has automobile first hit the car of
au h errors or corrections noted clusion is further upheld by close to D. Van Wyngaardenof Vries- spending several weeks visiting
2
Aloys
Bilz
Addition
Spring
Lake.
ward H. Brink A wf. Lot 190 been opened to the public follow- Wilbur Walker, 826 Franklin St.,
plainly thereon;and In such case If study, both in style, and in the
Richani Eelhart and wife to Grand Haven Beach Subd. Na 2
any error so noted Is not corrected, basic ideas to which the books land who will use it as a hatch- relatives. Mrs. Huizenga and Mrs.
ing completion of buildings and a glancing blow, then struck a
publishers liability shall not exceed
ery. This is the fourth time this R. Veneklaasenreturned from Richard D. Douwstra and wife. Lot Spring Lake.
facilitiesat a cost of about 36.000. second car, driven by Robert Mcsuch a proportion of the entire space are addressed.
building has been sold within a Springfield,Missouri, after spend- 87 Post's Third Addition Holland.
Harm Bennink A wf. to Bennie The concession is being operat- Carthy of Grand Haven township.
occupied by the error bears to the
It has long been customary to
whole apace occupiedby such adver- explain the teachings of the Chris- year, first to Mr. Van Heukelen, ing several weeks v;siti/ig relaGarrett Tuin and wife to Wil- Bennink A wf. Ni SEi A Pt. SI
ed by the Spring Lake Ex-Service Before going into a ditch, Baltisement.
then to Mr. Barendse of Beaver- tives there.
liam Van Burgel. Lot 46 South SEI NWI A SI SWi NWI Sec.
tian religion by means of those
Men’s club and auxiliary under czak's car struck a third car owndam,
next
to
D
F.
Boons
tra
of
For
the
second
time
this season Park Subdivision Township Grand 34-8-14 Twp. Polkton.
TERMS er SUBSCBIl’TIO N
who have been its spokesmen or its
lease from the county park board. ed by Ernest W. Presley of Grand
One year 12.00; Six months $1.25; disciples.Even in Old Testament Zeeland and now to Mr. Van Hope college went down to defeat Haven.
Albert Wilterdink A wf. to John
Improvements consist of s 62x40 Haven township and driven by
Three months 75c; 1 month 25c; Single
at the hands of the Prison City
Wyngaarden.
Otto P, Kramer and wife to J. L. Bouman A wf. Ei Pt. NEt SEI foot shelter buildingwith concrete his 15-year-olddaughter, Miss
Sopy 6c. Subscriptions payable in ad- days plans of God were centered
The Holland All Stars showed aggregationto the tune of 33 to Fred Lucas and wife. P.. Lot 26 Sec. 33-5-15 Twp. Holland.
vance and will be promptly discon- upon certain men called by Him to
floor and concrete pillars support- Barbara.
their caliber in the opening game 24.
tinued if not renewed.
Mildred Bursma to M. Den
Harrington Westerhof and Kramphases
of
the preparation of the
Mrs. Balczak was taken to
Suhseriberswill confer a favor by
M. P. Stegenga celebrated his er's Addition Number 2 Holland. Herder A wf. Lots 25 A 26 We ing the roof! a bathhouse and conwith the State Champs at Grand
raporUng promptly any Irregularity world for the coming of its Savior.
Municipal
hospital in an ambucession
building
and
toilets.
Many
last night which went to 80th birthday anniversarySaturL. delivery. Write or phone 319L
Albert A. Rysdorp to Mathilda Que Nau Bing Park Twp. Park.
In the New Testament dispen- Rapids
picnic benches have been installed lance for treatment of shock.
day at his home in New Holland
the Olympics, 5 to 4.
Gustave V. Cohrs A wf. to Fred
Moss. Lot 10 Blk. 15 Munroe and
sation, no sooner had the list of
Several cars were involved in
and parking space enlarged with
The growing of catalapa trees in the presence of several of his Harris Addition Grand Haven.
Vogel A wf. Lot 61 Oorl’s Add.
gospels of history,of letters, and
MILITARY DOCTORS
gravel walks connecting the park- an accident at 1:30 a m. Monday at
for the purpose of cutting fence children and grandchildren.
Simon J. Meeusen of Marinus Grand Haven.
of revelation been chosen from
DISAGREE
ing lot with the buildings. The the large swing bridge between
The High School Girls basketposts out of them is getting to be
, Annie De Pagter to Cecil L.
Vander Bie. Und. H Int. Lot 4 Blk.
Is the morale of America's con- amongst a multitude of literary
bathhouse has 24 stalls in the wo- Grand Haven and Ferrysburg
something of an industry in Ot- ball team gained their second
4 Hope College AdditionHolland. Seery A wf. Lot 105 Chippewa men's and men's sections with a when the 101-inch barrier at the jj
•cripted men poor? On that ques- products coming out of the early tawa county. Hundreds of acres victory of the season by defeatGeorgie E. Miller to Leonard Resort Plat Twp. Park.
church than the characters of the
shbwer in each. The concession south end of the bridge painted *•'
of waste land have been planted ing the South Haven team here
tion military doctors disagree.
Goldia Meppelink to Marinus H.
apostles became subjects of careVan
Regenmorter and wife. Pt.
building has a kitchen and storage yellow failed to go down due to
to
catalapas
during
the
last
few
by
the
score
of
18
to
3.
Some of the leaders in charge of ful study.
Lot 193 Heneveld’sResubdivision Hamelink A wf. Pt SI NEi SEI room as well as a lunch counter. mechanicalfailure.
The
Rev.
B.
Hoffman
will
years
and
many
farmers
are
in
Sec. 36-5-16 Twp. Park.
turning out a strong fighting Naturally amongst the score or
Drivers failed to see the barpreach his farewell sermon on Macatawa Park Tawnship Park.
Harry Gelders A wf. to Jack Floodlights have been installed rier although it was visible in the
force complain that the men in more of persons who are promi- this way trying to got a return
Dick
Berghorst
et ux to Francis
for both picnic grounds and bathfrom
land
that
hitherto
has Sunday. Fob. 25, in Grand Rapids
Neville Lot 13 Hawley's Add.
the ranks are not buckling down nent in New Testament annals
ing beach, 300 feet fronting Lake headlightsof cars. The car of
brought them practicallynothing. and will be installedas pastor of Floyd Knoper. Pt. El NWi NEI Marne, Twp. Wright.
earnestly enough; others, notably two or three stand out beyond the
Section
9-6-14
Township
Blendon.
Michigan. The park was opened to John Prysucha,20, of Grand HaThe
catalapas
grow
rapidly
and
in the Second Reformed church of
Herbert Elzinga to Jack Neville
Lieut Gen. Ben Lear, declare rest. Our Lord Himself seems to
ven was the first to strike the
Everet Westing and wife to Eda very few years they develop Zeeland on Thursday, March 7.
Pt. SEi SEi Sec. 34-8-13 Twp. public use without buildings more barrier. With him were Robert
that the morale of the "trainees’’ have found certain qualities in
ward
Boeve
and
wife.
Pt.
Lot
3
than a year ago and is a counterfrom
mere
twigs into trees large Ho will preach his inaugural serWright.
Is good.
Peter, James and John that made
Blk. 5 Visscher’sAddition Holland.
part to Tunnel park, north of Hol- Hogarth and Robert Severance,
mon on Sunday, March 10.
Certain magazines have made them closer to Him than were enough for a fence post.
both 18 and of Grand Haven.
Otto
P.
Kramer
and
wife
to
E.
At
the
annual
meeting
of
the
land.
According to unofficial report
the charge that morale is low in others of His followers.And of
Then an auto driven by Edward
it is announced that William Christian Endeavor society of the Dufficld Wade and wife. Pt. Lots
the army in training. Answering these three, John was given the
Diedrich, 40, of Spring Lake, also
Glerum,
who
has
been
postmast- Second Reformed church of Zee- 14 and 15 Harrington, Westerhof
them, Lieut. Gen. Lear said; "If distinction of being, with referstruck the barrier.The guard was
er of Zeeland for a number of land the following officers were and Kramer's Addition Number 2
they are correct,we are in a criti- ence to Jesus, HLs beloved disciple.
all that saved Diedrich’s car from
years, has been reappointedto elected: Theodore Moordyke,pres- Village of Harrington Addition
cal condition.If the army morale The title was evidently an acceptplunging into the river.
ident: Miss Mae Elenbaas. vice Holland.
that office.
to poor, it is only because the mored one in the early church circles
While city police investigated
(From Monday's Sentinel)
Cecil White and wife to Arthur
C. De Koster, the famous Zee- president; Miss Minnie De Bruyn,
al* of the people is poor. It is since John himself used it in the
Connie Lou Michmershuizenleft these accidents,Fred Brye, 20, of
land basketball center, who usu- secretary and Miss Margaret M. White and wife. Lots 17 and
terrible if they are unable to find narrative of the crucifixionwhen
Sunday night to visit her aunt and Muskegon, drove past the scene
18 Oak Lawr Park Subdivision
Keppel, treasurer.
an objective in the preparedness it was said that Jesus addressed ally makes about three fourths of
uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Cush- and was given a ticket by stat#
The Allegan Mirror Plate com- Township Holland.
the baskets in the games of the
John Meeboer, a local tailor
program.
"the disciple whom He loved."
Rudolph P. Kutsche and wife to with a flair for tinkering with man, in Port Huron for a week. police for reckless driving. He was
Zeeland Olympic club team, has pany which was established in
Lear to undoubtedly right in the
In other respects he may be sustained an injury that will keep 1906 has become one of Allegan's Lyda Brink et al. Pt Lot 2 Blk.
Mrs. Cushman is the former Gert- fined 325 and assessedcosts of
automobiles in his spare moments,
assumption that there is a close distinguished from the other
33.35.
rude Meengs of Holland.
42
Holland.
leading
industries.
With
an
outhim out of the game for several
has now turned "Inventor" and is
.connection between the morale of apostles.He lived longer than
Holland hospital today reported
Joseph Meeuwsen and wife to awaiting word from the patent
look for one of the busiest years
weeks to come.
the people back home and the mor- any of the twelve.We do not know
The school officers of Ottawa since the starting up of the fac- John N. Danielson and wife. Pt. office in Washington regarding a the following births: To Mr .and
ale of the boys in camp. But with the exact date of his death, nor,
county met in Grand Haven yes- tory, the management Ls daily SEI NEi Section 19-5-14 Town- patent for his automobile car- Mrs. Albert Doolittle,route 4, a Rotman-Ten Brink Vows
characteristicmilitary narrowness for that matter, the day of his
daughter,Aug. 21; to Mr. and Exchanged in AHendtde
terday. Practically every- district taking on extra hands and it is ship Zeeland.
buretor device.
ot viewpoint he stops at the point birth. But it is generally underMrs, Norman Yoakum, 86 West
in the county was represented thought that by March 1 the pay
Peter Rillema and wife to BenThe
new
gadget,
employed
as
a
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
where he should really begin. If stood on the basis of traditionand
and the sessions are most inter- roll will contain more than double jamin Rillema and wife. Pt. SEi complement to the regular car- 12th St, a son, Aug. 22; to Mr. and
Eugene Ten Brink in Allendale
the morale of the people is low, through the contents of his gospel esting and enthusiastic. Fred L. the number of names which it
Section 3-6-13 Township George- buretor, uses fuel oil or kerosene Mrs. Gerald Smeenge, route 1, a
was the scene of a pretty wedthere must be a reason for it In- and the Book of Revelation, that
daughter, Aug. 22; to Mr. and Mrs.
Keeler, deputy superintendent of does at present.
town.
instead of gasoline and saves the
ding
Friday evening, Aug. 22, ^
stead of lecturing the people to his death did not occur until the public instruction was the princiThe old planing mill on the Gerrit B. Lemmen and wife to motorist from 50 to 75 per cent Willis Overbeek, route 4, a son
improve their morale, as the. lieut- year 90 of the Christian era. It is pal speaker at both sessions of corner
River and Tenth Harry Wieskamp and wife Lot 14 on operationcosts, Mr. Meeboer Aug. 22; to Mr. and Mrs. Charles when their daughter, Eunice, be-V
came the bride of Harold Rotenant general does by implica- also generally accepted that he
the school officers,and his gen- streeLs,occupied for more than a Blk. 5 Prospect Park Addition Hol- claims. He said he has driven his Vande Water, 47 West 19th St
man, son of Mr. and Mrs. John *
tion, it would be in point for him
daughter, Aug. 22; to Mr. and
spent the closing years of his life eral subject was ‘Tuition."
quarter of a century by the Scott land.
own car approximately 2,000
Rotman of Allendale.
to find out why the people’^ mor- in the city of Ephesus and that he
Mrs.
James
Nlenhuis,
177
FairThe faculty of Calvin college Lugers Lumber company has
John Bosman and wife to John miles using the improved carThe double ring ceremony was
ale is low, thus making it possible
banks Ave., a daughter, Aug. 23;
did not suffer martyrdom, as did have been requestedby the stu- been sold to Contractor E. O Bakker and wife. Lot 30 McBride’s
buretor and found it to be satisperformed by the Rev. A. Perfor these magazines to make out the others who were most active dents to invite Dr. fiemen Do Holkeboer. It Is estimated that
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willis
Hop,
321
Addition Holland.
factory.
sennaire. "Because” and "My
a case for alleged low morale in in transmitting the gospel to their Vries, professor of Dutch literature there Is between 40,000 and 50,Central Ave., a son, Aug. 23; to
Albert A. Timmer to Emory J.
Application for a patent for the
Jesus, As Thou Wilt" were sung
the training camps.
fellowmen.
and history at the University of 000 feet of lumber in the old Mofiier and wife. Pt. Lot 15 Blk. Meeboer "brainstorm"for which Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Evink, 204
by Elizabeth Bareman of Holland.
One reason is obvious. The AmJohn felt a very great apprehen- Chicago to deliver a series of lec- building.The work of breaking 3 Marsilje’s Suljdivision. Pt. Lots the inventor has not as yet West 14th St, a son, Aug. 23, and
"Bridal Chorus” from Lohengrin
erican people have been the vic- sion for the Hellenisticworld. He tures in Grand Rapids. Dr. De down will be begun very soon and
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 Blk. A. Holland. selected an official name, is now to Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Johns, was played by Fanna Bontekoe,
tims of the most flagrant decep- felt that it was doomed to destruc- Vries is a native of the Nether- with it will pass one of the old
route
6,
a
daughter,
Aug.
24.
The
Leonard De Loof to Adrian Veu- in progress. Should the patent be
cousin of the groom.
tion all along the line on this tion. There was no hope for it. lands and received his LL. D. De- land marks that has been here
rink and wife. Pt. Lot 8 Blk. 65 granted. Mr. Meeboer plans to 12 cribs of the nursery are fillThe bride, given in marriage by
whole question of our participa- The church offered itself as the gree at the Free university of ever since the big fire.
ed
and
there
are
three
other
babies
Original Plat Holland.
continue working on the device
her father, wore a white satin
tion in the war. The commander in
The Misses Jennie Block of
only alternative.Those outside Amsterdam. He came to this
John Leop to Morris Olsen and adapting it to the differentmakes there.
princess gown with long sleeves
chief of the army and navy has
Mr. and Mrs. William Dekker of
the church and those within it country only two years ago when Grand Rapids and Mary Brouwer wife. Lot 20 J. C. Dunton's Addi- of cars.
and a train. She wore a fingertip
not been frank with the people of
of
Zeeland
spent
Sunday
with
reloffered
the
seat
at
the
Chicago
really belonged to two different
tion Holland.
Perfectingoi the device took route 2 have returned from a trip veil and carried a shower bouquet
this country. He has assumed all
worlds. This accounted for the institute. This appeared in the atives in this city.
Hannah Bierman to Milferd about a year and a half of work, through Indiana and Ohio. While of white gladioli.
along that the people could not be
Sealed proposals will be re- Burkhart and wife. Pt. NEi SEi but the idea for the invention at Bowling Green, Ohio, they visitfact that Christians were so Saturday, Feb. 10 issue.
Elina Ten Brink, sister of the
trusted with the facts. (He ran
Coming as the culmination of a ceived until 7:30 p.m. Feb. 19 at
ed Mr. and Mrs. Otto Toepfer and
thoroughly hated. Christians had
true to form in the Roosevelt- passed from death into life. Those stormy scene at a recent meeting the office of the Board of Public Section 9-7-16 Township Grand first came to Mr. Meeboer about Mr. and Mrs. Harry Toepfer, form- bride, as maid of honor, wore a
10 years ago, he said.
Haven.
floor-lengthgown of pink chiffon
Churchill meeting at sea.) The
er friends and neighbors.
who remained in death resented of the Board of Police and Fire works for the completingof the
John Terpstra and wife to Gert
and carried a bouquet of peach
American people have been without realizingwhy.
commissioners, Officer Sam Leon- super structure of the water
Mr. and Mrs. M. Everett Dick gladioli. Jay Rotman, brother of
Smoes and wife. Ni Si SWi Sectold one thing again and again by
works
well
at
the
corner
of
20th
ard
of
the
police
force
was
reof West Ninth St. had as their
There is, however, a sure token
tion 28 and NJ SEJ SEi Section
the bridegroom,was best man.
an administration that has done of this passage into life. That Is the leased from the force by Chief of and Maple streets.
dinner guests Sunday Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. William Vissers,
29-8-14
Township
Polkton.
exactly the opposite.
HAVE
GUESTS
Police
Kamferbeek.
Mrs. T. Sargeant of Hollywood, Jr., attendedas master and mislife of love in the church. Love
Donald L. Mcllhinyand wife to
Now we average Americans are is the acid test. Without it there
Fla., Mrs. Mary Stelle and daughAgain the debating team repreS.L.
tress of ceremonies.
Harold
F.
Cole.
Pt.
SWi
Section
asked to have good morale; that can be no life. Without it there can senting the Knickerbockersociety
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Battjes of ter, Virginia, of New York city,
A reception for 75 guests fol4-6-16
Township
Port
Sheldon.
is, to generate a burning enthusiPASSES
1m? no deliverance from the world. of Hope college demonstrated
William L. Van Bragt and wife Grand Rapids have been entertain- Mr. and Mrs. Thomas D. Sargeant lowed the ceremony and the
asm for a war that we were assur- Nevertheless,love is not the means their ability by winning a deciand Mr. and Mrs. Parke McMullen couple went on a northernwedto Christian Van Bragt et al. Pt. ing many guests at their beautiful
ed again and again we would not
of salvation or deliverance from sion over the Fraternal team last
Grand Haven. Aug 28 (Special) Eft SWI Section 24-5-16 Township summer home on Lake Macatawa and James McMullen of Grand ding trip. They will make their
get into. Snoopers are wen sent the sorry lot of the world. It is night.
Rapids and W. D. Sargeant of Fre- home near Allendale.
—Mrs. Rose Ryder, 82, died sud- Park.
in Central park.
out to discover why we of the midThe boards of trade of New denly Saturday in her home on
mont,
the fruit and not the root of
Guests
for
the
week-end
were
Maude L. Philp to Mae Foristel.
dle west are not more war-minded Christian life.
Holland, Harlem and Crisp have Exchange St. in Spring Lake after
Mr. and Mrs. Milo Blain of ZeelPt. SWi NW frl. 1 Section 29-8- Mr. and Mrs. Bert Hunderman and
than we are. We average Ameridecided
to
hold
their
annual
bana
brief
illness.
and announce the birth of a son, Truck Driver Aliened
Love in the Christian life springs
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jack
Boelema
and
16
Grand
Haven.
can citizens have a feeling that from faith in Christ and from quet February 22 at the Music She was born in Waterloo. Wis.,
Harm Bennink to Harry Ben- son Glenn Allen of Grand Rapids. Roger Lee, Friday. Mrs. Blain is
we are sufficientlygrown up to identification with his living spirit. hall at Crisp.
Fine and Costi in Crash
Nov. 21, 1858, and had resided in nink and wife. N3 SWi Section 34Miss Evelyn Vande Riet was the the former Julia Huizenga of Holbe given facts, and we do not beOn the evening of March first Spring Lake for several years.
land.
Love springs from faith. It canguest
of
Joyce
Elaine
Battjes
last
8-14 SI SEI and Si SWI Section
lieve that one man, even if he is
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Dombos Gerald Huizenga, 19, route 2,$
not create itself. Its presence is the Epworth league of the M.E. Her husband died Nov. 24, 1938.
Wednesday.
34-8-14 Township Polkton.
the president, is wise enough to the evidence of faith.
church will give an entertainhave returnedfrom spendingtwo Zeeland, charged with failing to
Funeral services will be held
Rev.
and
Mrs.
A.
J.
Vande
Riet
Roy E. Barden and wife to Ray
commit us to vague plans for conThe love counseled in the epistle ment in the church. They have Tuesday at 10 n.m. from the W. Wilson and wife. Pt. Lot 14 and children,Herman, Ethel, and weeks at Wolff lake near Bald- have his truck under control,
quering the world and establishing
pleaded guilty on arraignmenton
win.
is fairly well restrictedto the secured the services of the Wood- Ringold funeral home with the
Utopia without even consulting Christian community. This was en Shoe quartet composed of C. Rev. F. C. Hurley of the Spring Blk. 1 SunnysidePlat and Pt. Lot Louise and Rev. and Mrs. J. KolkTuesday before Municipal Judge
Miss
Janet
Huizenga
who
underour representativesin congress. probablythe practical outgrowth De Koster, Albert Berkompas, A Lake Baptist church officiating. 15 Blk. 1 Sunnyside Plat. Town- man and daughters Julia and went a tonsillectomy Saturday Is Raymond L. Smith and paid a fine
Winifred were guests at the cotship Spring Lake.
If morale among the people at
and costs of 35. The charge resultBurial will he made in the cemeof the wide separation of church Gumser and Horace Dekker.
tage a week ago Monday and Mr. convalescingat her home, 328
Jacob
Braak
and
wife
to
Arnold
home is low, that is one of the and community which had come
Herold and Mary Hunt, 90 East terv at Waterloo.
ed from an accident at Eighth St.
Maple
Ave.
R. Braak and wife. Lot 6 Blk. 1 and Mrs. Ed Pratt, Mr. and Mrs.
principal reasons.
and Columbia Ave. Saturday, inSurvivors are one son. G. H. J.
about in time of persecution. Fourteenthstreet are today celeMiss
Gladys
Dombos
who
has
Aloys Bilz Addition Spring Lake. John Monsma, Lois Meyer anti
volving his truck and three autoChristians are counselled to love brating their tenth birthday anni- Ryder of Wauwatosa.Wis.; one
been
confined
in
Blodgett
hospital
Guy C. Northouse and wife to Helen Collins were guests there
THE CHURCH INVITES YOU one another. Nothing is said about versary.
mobiles.
brother, Herman Heideman of
in Grand Rapids for seven weeks
Everett Kleinjansand wife. Pt. Tuesday.
Hope Narroway says: "I learn- love toward all men. Christians
Mrs. Martin Hacklander cele- Columbus, Wis.
due
to
typhoid
fever
returned
to
EJ SEI NEI Section 14-6-13 Guests a week ago Sunday night
ed about religion in the Sunday are to love Christians.
brated her eighty-first birthday
Highest railway trackage in the
included Mr. and Mrs. Jansen of her home at 350 Pine Ave. SunSchool and then in the Church. If
Township
Georgetown.
anniversary
last
night
at
the
U. S.( in regular commercial use, is
Cars
of
export
freight,
other
day.
The quality of mutual love withMarinus C. Westrate and wife to Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. R. Broene,
there had been no organized in the Christian community will home of her daughter Mrs. J. J. than grain, unloaded at norih
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Fishbeck at Ibex, Colorado where the elevachurch, it is very unlikely that
CorneliusJ. Westrate and wife. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dood and
Smith
on
College avenue.
Atlantic
ports,
were
13.6
per
cent
become a sign to the world that
of
Los Angeles, Calif., spent the tion is recorded as 11,522 feet
either my parents or I would have
George Zwemer, one of the greater the first 6 months of 1941 Lot 3 Blk. 3 Prospect Park Addi- daughterRuth, Mr. and Mrs. John
something of special .significance
week-end
visiting Mr. and Mrs. above sea level.
had any religiousteaching.”
men who are today fishing for than the same period last year. tion Holland. Pot Lot 10 A. C. Van Vos, all of Grand Rapids, Mr. and E. J. Leddick on College Ave.
has happened through the coming
Mrs.
Stronk
of
Keewanee,
HI.,
Mr.
‘The religion that I learned of Christ into the world. Love is
Raalte’s AdditionNumber 2 HolNorman Wangen of Traverse
and Mrs. Abe Boerema and Mr.
about in youth became real to me the only pursuasive demonstraland.
City formerly of Holland, is
and
Mrs.
Vander
Schaaf
of
Dein more mature years. It has given
William M. Connelly and wife
tion of the truth of the Christian
spending a few days as the guest
All In Step
me comfort in trouble,anguish in way. Anyone lacking that forto Charles F. Freitas and wife. troit, Mrs. Reka Broekstra of Cen
of Jack French at his home on
tral
Park
and
Miss
Nina
Boerema.
iin, hope in failure, help in times
Lot 93 West Spring Lake Subdivifeits all claims to being a Christian
the Park road.
Clyde. Battjes spent the past
of crisis and coherence and meansion Number 1 Spring Lake.
and casts his lot with enemies of
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Nlenhuis and
week
at
Silver
Inn
near
Traverse
ing in all of life. I see no way to mankind.
Arthur J. Boeve et al to Minnie
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Bouman left
keep religion alive in the world exVer Lee. Pt. SEJ SEi SWI Sec- City as the guest of Dorothy Bish- this morning for a week's trip
And the love which Christians
op ot Grand Rapids.
cept through the organized church.
tion 13-5-15Township Holland.
"Societyto ihlpmtck ii c comfort to oJC
are to show toward one another
Don Battjes attended the Am- around Lake Michigan. They plan
But there will be no organized is to be radical in character. It is
' Jesse E. Schow and wife -to
— PfeMim tyrM
to
travel
through
the
copper
church unless people attend iLs to be more than amiability. It is
Henry G. Anderson and wife. Pt erican Federation of Reformed country and visit the Wisconsin
Young
Men's
societies
at
SheboyAVGUST
•ervices. Why not accept the inLot 2 Section 5-8-16 Township
to express itself in somethingmore
nm, Wis., last week with Henry
vitation and go to church next
Spring Lake.
tt— Pint oil wtD Afflid to
than words. It goes to the length
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bredeweg,
Sunday?
Louis Haight and wife to Ger* Bos of Holland.
Fmniyhrqria, 1S5A
of meeting the needs of every per326 Columbia Ave., announce the
hardus J. Stuart and wife. Pt
son within the church— the sharing
birth of a son, this morning 'in
Lot 2 Blk. E. West Addition Hol-1
II— Britain backed Polish
of goods.
Mrs. Ihrmaii’s Grandson
Holland hospital
Senrei Thirty Days at
dahns, 199B.
land.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit A. Rutgers
Frederick H. MuJler Trustee To
Snccnmbs in Rochester
G.H. on Auanh Charge and son, John of Lake Bluff, UL,
Holland Youth Enlists
Clair C. Nevers and wife. Pt. SW
have returned home after visitfrl I Section 4-6-16 Township Port
Mrs. p. Ihrman, 182 West 15th
Grand Haven, Aug. 28 (Special) ing with Mr. Rutgers' sister, Mrs.
in U.S. Naval Reserve
Sheldon.
8t., received word that her grand—Francis Cook, 17, Beech Jme Alex Van Zanten, 35 West 18th St,
SMtot American*ip eoClaud Dunnewin and wife to St., Grand Haven, entered a plea and family. * ^
aon, John, 23. eldest son of Marlon
Having enlisted in the U.S.
tired Canton, 17H
Justin Busscher and wife. Lot 71
Ihrman of Rochester, N Y., died
Holland
hospi^l
reported
imof guilty to a charge of simple
Naval Reserves, John J. Lokker,
and
72
Lugers
Addition
Holland.
Sunday. Funeral services were 90 West 18th St., has gone to
assault In Justice George V. provement today In the condition
SI— lewis and dark began
. Ralph Berghorst et al to Henry
held Wednesday.The Rev. Francis
Hoffe ris court Saturday and was of Peter J. Bontekoe, 114 West
Detroit where he was to undergo
deecentd OhloJOGl ~
Tenckink and wife. Pt Ei SEi sentenced to serve 30 days in 18th St, who entered the hospiIhrman of Racine, Wis., unde of
a physical examination.
SWi Section 32-6-15 Township the county JaiL
the victim, plans to go to Rochtal last Wednesday for treatment
From there he will be sent to
Olive.
ester for the funeral services. Rev.
bombed Warm*,
Cook was arrested by Grand of an ailment
the Great Lakes Naval Training
Henry Derks and wife to John Haven police Friday upon comBirman had been visiting here.
i*
.......
station for six weeks after which
Darks and wife. Pt SWi SEi plaint made by Cook’s aunt, Mrs.
Pennsylvania and Wisconsin
he plans
Section 16-S-15 Township Holland. Ada Moyer of Grand Haven, each have 78 breweries. New York
Caroline Bruins ma to Lottie M. alleging Cook aasaultedher at is -next with 56, Illinois has 46 and
W. Herpolsheimer,Wtt Lot
.'X
the Cook home Ai«. 19;
Obtohas45,
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FURNACES LOSE Load WCTU

28, 1941

Thursday night after a visit of
several days with her sister, Mrs.
Arthur Newkirk of Otsego.
Employes of the Holland Precision Parts Corp. and the Clauson
and Bals Inc. will gather at Tunnel park Saturdayfor a picnic. Between 800 and 1,000 are expected.
st.

Will Join in

TO DYKEHIAS IN National Convention

STALLKAMPTO
GET FREE

HUP

H.J.HUIZENGA
TAKEN

IN

Purchase-Verhulst

CUV Are Solemnized

Local WCTU members are planThe home of Mrs. Anton Verning to attend sessionsof the NaMr. and Mrs. Otto P. Kramer
hulst of this city was the scene of
tional Woman’s Christian TemHe and Others of HoDand and daughter. Miss Gertrude, and Henry J. Huizenga, 43, of 18 a lovely wedding Thursday,Aug.
perance union which will be held
Mrs. C. J. Hand left today on an West 12th St. died on Aug. 21 afin Grand Rapids Aug. 28 through
21, when her daughter, Patricia,
to Take Part in U.S.
auto trip through the east and as ternoon following a lingering IllSept. 3. The affair is expected to
ness.
Surviving are his mother, was united in marriagewith Earl
far south as Virginia. En route
Before a background of palms,
Gun Tourney
Hulsts JEdge Out Leather! attract 500 official delegates and
home, they will stop in New York Mrs. B. Huizenga;three brothers, Purchase,son of Mr. and Mrs.
many others from all over the ferns and gladioli, Miss Geraldine
Peter Pluim at home, Frank Ralph Purchase of Muskegon
city where Miss Kramer resides.
and Steffens Defeat
country.
James F. Stallkampof Holland
Glupker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Betty Jean Baldus has returned Huizenga of Holland; and four Heights.
Mrs. Edith Walvoord of Holland Gerrit Glupker of East Saugatuck, Ls among a select group of 142 rifle
The Rev. Paul E. Hinkamp ofPure Oils
to her home from Portland, Ore., sisters, Mrs. Lena Vanden Berg of
heads the committee for a recep- became the bride of William John
and pistol shooters from every where she has spent ten weeks Chesterton, Ind., Mrs. Ed Streur, ficiated at the single ring ceretion in the Pantlind hotel on the De Boer, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Mrs. Dick Klein and Mrs. Helen mony at 4 o'clock before an imIn softballgames at Rlverview
section of the country which wiU visiting her aunt, Miss Alice Van
evening of Aug. 28. She will be !
of 59 East Seventh St
Van Loo, all of Holland.
provisedalter of white gladioli
leave on all-expense-paidtrips to Ark. While there she visited the
park Friday night, the Dykema assisted by a group of local woand palms lighted by white tapera.
Friday evening in the home of the the annual National Rifle and Lambert gardens and attended the
Tailors clipped the All-Star Hol- men dressed in Dutch costume.
Miss Esther Hinkamp played "Llebride’s parents.
Rase
festival
In
June.
Pistol matches at Camp Perry, O.
Holland women plan to motor to
land Furnace team, 5-1, the
bestraum," Liszt, and "IntermezThe Rev. C. M. Beerthuli,pastor The five-day matches are held by
The Rev. Albert Baker of ArHulst Marketers barely got past and from Grand Rapids for various of Immanuel church, read the douzo," Provobt, preceding the cerethe national board for the promo- mour. S. D., arrived in Holland
the Armour Leathers,3-2, and sessions.Mrs. John Van Oss will ble ring ceremony at 8 o’clock in
mony, and the Lohengrin Wedding
tion of Rifle practice in conjunc- the early part of the week and is
Mr. and Mrs. Boonstra of Zee- march as a processional. Following
Steffens Brothers Food store beat take charge of transportationand the presence of 65 guests.
tion with the National Rifle asso- visiting relatives and friends for
the Pure Oils, 5-3.
any who desire means will get
The bride wore a lovely model ciation and start Wednesday, Sept. a couple of weeks. He will preach land spent Tuesday, Aug. 19, with the ceremony,she played “Clair
Mr. and Mrs. H. Ter Haar.
A big first inning was all the in touch with her.
de Lune," Debussy.
of draped white jersey with long 3.
in Fourth Reformed church SunServices at the Christian ReDykemas needed to outclass the
Dr. E. Stanley Jones of India, sleeves and lace trim. She wore a
The bride who was given in marStallkamp will arrive at the day.
formed church on Sunday, Aug.
All-Stars, who scored their only noted minister and church leader, fingertipveil of tulle arranged at
Miss Margaret Randels of Al- 17, were conducted by Rev. Brink riage by her grandfather, William
camp
Sunday, Aug. 31, to attend
run in the third when B. Prince author of "The Christ of the In- the head with a coronet of white
ma, Holland teacher, has return- from Grand Rapids instead of by Brusse, was charming in an Ice
walked and came in on an error. dian Road" and other religious flowers.She carried a bride's bou- a three-day small arms firing
pink gown of mousseline de soie
ed to her home after spending a Rev. T. Yff as was expected.
school preceding the matches.
Vem Kraai rounded the sacks works, will be one of the leading quet.
with a matching veil caught in a
few
days
in Holland visiting
Stallkamp,
together
with
Bud
Services at the Reformed church
on errors for the Dykemas in the speakers. His address on "The
Juliet cap of pearls. She carried
Her attendant,Miss Sarah Glup- Prins, Russell Dyke and Jarvis friends. Miss Randels has been atwere conducted by Rev. Douwstra a bouquet of gardenias and Briarfirst inning and
double by Next Step" is scheduled for Fri- ker, wore blue mousseline de soie
Ter
Haar,
will leave for the na- tending the summer sessionat the from Holland, Sunday, Aug. 17.
Prince, left fielder on the Dyk- day night, Aug. 29. All evening designed with a fitted waistline
cliff roses. Mrs. John Brown of St.
Spanish school of MiddleburgcolRecent supper guests at the Johns, her matron of honor, wore
emas outfit, drove In Bos. Prince sessions will be held in the main and long full skirt. She wore a tional tournamentSaturday, Aug.
30. Dyke, Ter Haar and Prins will lege, Middleburg, Vt. The college home of Mr. and Mrs. H.H. Vander
also scored when Van Gelderen auditorium of the civic auditorium corsage. Jerry Vanden Bosch of
a gown of blue net with a matchconsists of French, German, SpanMolen were Mr. and Mrs John Ven- ing taffeta bolero. Her bouquet
homered. Bos added another run and will be open to the public. Zeeland was best man and Earl participatein the small bore
ish.
Italian
and
English
and
these
matches.
der Molen of MartLi. Mich. John
in the sixth, reaching first on an Committee meetings and conferPrins and Gerald Glupker were
Stallkamp won his free trip to languages are spoken exclusively. Dykstra of Burnlps, Mr. and Mrs. was of Joanna Hill roses.
error and scoring on Van Gel- ences will be held in the Pantlind. ushers.
Louis Northouse of Jenlson atthe matches in competition with
C. Mersman and son of Muske- tended the bridegroom. Miss Lois
deren's double.
Another convention highlight For music, Mrs. C. M. Beertthe
top-ranking
rifle
shooters
of
Ben Jansen of the winning out- will be an address by Charles P.
gon and Mr. and Mrs. C. Meeuw- Tysse was In charge of the gift
huis sang "God Hath Not Promis- the North Central region at Mt.
fit gave two hits, fanned eight Taft of Washington, D. C, on Sept.
sen and baby of South Blendon.
room.
ed" and “Take Time to Be Holy," Gilead, O., in June. He finished
and walked four. Chuck Dykema 2. Mr. Taft, assistant coordinator
Mr. and Mrs. William Berghorst
Mrs. Verhulst chose for her
accompanied by Gerald Meiste of the grueling course at the top of
of the Furnaces, pitching against of health,welfare and related deand Marlyn spent Sunday Aug. 17, daughter'swedding a blue and
Kalamazoo who also played the the marksman class entries in the
his own league teammates, gave fense activities,will speak on "The
in Cadillac.
white twin-print sheer redingote
Lohengrinwedding march as the regional match and will represent
out five hits, struck out seven Morale of the Armed Forces and
J. Bosch of Boreulo is repairing
ensemble.
Mrs. Purchase, t h e
bridal party assembled.
that class at Camp Perry.
and walked two.
the barn of Ben Kuyers which groom's mother, wore a blue and
of Civilian Defense Workers."
. Among the out-of-town guests
Altogether upwards of 1,200 pisThe Armours started out with
was damaged by the wind storm white novelty printed crepe gown.
Former Gov. Luren D. Dickinson were Mr. and Mrs. Jake De Boer
tol and small bore rifle shooters
two runs in the first inning. of Charlotte also will be on the
Rotary DistrictGovernor C. W. last week.
They both wore shoulder corsages
of Hammond, Ind., brother-in-law
are expected to be on hand when
Hulsts tied them in the second convention program, greeting the
Myra Joyce Mulder of Holland of roses.
Berner of St. Johns, Mich., gave
and sister of the bridegroom.
the
series
shooting
begins.
This
and Griep brought in the wininng delegates at a meeting at 2 p.m.
A reception at the home of Mrs.
The bridal couple left Friday will not include, for the first time an inspirational address before the has been spending sometime w^th
run in the sixth on errors. Ho and
Holland Rotary club following its her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. G. A. L. Cappon, 156 West 12th St.,
Tuesday,Sept. 2.
night on a wedding trip to Chisince 1903, the usual large quota
Hulst also brought in the secondA processional of the National cago, Hammond, Ind., Kankakee,
noon luncheon at the Macatawa Dalman.
aunt of the bride, was held imlining tying runs. Brown and C.
Henry Eldon and Lois Ann Pos- mediately following the ceremony.
WCTU will be an event of the Fri- 111., and Wichert. For traveling of sen-ice riflemen who will not Bay Yacht club last Thursday.
be free to attend this year because
Wiener scored for the Armours day evening meeting at which Dr.
His talk centered about his key of Grand Rapids are visiting Shell pink gladioli and other sumthe bride wore black with white
ii the first, both singling and
of the national emergency and beJones will speak. Grand Rapids accessories.They will make their
meetings with several internation- their uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. mer flowers were featured in the
roming in on Scheerhorn's double
cause of the shortage of .30 caliber
al figures at the last international Vander Molen.
drum and bugle corps will head home in an apartment at 59 East
beautifully decorated house. A
equipmentand ammunition.
lo center,
Chester Postma returned home two-course supper was served by
the procession. National officers Seventh St., at the end of Septconvention at Denver and ColoDutch Schurman, the winning
Wednesday, Aug. 20, from Bemls, Misses Mary and Elsie Purchase,
rado Springs, Colo.
and directors will march to the ember. Mr. De Boer is employed
hurler, gave four hits, fanned five
auditoriumwith state presidents by the West Michigan Furniture
Among the people he mentioned S. D., where he spent the past 12 Lois Mary Hinkamp and Arlyne
and walked tliree. R. Woener,
were Stanley Perry of Perth, Aus- weeks as student pastor in the Re- Voorhorst.
from each of the 48 states, each Co.
losing pitcher,gave out only two
tralia,who is in the motion picture formed church.
carrying the state flag. Mrs. Ida
Mr. and Mrs. Purchase left for
hits, fanned six and walked four.
Mrs. J. C. Huizenga and Mary their wedding trip through northbusiness there, the personal phyB.
Wise
Smith
of
Evanston,
na(From
Saturday's
Sentinel)
Steffens and the Oils also had
and Clarence were supper guests ern Michigan following the recepMrs. Egbert Winter and Miss sician of Mahatma Gandhi and
a close battle, all scoring being tional president,will give an adof relatives in Grand Rapids tion. For traveling,Mrs. Puchase
many
others
from
the
United
dress at that meeting.
Elizabeth Winter of Holland and
done in the first five innings.
Thursday, Aug. 14.
States.
Mrs. W. S. Farnsworth,WCTU
chose a suit of "winter snow"
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Miles
Peters
of
Crozier doubled and came in on
Mr. and Mrs. G. Piers spent Sun- beige with brown accessories.Her
He
said
Gandhi's
physician
told
j organizer, who has just returned
Grand Rapids returned Friday
a single for the Steffens aggreday with their mother, Mrs. J. lapel corsage was of gardenias.
evening from a trip around Lake him that he thought when history
gation in the first inning. The ' to this country from five years'
Laman
and family, also attending
was
written,
Hitler,
Mussolini
and
work
in
South
America,
will
speak
The bride was graduated from
Michigan. They visited the Straits
Oils tied in the second when
services in the Reformed church. Holland high school and Hope colof Mackinac, Mackinac Island, the Roosevelt would be forgotten,but
Schrotenboergot on on a field- Monday, Sept. 1.
Francis Knoper attended the lege where she was a member of
Judge N. C. Summers, a WCTU
upper peninsula, and the Wiscon- Gandhi would still be a great figer’s choice and scored
a
picnic
of the LeonardsCo. cm Sat- the Delphi Literary society. She
ure.
In an Inter-club golf match play- sin Dells. In Chicago they were
founder and former prosecutor of
single.
Mr.
Berner
has
been
making
a urday, Aug. 16.
the
St.
Louis
court
of
general
ed
Wednesday,
August
20,
at
the
taught in HudsonviUe for the past
joined
by
Prof.
Egbert
Winter
who
Pres Bos brought in a second
three years. Mr. Purchase was
Steffens run in the third, but the sessions, and his wife, E. Jean Gib- Holland Country club, Holland had been attendinga five-week tour of the clubs of this district
graduated from Muskegon Heights
Oils replied with two more runs son Summers, who has made a golfers defeated an aggregation session at the University of Chi- which reaches from Sault Ste. Study Is Being Made of
high school and Hope college
in their third. L. Elenbaas and study of child welfare, will be from the Ot-Well-Egan Country cago and who returned with them. Marie, Ont., to the Indiana state
Weed Situationin Lake where he was a member of the
T. Kempker coming around on featured In an original "sermon- club at Allegan by a score of 41^
Mr. and Mrs. John Voss of West line. He had attended six club
meetings
this
week
before
reachdrama"
entitled
"The
Boomerto
13.
Fraternal society. He served as
17th
St.
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
errors.
The two pros from both clubs Schultz of Zeeland arrived home ing Holland Thursday morning.
F. F. Tubbs and Fred Dale of assistant professor in chemistry at
After this, all scoring belonged ang" Sept. 2.
First Methodist church has been played each other with Lee Kleis Friday night from r 6.500-mile
the game division of the state the Universityof Vermont last
to the winners, De Witt's double
drove In Handwerg with the named the "conventionchurch" from Holland shooting a 72 to trip through the Black Hills, Yelconservation department were in year.
tying run in the fourth, De Witt and Dr. Lester A. Kilpatrick,pas- score two points while his op- lowstone park, Salt Lake city, and
Holland Thursday and Friday, Mr. and Mrs. Purchase will be
also scoring on another double to tor, will preach at a special service ponent, Art Fredericks, shot a 75 Los Angeles, Calif. They traveled
working with Conservation Offic- at home after Sept. 6 In BurlingSunday morning, Aug. 31, for the to score one point.
er Forrest Lavoy in looking over ton, Vt., where Mr. Purchase will
left.
through 16 differentstates.
Scores and the points made by
Buursma's triple knocked in delegates.The convention will furthe weed situationin Lake Maca- be engaged In research work for
Mrs. Donald Greene Ihrig and
The main dining room of the tawa.
his master's degree.
Overbeek for the last run in the nish speakersfrom its delegates other local golfers follow:
children,Donald and Marcia Ann,
Ade De Groot, 74 and 3; How- who have been visiting Mrs. Ih- Warm Friend tavern was the scene
fifth.
and those on the program to fill
The division. In cooperation with
Previous to her marriage, Mrs.
Pres Bos of the winning outfit many other Grand Rapids pulpits ard Jalving, 76 and 3; George Slik- rig's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Paul of a wedding on August 20 when the fish division, plans to make a Purchase was honored at several
allowed eight hits, struck out on Aug. 31.
kers, 76 and 3; Dr. Walter Hoek- H. Pressentin, West 11th St, re- Miss Kathleen Vander Ploeg, survey of the lake to determine parties. Hostesses at a personal
seven and walked on,e while Ed
For the purpose of keeping the sema, 87 and 3; Vern Tuls, 77 and turned to her home in Chicago daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack the absence of weeds in the lake shower were Miss Esther Hinkamp
Bos of the losers gave a dozen convention features on schedule,it 3; Dr. T, Van Haitsma, 80 and 3; this morning.
Vander Ploeg of 102 East 16th St., during the past two or three year*. and Miss Lois Tysse; at a silver
hits, fanned four and walked is planned to install a speakers’ Raymond L. Smith, 89 and 2; Dr.
Boyd Vanderploeg, local post- became the bride of Harold L. These weeds provide food and cov- shower, Mias Lois Voorhorst; at a
three.
time signal,with "stop" and "go" Harold De Vries. 85 and 3; Ken man, is on a two weeks’ vaca- Poll, son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry M. er for not only fish but also ducks. miscellaneous shower in Zeeland,
Non-scoring players:
signs, a green light indicating Vander Heuvel, 79 and 3; Gene tion. He and Mrs. Vanderploeg Poll of 1639 Martindale Ave., SW,
Mrs. James Sturing, and at a linen
Steffens— T. Bouwman. Buur- "proceed," an amber light giving a Heeler, 103 and 'a; Henry Ter
shower in Muskegon Heights, Mrs.
and Mr. and Mrs. Dan Kronemey- Grand Rapids. The Rev. G. Grltter,
sma, S. Bouwman, Woldring, Stef- warning and a red light to indicate Haar, 87 and 3; Elmer Schepers, er of Kalamazoo will leave Sun- pastor of Ninth Street Christian Car of Hamilton Youth
Ralph Purchase and Mrs. Ira Purfens and Johnson.
96 and 2; Ruben Nyenhuis, 90 and day on a motor trip through the Reformed church, read the douthe speaker's time is up.
Kills Large Buck Deer chase.
Oils— R. Kempker, H. Ingraham,
3; Russell Barnard, 8*1 and Va; west visitingthe Black Hills, ble ring service in the presence of
J. Elenbaas, S. Rutkers, Vander
Russell Barnard,84
Joe South Dakota and Yellowstone about 30 guests.
Hamilton,Aug. 28— Dale Maat- Guests Are Entertained
Ploeg, Ed Bos and Windemuller.Birthday Party Held
Vows were exchanged before an
Chamberlain, 82 and 2H; Earl National park in Wyoming.
man, a local youth, hit and killed
Armours
Paauwe, Hulst,
Price, 102 and 1; Ed Den Herder,
Elsie M. Gumser, guest of Mr. altar banked with palms, ferns a large buck deer with his car in Cochran Residence
Scheerhorn, R. Weener, Van Dor- in Nevenzel
105
Harold Karsten, 83 and Mrs. F. Price, West 15th St., and gladioliand lighted candela- while driving in a thunderstorm
Mrs. P. C. Cocran, residing on
A joint birthday party honoring
pie, Van Liere. Douma and Smith.
and 3.
has returned from a tour of Mex- bra. Gerard Hanchett at the piano on M-40 south of here last week. North Shore drive, had as her
Hulsts
TuLs, J. Bouwman, Gerrit J. Nevenzelof route 1 and
ico. En route she visited in San played "At Dawning," Cadman, "I The car was damaged but Maat- guests last week Atty. Howard
Westerhof,Schurman, Slager, Mrs. Nevenzel's sister - in - law,
Antonio, Tex., and New Orleans, Love You Truly," Bond, "Still As man was not injured.
Davis of Columbus, Ohio, in
Prince, Van Dyke and R. Bouw- Mrs. Susan Brower of Grand Rapthe Night," Bohm, and "Lohengrin
La.
ids. was held in the Nevenzel home
man.
Wedding
march,"
Wagner.
TO
POSITION The elders conferenceof the
Furnaces—C. Roberts, A. Hol- Friday evening, Mr. NevenzelobThe bride wore white silk marChristian Reformed classis of Holder, B. De Haan, R. Bouwman, M. served his birthday anniversary
land and vicinitywill be held in quisette over satin fashioned with
George
S.
Everhart
of
Macatawa
Scheerhorn,Pete Beckman, A1 Aug. 21 and Mrs. Brower'sbirthTb« Csapeay's new Central
Drenthe Christian Reformed a sweetheart neckline and lace inReimink, C. Piersma, C. Dykema, day comes earlier in August. Gifts park has been informed that he
Office building on Capitol Aveserts
at
the
shoulder.
The
leg-oS. Stoel and Ed Landwehr. *
were presented to the guests of has been reappointed grand avocat church Wednesday, Sept. 3. Elder mutton sleeves terminated in
nue, Laming, aa it appeared in
(judge advocate) of the Grande John Nyenhuis of Zeeland will
Dykemas — Jansen, Westerhof, honor.
points at the wrists.Her scalloped
May. It ii being roihed to
Claude Dykema, Koopman, GoslApproximately42 guests from Voiture of Michigan,La Societe lead the discussion on "How to veil edged in lace was held in
completion.
Deal
With
Those
Who
Attend
the
des
40
Hommes
et
8
Chevaux,
for
ing and W. Vryhof.
Grand Rapids, Hopkins and Fillplace with a tiara of orange blosMovies."
Former
elders
are
inmore attended the party. Refresh- the ensuing year.
soms. She carried a bride's bouThe reappointment was made by vited to attend.
ments were served by the hostess.
Tom Beaton, Jr., of Escanaba Mrs. R. Van Putten of Lincoln quet of Joanna Hill roses and lilies.
Miss Marjorie Poll, sister of the
trip
who was recently elected Grand Ave. has returned from
bridegroom,
attended the
Bridge Luncheon Held
Chef de Gare. Mr. Beaton who was through the eastern states and
hride as maid of honor, wore ice
the
Great
Smokey
mountains
in
in Vancouver at the time of his
blue taffeta with peach trim and
at Yacht Club Here
electionand Mr. Everhartwill be Tennessee.She accompanied Mr.
Mrs. A. W. Tahaney and Mrs. installed during the Promenade and Mrs. J. M. De Haan of Mich- carried pale pink roses. Jacob
Henry Gosling entertained46 Nationalewhich will be held in igan State college in East Lans- Nagelkerk of Grand Rapids performed the duties of best man.
ing.
guests at a luncheon-bridge Friday Milwaukee in September.
The bride's mother chose a black
The
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Harri
ZeGrand Haven, Aug. 28 (Special) in the Macatawa Bay Yacht club.
Mr. Everhart who will be ser-

De Boer-Glupker

SOFTBALL FRAY

Vows Exchanged

^

North Blendon

a

BEMER HEARD

Columbus; Mr. and Mrs. Paul
West and children, Dawn and John
Franklin of Akron, Ohio, and Mrs.
Cochran’s sister, Mrs. Harvey
Skinner and daughter, Yvonne, of
Grand Rapids.

GIRL ON BICYCLE IS
HIT BY AUTOMOBILE
Miss Clare Brown, 17, 124 East
13th St., suffered bruises on her
knees Friday about 9:15 pm. when
she was struck by an automobile
while riding her bicycleat Ninth
St. and College Ave.
After receiving treatment hi
Holland hospital,she was released. Driver of the car, according to
a report to Holland police,waa
Theodore Vredeveld, 18, East Om>
tral Ave., Zeeland.
Police were informed that she
was riding north on Central

Am

and Vredeveldwas east bound on
Ninth St. The police report said
Miss Brown had no light on her
bicycle and that Vredeveld did not
see her soon enough to avoid hitting her with his car.

From Y.M. Convention
Holland's delegation to tha
annual convention of the American Federation of Reformed Younf
Men’s societies in Sheboygan,
WLs., Tuesday through Thunday,
has returned home. Among tha
delegates were Gerrit Frens, Jay
Volkers, Howard Koop, Chester
Van Wieren, William Vogelsang,
John Johnson, Bud Wittavaan,
William Stielstra and Rev.
Witt of Harderwyk. Nat year’s

C

convention will be held In
Colo.

Over-Subicribo

LOCAL GOLFERS

and

—

Home

and

—

EVERHART RENAMED

Denm.

Fond

to Cancel School

Debt

Zeeland, Aug. 28— With
of $2,650, the drive for the

tlon of the debt of the

school here has been over-eul^
scribed.

The debt amounted to 12,9001
An additional$800 waa desired by
the members of the board for naoessary repairs. Merchantswill ba
contacted during the course of tha
week, so that the total goal af
$3,000 will be reached.

Reporti on

Couple Married

in Local Hotel

Retum

Local Group

Personals

on

Home

charge of old age pensions at the
Ohio capitol,his assistant,Atty.
A. A. Jones and their private
secretary,Miss Helen Meek, all of

BY LOCAL CLUB

DOWN ALLEGAN

in

Vom

Cruhet

Given to Local Polict
Two minor automobile accident!
were reported to Holland polloa
last Thursday.
Ross Merle McGregor of Pittaburgh, Pa., said his car had sideswiped another vehicle on M-40
near Hamilton. E. J. Fairbanks
reported the car of John Schut
of the Knickerbocker house backed
into the side of his auto on West
Ninth St.

MOTORISTS FINED
The following motorists havt
paid fines and costs to Municipal
Judge Raymond L. Smith for dirffic violations: Donald Paris, 2%
route 4, Holland, no operator’s
license, $5; Wilbur Smith, 22, 268
West 11th St., cutting corner, $9,

TRY THE NEWS CLASSIFIED*

STATE

RECORD GROUP

a

who

TO BE CITIZENS

gerius of Muskegon entertained dress with lace trim and the
the following at an afternoon tea groom's mother wore green. Both
Friday in their cottage at Ot- had corsages of specioca lilies.
A dinner followed in the dining
tawa beach: Mesdames T. Marcus,
T. Ver Howe, E. Romeyn, J. Mar- room for the wedding guests.
The bride was bom in Holland
cus, C. Marcus, A. Vanden ELst,
Donald Romeyn and S. Holkeboer. and was graduated from Holland
Coif School Holds
Mrs. Maybelle McKervey of De- Christian high school and Holland
troit and Mrs. Hazel Somers are BusinessInstitute.She has been
Its First Reunion
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Nick Hof- employed in the office of the Home
The first reunion of the Coif steen of West 14th St.
Furnace Co. Mr. Poll was born in
school, district No. 5, Manlius
Mr. and Mrs. Ace Rushing of Grand Rapids, was graduated from
township, was held Saturday after- Rosiclare, 111., are visiting their Lee high school and is a salesman
noon and evening. Joe Ten Cate daughter, Mrs. Charles Hess, 32 for Charles A. Coye, Inc., Grand
was largely responsible for this East Eighth St., for a couple of Rapids.
celebration.
After the reception,the couple
weeks. They also will visit anThe visit of Crown Princess There were over 100 present in- other daughter, Mrs. Frank Ber- left on a wedding trip to northern
S.L Minister Gets Call
Juliana and her consort, Prince cluding the oldest teacher, Mrs.
Michigan. For traveling,the bride
From Chicago Church Bernhard, of The Netherlands, to Josie Hammond of McBain, 75; the ger, in Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. John Atman of chose a navy and print ensemble
Holland last June received at- oldest pupil, William Jacobs, 81
26 West Third St. left this morn- tvith navy accessoriesand a corGrand Haven, Aug. 28 (Special) tention in the Aug. 12 issue of "A years old; the youngest pupil, Jun—The Rev. S. C. De Jonge, pas- Gazeta,” the newspaper at Sao ior Johnson,five years, also the ing for a week’s visit with their sage of peach glamelias.They will
son in Ludington.
tnake their home in Grand Rapids
tor of Spring Lake First Reform- Paulo, Brazil, South America.
De Zwaan family of three generaAnton
Bruinsma
and
children, after Sept. 6.
ed church, has received a unaniMrs. James M. Hebblethwaite, tions. Visitors were present from
mous call from Immanuel Reform- 17 Crescent Hill, Grand Haven, re- Michigan, Illinois and Washington Helen and Billy, motored to Muskegon and there boarded the Miled church, 102 South State St, cently received a newspaper clip- state.
waukee clipper for Milwaukee.
Chicago. He has taken it under ping from Frank P. Hebblethwaite
A song service was held and a
FOR
advisementand will make a de- of that city which bore the picture program was presented. A basket They will return tonight.
Dr. A. J. Brower of Holland
cision in three or four weeks. Rev. of the royal couple and Eileen
lunch was served and coffee and was taken to Blodgett hospital
Two Holland men suffered InDe Jonge has been in Spring Lake Marie Streur and her sister, Nina lemonade were furnished.
in Grand Rapids Friday for treat- juries at 3:15 a.m. Friday In an
five years. Prior to this he was Mae Streur. The picturewas taken
Officers elected includedJoe ment of an illness.
automobileaccident which occurpastor of a Reformed church in by a press photographerfollowing
Ten Cate, Alva Ash and Fred
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
red on US-31, about one mile north
Lucas two years. He spent three Juliana’sarrival in Holland.
Groth. Hie next reunion will be
Joan KathleenKuipers of route of Saugatuck.
years at Western Theological semheld two years hence.
6 is visiting In the home of Mr.
They were John Sebasta, 29, 22
inary, Holland.
and Mrs. Leon Blaklee of Grand WVer Ave., and Arthur Tanis, 30,
Chamber of Commerce
TARDY MOTORIST FINED
Rapids.
266 East 14th St Sebasta suffered
RESIGNS POST
at G.H. Elects Directors •Grand Haven, Aug. 28 (Special) Kenneth Hulst, of 566 State St. chest injuria and Tanis had a
Grand Haven, Aug. 28 (Special)
—Harold DeMull. 22, route .2, underwent a tonsillectomyat Hol- small laceration on his face and
—Miss R*yda Dykstra, who has
Grand Haven, Aug. 28 (Special CoopenviUe, paid a $5 fine and land hospital Thursday morning.
one on the right knee. ,
been employedas clerk in the Ot- —At an election concludedAug.
$10.70 costa in Justice George V.
Mr. and Mrs. Trenton Groteler 1 Both were treated In Holland
tawa county^ health department 21, the following members were Hoffer*a court, Wednesday,Aug. 20
announce the birth of a nine pound hospitaland released.Sebasta was
since last March, has resigned her elected directors of the Grand
lot failure to have a muffler on daughter named Karen.
driving the car in which the two
position and will move to Grand Haven Chamber of Commerce, his car. DeMuli was given a ticket
Miss Anna M. Pfanstiehl of Bat- men were riding.
Rapids with her parents, Mr. and each to serve a two-year term: by state police July 30 but 'failed
tle Creek spent Thursday and FriIt was reported that another
Mrs. Jtjihn S., Dykstra, where Mr. Martin A. Erickson, Frank Mason, to appear in court and on Wednesday with her sister, Mrs. Albert car was parked on the highway
Dykstra will continue his associa- Adolph E. Eckert, Almon W- Mc- day the sheriffs department
Diekema, 506 West 16th St
and due to the rain, Sebasta fail*
tions with the Michigan Bell Tele- Call, Frank Scholten and Edward
brought DeMull in for arraignMrs. Blanche Vande Vusse re- ed to see this auto and his car

—Final

hearings

qn

applications Gladioliadorned the tables.
In the bridge prizej, Mrs. John
Eaton and Mrs. Chester Van Tongeren were awarded prizes for the
first grand slam and Mrs. J. C.
Ridenour and Mrs. C. C. Wood for
the first small slam. Prize for high
score went to Mrs. William Hedges
other at 1:30 p.m., will be held.
of Portsmouth, Ohio, a house
Final papers will be awarded by guest of Mrs Phillips Brooks.
Judge Fred T. Miles. The examining officer will be Examiner Sidney Freed of the immigration and Visit Here of Juliana Is
naturalizationservice at Detroit.
News in South America

from 53 persons for citizenship—
the largest number ever to seek
naturalizationat one time in Ottawa county— will be held in the
court house here Monday, Sept. 8.
The group is so large that two
hearings, one at 9 a.m. and the

ving his fourth consecutive term as
state legal officer is a charter
member of Ottawa county Voiture
No. 1183 and is Chef de Gare
Passe.

m

Defense Moves Fast in Michiyaa
When

_____

______

_

J>.

Kinkema,

•

.

.

toitaMKiUfa

happniing in Lansing is being

many

Michigan. $11,000,000

first

things it calls for

phone

calls to build a

plane

— an Army camp

is

lot of tele-

tank or an

air-

or a factory.

to serve

other parts of
is

programmed

camps, arsenals,factories, and

others engaged, directly in defense
work. Backed by the resources of the
Bell System, Michigan BeU

is

spending

defense

more than $26,000,000 this year, to meet

activity.And today, Lansing has 2,500

new telephone needs throughout dm

more telephones than

state.

ia setting

a dynamic pace in

a year ago.

To take care of Lansing's increasing
telephone needs, we have undertaken
a

program of expansion

to nearly

*

is

One of the

Lansing, capital city of Michigan,

'

What

duplicated in

more telephones.It takes a

TWO HOLLAND MEN
TREATED
HURTS

tboMjQv

a big industrial state goes “all

out for defense,” it moves in a hurry.

$1^000

that will

In

amount

The telephone has

a'littlepart in

almost every National Defense effort.

And

a little part in every effort edit

up to pretty biff gores.

194L

Mickifia Bell Telepksie Conpany
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Set
by Judge Miles

C<mri in Reviewing Case of Youth

Hope That Confinement
Make Good Citizen of Boy

:

—

1

:

Friday evening.
The Christian Reformed church
held a basket picnic at Veurinks’
grove last week Friday evening.

1941'

Jenison

News

Mr. and Mr*. Clifford E. Pitts
daughter, Joyce Grace, and
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Beukema of
Grand Rapids called on Mr. and
Mrs. George Howell Sunday af-

ried Friday evening in the Seymour Christian Reformed church
in Grand Rapids. The bride is the

WeddingsinG.H.andG.R.
Are

of Interest

Here

Grand Haven, Aug. 28 (Special)

—Robert Rosema, son of former groom as best man.
Mrs. Covert Van
Ottawa County Sheriff and Mrs.

to you and trusted you. As I
Allegan, Aug. 28 (Special)
Expressinga hope that his con- understandit, he will never see
again.
finement will tend to make him
“I know you were frightened
a "good citizen,’’ Judge Fred T. because of what you had done
Miles of Holland, in Allegan cir- and the prospect of being sent to
cuit court on Tuesday, sen- prison; like a wild animal you
struck out in an attempt to estenced Alton W. Pickett, Jr., 15,
cape. But still,it all sums up to
of Grand Rapids, to serve a maxthis: you cannot restrain yourimum sentence of 10 years in self from doing vicious acts. For
Southern Michigan prison at Jackyour own protection and for the
son for shooting a Grand Rapids protection of those who do obey
police lieutenant last July 31.
the laws, you must be restrained
Judge Miles recommended that until you have sufficientself conPickett be transferred to the state
trol to live an orderly life.
reformatory at Ionia. He pointed
“You say that you did not inout that the law required him to tend to kill Mr. Irwin; the proscommit the prisoner to the state
ecutor could not prove that you
prison where he will be classified
intended to kill him. So he propand placed “where it will be best erly made a charge against you
for you."
that he can prove: assault with
The shooting occurred on US- intent to do great bodily harm.
31, two and one-half miles south
You have had the advice and
of Holland, while Burton R. Irwin,
counsel of an able lawyer, and
the detective,was returning your case has received the symPickett from Kentland, Ind., pathetic attention of our probaafter he had been apprehended tion officer and of the court.
by a marshal at Goodman, Ind.
“It is not with the idea of punThe youthful gunman two days ishment that the law must repreviouslyhad broken into a strain you; it is with the idea of
Grand Rapids gasoline station, protectingthe community and
took some money and then stole helping you that the law is rea car from the station.
quiring you to be confined where

J. Eernisse of Hudsonville

Zantwick,

Benjamin H. Rosema, North Shore mother of the bride, wore a floor
drive, Spring Lake, was united in length Chanel model of aqua moss
marriage at 8 o’clock Wednesday crepe with gold accessories,and
night in the Klise Memorial chap- wore a corsage of yellow roses.
el in Grand Rapids, to Miss Elean- Mrs. Van Dam, mother of the
ternoon.
Albert Lowing who is in But- or L. Kapteyn, daughter of Mr. groom, was dressed in amethyst
terworth hospitalin Grand Rapids and Mrs. Maurice Kapteyn of crepe and wore a corsage of white

Grand

Rapids, by the Rev. Lawrence Veltkamp of Grand Rapids,
a college friend of the groom .
Mrs. T. J. Blanchard of Grand
Rapids was chosen by the bride
as matron of honor, and Miss Anne
Rosema, sister of the groom, was
the bridesmaid. Richard Roelofs of
Grand Rapids served the groom as
best man. Ushers at the wedding
were T. J. Blanchardand William
Three minor boys, 14, 15 and 16 Kapteyn, both of Grand Rapids.
years old, confessedto Holland Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rosema of
police following their arrest about Spring Lake, brother and sister1:35 a.m. today at 16th St. and in-law of the groom acted as masFairbanks Ave. that they had ter and mistress of ceremonies.
Mrs. Orren Bolt of Evanston,
committed
series of thefts
111., a cousin of the bride, played
about the city.
When found this morning, they the wedding music and accompanpretended to be asleep, the ar- ied the soloist, Martin Karsten of

Record Crowd Drawn to

former Margaret Van Wylen. The
Rev. Friends of the Seymour
church officiated at the double
ring service,assisted by the Rev.

Who BlinJed G.R. and

Detective Expresses

.

28,

to the score of 5 to 2 last week

Maximum

Will
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rosebuds.

The couple was attended by Miss
Alyba Fokkens as maid of honor,
Miss Marguerite De Wendt and
Miss Carol Van Wylen as bridesmaids, Kenneth Nyhuis as best
man; Gordon Van Wylen and Menno Bont, ushers; Kenneth Van Til
as ringbearerand Carol Buikema as flower girl.
A reception followed in the

Castle Park Horse

Show

( Carter P. Brown, geperal overids on Foxyanne, third; Jean Coleer, today said the 1,500 spec- veil of Holland on Baby, fourth.
tators at yesterday's annual HolClass 5, three-gaited horses—
land-Caatle Park horse show con- Muriel Thompson of Grand Rapids
on Fighting Chance, first; Mrs.
sidered it the most successful In
Homer Fitterling on Red King,
the 19 years’ history of the resort second; Jack Scripsma*of Grand
event.
Rapids on Mitzy King, third;
Castle park’s green outside Jeanne Scripsma of Grand Rapids

course and the ring where most on Eastern Parade, fourth.
Class 6, Junior hunters— Anne
of the contests were held were
Ordway of Long Beach farm on
gaily decorated with flags of many
Nuthatch,first; Austin Brown of
colors. A large American flag and Castle park on Foxyanne,second;
a large British flag hung at the Jack Block of Flint on Die Lorerear of the boxes. Proceeds from lei, third; Dr. Fred Arner of Bellevue on Esther Maid, fourth.
the show, the oldest amateur event
Class 7, five-gaited horses— E.
of its kind in Michigan, will go to A. Thompson of Grand Rapids on
British war relief.
Silver Peacock, first; H. F. Burt
Climaxing the all-day program on Hazel's Rex, second; Ms. Homwas the class for hunters over the er Fitterling on Paris Fashion,
asters in crystal holders. A five- the honored guest from the group. sporty outside course which is third.
tier wedding cake centered a Games were played and a two- equally exciting for riders and
Class 8, knock down and out—
small table at the left of the bri- course lunch was served by the spectators.Austin Brown on Foxy- P. T. Cheff of Holland on Chicle’s
anne took first in this event and Play, first; Anne Ordway of Long
dal table.
a
hostess.
Carter
Wilkie, his older brother, Beach farm on Ormint, second;
Later in the evening the bridal
Those present were Mr. and
couple left for a honeymoon tour Mrs. Eugene Groters and Darlene, took second.
Mrs. Charles Kirchen of Holland
The estimatedattendancewas on Mowgli, third; Peggy Kirchen
of Virginia and Kentucky and up- Mr. and Mrs. Earle Van Mourick,
resting officers reported. Unable Grand Haven, who sang "At on their return will make their Mr. and Mrs. Russell Teusink, the largest in the history of the of Holland on Sanskrit, fourth.
to give a reasonableanswer to Dawning" and "Calm as the home in Muskegon. For her going Mr. and Mrs. Heinie Dokter, Mr. exhibition.Also highly successful Class 9, lightweight hunters—
away. Mrs. Van Dam chose a and Mrs. John Dokter, Mr. and was the annual horse show dance Peggy Kirchen of Holland on Winofficers about several soft drink Night."
bottles found in their possession, The bride chose a gown of chalk British tan and beige redingote Mrs. Russell Huxtable, Mr. and on the outdoor dance dune in the nie-the-Pooh, first; Betty Jo Jarthe trio was taken to police white jersey fashioned with a V costume with matching acces- Mrs. Harold Barkel and Mr. and evening.
vis of Grand Rapids on Irish Bine,
Children’s classes began at 10 second; Austin Brown of Castle
neckline,tight fitting sleeves end- sories, and wore a white orchid Mrs. Bert Groters. Others inviheadquarters.
Later, accordingto police, the ing with points over the wrists, a corsage.
ted were Mr. and Mrs. Harry Van a.m. and adult classes at 2 p.m.
park on Foxyanne, third; Mrs.
Other first-place winners in the Montgomery Orr of Wayne, III, on
Mrs. Van Dam is a graduate of Den Brink, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
boys admitted they stole the soft softly draped bodice with accented
drinks from a truck at 70 West fitted midriff and unpressed pleats the Grand Haven high school and Van Voorst, Nelson Groters and afternoon show included Muriel Shamrock's Precaution, fourth.
Thompson of Grand Rapids on
13th St. They also admitted hav- and a full train. A fingertip veil Mr. Van Dam is a graduate of Carol Cory.
Gass 10, heavy and mediumFighting Chance, Anne Ordway of weight hunters — Mrs. James
ing stolen 10 gallons of gasoline held in place with a Juliet cap and Muskegon high school,and is emLong Beach farm on Nuthatch, Blackwood of Rochester on Red
and taking accessories from a an arm bouquet of white gladioli ployed as an inspectorat the
Kleinheksel Reunion
E. A. Thompson of Grand Rapids Dust, first; Mrs. Louis Swift, Jr.,
car Wednesday near the Chris- completed her costume.
Campbell Wyant and Cannon (
For several days, Irwin hovered
you can be controlled and guided
on Silver Peacock, Col. P. T. Cheff of Wheaton, III, on Range Wratbetween life and death in Holland as long as the law under which Craft Co. plant. The accessories The matron of honor wore chalk of Muskegon.
Held at Green Lake
of Holland on Chicle’s’ Play, Peg- tler. second; Peggy Kirchen of
Included a reflector, fender rear- white jersey matching the bride’s
hospital but when he showed imThe Kleinhekselreunion was gy Kirchen of Holland on Winnie- Holland on Sanskrit, third; Jack
you are accused will permit. At
provement he was removed to 25 you should be able to take view mirror, steering knob, a V-8 gown. She wore red gladioli in her
held in Hilton park on Green the-Pooh, Mrs. James Blackwood
Farewell
Party
Is Held
hair
with
matching
shoes
and
car-’
emblem
and
a
“Holland"
souvenir
Block of Flint on Die Lorelei,
Butterworthhospital. Grand Rap- yourself in hand and make a
lake last Thursday with Glenn of Rochester. Mich., on Red Dust,
plate which was attachedto the ried an arm bouquet of red gladifourth.
ids. Last Saturday, his condition
lor Margaret Datema
Nykerk, the president, presiding. James Helder on Set Fair, Margood citizen. In the meantime,
oli. The bridesmaid’s outfit was
Class 11, pairs of hunters— P. T.
permitted his release from the you will be offered the oppor- license plate.
Miss Margaret Datema who is A program was carried out in garet McLean on Black Sally, and Cheff of Holland on Chicle'sPlay
The boys admitted having taken similar to that of the matron of
hospital.
tunity of learning a trade which
leaving Sept. 3 for study at the which the followingtook part: Mr. Helder on Magic Reigh.
two bamboo fish poles from a honor.
and James Helder of Holland on
Irwin will be blind for the rest
you would probably not have if downtown store Wednesday night.
Moody Bible Institute in Chica- Jerrold Kleinheksel, Sylvia Klein- First-placewinners in the morn- Set Fair, first; Mrs. Montgomery
For
her
daughter’s
wedding,
of his life as the bullet from the
you remainedwith either parent.’’ They broke and threw them Mrs. Kapteyn wore defense blue go was guest of honor at a sur- heksel, Mrs. Gerald Kleinheksel, ing included Palsy Robbins of ChiOrr of Wayne, III, on Shamrock’s
rifle severed the optic nerves.
Mrs. Jerrold Kleinheksel,Mrs. cago on Foxyanne, Gus Buder of
away.
and a corsage of Briarcliffroses prise farewellparty Tuesday evenPrecaution and Mrs. Louis Swift,
In reviewing Pickett’s case
James
A.
Kleinheksel,
Mrs.
HarThe juveniles confessed having and baby asters. The bridegroom’s ing in the home of Mrs. Arnold vey Kollen, Mrs. Stanley Wolters, St. Louis on Foxyanne, Tanya Jr., of Wheaton, 111,' on Range
Judge Miles said his statements
Datema.
44
East
26th
St.
HosWoodburne of Grand Rapids on Wrattler, second; Austin Brown of
attempted to siphon gasoline mother also wore defense blue and
were to be more in the nature
tesses were Miss Grace Datema, Mrs. Julius Folkert, Dorothy Im- Dickey Love, Jan net Cowan of Red
Tuesday night from a car which a similar corsage.
Castle park on Foxyanne and
of an explanation to the public
mink, all of this vicinity and HarCedar stables on Watch Out and Carter Wilkie Brown of Castle
was parked behind the City misA receptionwas held in the East Mrs. Florence Datema, Mrs. Caththan an admonition to the devey
Schipper
of
Hamilton.
The Rev. Morris Folkert
Margaret McLean of Holland on park on Trompe Bar, third; Mrs.
sion and also attemptedlast week church parlors in Grand Rapids, erine Datema and Mrs. Marion
fendant.
Otley, Iowa, will have charge
Sports were enjoyed including Black Sally.
to get gasoline from another car decoratedfor the occasion with Datema.
Charles Kirchen of Holland on
Judge Miles agreed that Pick- the services in the
Reformed at Ottawa beach but failed. The bouquets of white gladioli.
The evening was spent in play- a ball game. Officers elected for
Trophies, cash prizes and rib- Mowgli and Peggy Kirchen of Holett was an “unfortunate’’ boy, church next Sunday.
the
coming
year
are
Harvey
Kolbons were awarded winners in land on Winnie-the-Pooh,
can and hose were found in their
After a northern wedding trip ing games and contests after
fourth.
adding that “fully half of the
len, president; Harold KleinhekMr. and Mrs. Francis Folkert possession.
Mr. and Mrs. Rosema will be at which refreshmentswere served. sel, vice president; Mrs. Harold each of the events.
Class 12, locally-owned horses—
criminal offenses coming to the
announce the birth of a baby girl,
The trio told officersthey had home after Sept. 6 at 935 Wash- The honored guest was presented
Margaret McLean on Black Sal- Margaret McLean of Holland on
attention of this court are comHulsman, secretary,and Giles
named Vivian Lee, bom at the planned to "raid" Deur's orchard ington St., Grand Haven.
with a cash gift from the group.
ly received two firsts in the class Black Sally, first; Lewey Michmitted by children from broken
Veldhuis, freasurer.
Holland hospital on Monday before they were picked up by
Guests invited were Mrs. Chesfor locally-owned horses, receiv- merhuizenof Holland on SkyrockMrs. Rosema is a graduate of
homes.”
morning, Aug. 25.
ter
Weener,
Mrs.
Henry
Weyenthe police. The 14-year-old boy the Grand Rapids Christian high
ing most applause from the audi- et, second; Jean Covell of Holland
“If parents could understand
Garrett Vande Riet, recent was releasedfrom custody but school and has been employed at berg, Miss Esther Kooyers, Miss
Will Close After
ence on their judging and also re- on Jitters, third; Mary Hibbard of
the danger to which they expose
ceiving highest rating from the
their children when they refuse graduate of Calvin seminary, the other two were held over- the Home Life Insurance Co. Mr. Janet Glupker, Miss Jane NienBusy Holiday Week-End judge. Jean Covell of Holland on Castle Park on Baby, fourth.
Rosema was graduated from the huis, Miss LucilleBrulschart, Mrs.
to adjust their disputes,I believe Grand Rapids, conductedthe ser- night at police headquarters.
Class 13, hunters— Austin Brown
we should have fewer divorces. vices in the Niekerk Christian Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff Grand Haven High school and al- Earl Prins, Miss Marie Bazan, The Labor Day week-end will Jitters was apparentlytied with of Castle park on Foxyanne, first;
said their cases will be turned so from Calvin college, Grand Rap- Miss Hazel Dalman. Mrs. Elmer be a busy one at the Macatawa Miss McLean when the audience Carter Wlllkie Brown of Castle
But the court must deal with you Reformed church Sunday.
over
to probate court for dis- ids. During the past three sum- Kamphuis, Mrs. John Terpstra, Bay Yacht club where many applauded but a flipped coin de- park on Trompe Bar, second; Mrs.
as yop are, without regard to
Funeral services were held last
week Thursday for Benjamin position.
mers he has attended the Univer- Mrs. Lester Van Dorple. Miss Bet- races and social affairshave been cided the event in favor of Miss Louis Swift. Jr., of Wheaton, III,
why you became such."
listed.
McLean.
At the time of the shooting, Kok, who died Aug. 18 at the
sity of Michigan studying for his ty Van Klink. Mrs. Henry Bos,
on Range Wrattler, third; Betty
This week-end will mean the
Mrs.
Herman
Bos,
Mrs.
John
De
The winning owners or riders Jo Jarvis of Grand Rapids on
Pickett was on probation from home of his* sister-in-law,Mrs.
master’s
degree,
and
also
acting
as
PARK GOES
closing
of
the
club
until
late
and their horses are as follows: Hunters Choice, fourth.
Kent probate court In connection Anna Kok, with whom he was
counselorat the University of Bree, Mrs. Martin Low, Misses
OVER
OF G.H. MichiganFresh Air camp. For the Cornelia and Anna Haan, Mrs. in September when the annual Class 1A for children under Class 14, barebackriding— James
with the alleged theft of $13 staying. Rev. E. Tanis of Waueight years— Patsy Robbins of Chi- Helder of Holland on Magic Reigh,
from a woman who had given him pun, Wis., Conductedthe services
past two years he has been a Wally Leenhouts, Mrs. Adrian fall regatta Is held.
The clubhouse will be gaily cago on Foxyanne, first; Edwin first; Bill Bremer of Castle park
at
the
home.
Surviving
are
two
employmentat Rockford. Judge
Lansing, Aug. 28— State parks teacher at the Grand Haven Chris- Jacobusse, Mrs. C. M. Beerthuis
decorated Saturday night for the Bremmer of Chicago on Deloplane,
and Miss Ann Brulschart.
Miles reminded the youthful crim- sisters, Mrs. Albert Dubbink of will remain open two weeks long- tian school.
on Foxyanne, second; James Heldfirst masquerade dinner-dance, second; Cynthia Laing of Chicago er of Holland on Lulu, third; Mrs.
minal that his mother had repaid Overisel and Mrs. George Ven- er this fall than usual, the state
Grand Haven, Aug. 28 (Special)
the last party of the season. on Baby, third; Nancy Drake of MontgomeryOrr of Wayne, 111.,
the money with the belief that der Kolk of Hopkins.
conservation department reported —One of the loveliest of late sum- Mr. Kramer Honored
Members have been asked to Chicago on Raven, fourth.
her son would not get into
Mrs. Mary Nyhuis entertained Thursday, because of increased mer weddings was solemnizedat
on Shamrock’sPrecaution.
come masked and prizes will be
Class IB for children under 11
trouble again.
at her home on Saturday after- popularity.
the Second Reformed church Wed- on Anniversary
awarded for the best man’s cosThe judge said Pickett had been noon, Mrs. H. J. Hoffman, Mrs.
The parks will remain open un- nesday night at 8 o’clock when
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Olive en- tume and for the best woman’s years— Gus Buder of St. Louis on
Foxyanne,first; Budgewood Burn
placed on probation on the belief Albert Meiste, Mrs. Sena Arink til Sept. 15 and thereafteras long Miss Joan Kay Van Zantwick, tertained the members of the
costume.
of Grand Rapids on Greywood
that the boy would make some and Mrs. John Lampen.
as weather and attendanceper- only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Go- Franklin Life Insurance Co.
Judging the masqueraders will Billy, second; Barbara Westrate
effort to restrainhimself.
The Rev. G. J. Vande Riet and mit. it was said.
vert Van Zantwick of Grand Hav- agency and their wives at a dinbe Mrs. Phillips Brooks, James of Holland on Pat, third; Connie
*Tf you had received the assis- family returned to their home
The department said currently en, was united in marriageto Ray- ner in their home on Maple Ave.,
tance of parents working to- after spending a few weeks of state park attendance was 6,316,- mond Arthur Van Dam, son of Wednesday night. The affair com- De Pree and Willis Diekema. Boersma of Holland on Queen,
Arranging the party are Mrs. W. fourth.
gether, it is entirelypossibleyour their vacation at Central park.
937 for the season, approximately Mr. and Mrs. Remmert Van Dam, plimented Harry Kramer, who was
P.
Telling,Mrs. Charles Sligh, Jr.,
Miss Francess DeRoos had 400.000 higher than in the same 1095 Sofia St., Muskegon.
course might have been different.
Class 1C for children under 14—
celebrating his twentieth anniver- and Mrs. E. E. Chapman.
But it must be apparent that charge of the C.E. society on period last year.
Tanya Woodburne of Grand RapThe marriage ceremony was sary with the company.
The weekly buffet supper will
probation does not offer the re- Tuesday evening. The subject
It was also disclosed that Hol- performed by Rev. Albert HelGuests included Mr. and Mrs. be served Sunday evening,and ids on Dickey Love, first; Dons
straint to which the public is en- was “A Christian Stand Against land State park has passed Grand lenga, pastor of the Second ReKramer, Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Ste- on Monday afternoon trophieswill Chapman of Rochester, Mich., on
titled In your case nor the re- Gambling." Lois and Arlyne Hayen in the race for the largest
formed church, before an altar gink, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth De be awarded to winners of the Tuffy, second; Jack Block of Flint
atraint that is best for you.
Voorhorst sang a duet. Harvey attendance.
on Die Lorelei, third; Charles Hiblighted by two seven-branchcan- Free, Henry Kik, Miss Alstead,
“Now you have committed four Bellman played an accordion The department said the Hol- delabra and flanked with palms and Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Warren season’s races.
bard of Red Cedar stableson Truly
Races for crescents,national Yours, fourth.
serious offenses against the laws. solo and Lois Koopman played a land park attendance to date was
and baskets of white gladioliand of Fennville.
ones, Lawleys, 22 square meters
You broke into the building and piano solo.
Class 2, junior horsemanship—
886.000 persons, compared with white lilies.
and universal and cruising class Jannet Cowan of Red Cedar stastole the money; you stole the
The Rev. Ypma of Grand Rap- 652.000 a year ago. The Grand
Mrs. Jack Marcus, organist at
boats will be held on all three bles on Watch Out, first; Tanya
car; you took it out of the state; ids had charge of the services Haven park has drawn 799,000 perG.R. Girl Married
Trinity church. Holland, played
days of the week-end.
and finallyyou shot and nearly in the Christian Reformed church sons so far this season, comparWoodburne of Grand Rapids on
“Adoration."
"Meditation
from
to
Jenison
Man
killed the officer who was kind Sunday.
Dickey Love, second; Charles Hibed with 940,000 a year ago. In Thais," “Liebestraum,"and the
FINED FOR SPEEDING
Jenison, Aug. 28 (Special)
The Womens’ Missionary socie- third place stands the Bay City
bard of Red Cedar Stables on
traditionalwedding march from Mr. and Mrs. Gerald De Wendt
ty enjoyed a Fellowship luncheon state park with 664,000 guests to
Leon De Jongh, 27, 16 East Truly Yours, third.
“Lohengrin." Mrs. Marcus accom- will return here the middle of next
Factory Group Has
at noon Wednesday, Aug. 20. The date.
10th St., paid a fine and costs of
Class 3, resort class— Margaret
panied Adrian Vander Stelt of week and will make their home in
hostesses were Mrs. Simon Ver$5 to MunicipalJudge Raymond McLean of Holland on Black SalCkicken Dinner
Grand Haven, who sang “Oh Pro- Georgetown following a wedding
burg, Mrs. James Kleinheksel,
L. Smith this forenoon after ly, first; Charles Hibbard of Red
mise Me" and "Beeause." For the trip to Kentucky and many other
A group of girls from the down- Mrs. Gilbert Immink, Mrs. Harry
pleading guilty to a charge of Cedar stableson Truly Yours, secrecessional"The Wedding March" places of interest. They were marstairs department of the Dutch Lampen, Mrs, Bert Tollman and
speeding.
ond; Mary Hibbard of Grand Rapby Mendelssohn was played.
Novelty shop enjoyed a chicken Mrs. E. Folkert. The business
OYER 700 SENSATI0NA1
The bride, who entered on the
dinner at Boone's Kuntry Kit- meeting was in charge of the
Farmers here are preparing
chen Monday evening. After the president, Mrs. Simon Verburg. their wheat land for sowing. The arm of her father, chase a wedSURPRISES STARRING
dinner the group went to the The afternoon was spent in sew- recent rains were much appre- ding gown of white silk chiffon,
home of Mrs. Ben Jansen where ing and a social time. The sew- ciated here. The drought caused with high neckline and full bis""'//// " ••
gamea were played and prizes ing committee were Mrs. John some damage to gardens, pota- hop sleeves. TTie softly draped
were awarded.
bodice was accented by a wide
Poppcn, Mrs. Ed Gunneman, Mrs. toes and some com fields.
After the games, the girls ate Gilbert Immink and Mrs. G.
School will open here on Sept. girdle appliqued with satin flowa light lunch by candle light, a BarkeL
8. Two new teachers have been ers and trimmed with tiny clus,1‘
fall scheme being carried out in
ters of seed pearls. Tiny self-covMr, and Mrs. Herman Wolters hired for the coming year.
favors and table decorations.
of Kansas are visiting relativesin
The Rev. and Mrs. Don House- ered buttons fastened the back of
Guests included Mrs. Theresa this vicinity.
man and daughter, Phyllis, have the gown, which ended in a long,
De Weerd, Mrs. G. Wieghmink. Mrs. Fred Folkert Is confined returned to their home at Ray- full train. Her white veil of FYench
Mrs. E. Van Mourick, Miss An- to her home with illness.
bridal illusion fell from a cap of
mond, Minn.
BULLET-RIDDLED
gelyn Pelon, Doris Wieten, TherMrs. Schonwald,formerly Miss
Bobby Nevenzolvisited Mr. and braided tulle, and extended to the
essa Wassink, Marian Schra and Jennie Van Der Veen of this
NAZI FIGHTER PUNE
Mrs. Gerald Kleinheksel and fam- end of her train. She carried a
Mrs. Ben Jansen.
place, died at her home in Grand ily several days.
white Bible, topped by a white
Rapids last week. Funeral serMiss Sophia Van Der Kamp orchid spray and satin streamers
vices were held from the Wealthy had as her guest for a week Miss tied with tiny white rosebuds. Her
Robert Kmte Returns
Baptist church Saturday. Attend- Stam of New York.
only jewelry was a dainty diamond
From Summer Session
ing from here were Mr. and Mrs.
Many from here attended the lavaliere.
Mrs. Herman Van Zantwick,
Robert Kuite, son of Mr. and Martin Kronemeyer and Mr. and Overisel Christian Reformed SunMrs. Leonard Kuite, 632 Michigan Mrs. Justin Schipper.
day school picnic at Veurinks sister-in-lawof the bride, as matCarlyle Paarlburg of South Grove Friday afternoon and even- ron of honor, wore a white chifAve., a junior at the University
of Michigan, has returned to Hol- Holland, 111., is visiting at the ing.
fon gown with high neckline and
John and Laurent Ruttman, aectioni 22 and 27, Toko TowniWp, Livingston County were the
land after attending summer ses- home of Mr. and Mrss. James
owners of this property,destroyed April 19, 1941. Tho loss was over $5,000, promptly paid
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Kleinheksel short sleeves. Self braid trim acKoopman.
sion at the university.
recently called on relativesin cented the nipped-in midriff and
by this company.
Mrs. Louis Altena and sons, Overisel.
During the summer session, Mr.
full flowing skirt. She wore a
Kuite acted as counselor at the Louis and Dale, of Holland visitcrownless Mary Stuart cap of
annual high school band clinic ed at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Pontiac Man Sentenced
white velvet tied with a large
MONSTER
and librarian of the clinic and Martin Neinhuisa few days last
white vlevet bow. She carried a
week.
aummer session bands.
to Ten Days in G.H. Jail colonial bouquet cf Johanna Hill
Owners of Farm Buildings, Livestock,Implements, Feed, City Residences,HouseHe will spend four weeks va- Mr. and Mrs. Bert Tollman
roses.
WORLD'S
hold Goods and other personal property are liable to auffer heavy lost when windcationing here and upon his re have purchased the home of Mr.
Cecil Dorris, 35, of Pontiac was
The Misses Myma and Marterms
come.
CHAMPIONSHIP
turn to Ann Arbor for the fall and Mrs. Marvin Bush who live sentenced to serve 10 days in the garet Metcalf of Grand Rapids
tOUOH
term, Mr. Kuite will assume his just north of Hamilton.
county jail at Grand Haven on and Marian and Genevieve Wes
A windstorm insurance policy with this company gives the needed protectionat
l/)raine Pomp spent last week Tuesday by Municipal Judge Ray- terman of Muskegon were the
RIDIN'
duUaa as head librarian of the
minimum cost.
In Revis Junction and Ann Arbor. mond L. Smith upon his plea of
University of Michigan bands.
bridesmaids, each wearing white
Mrs. Walter Mack returned home guilty to a charge of drunk and
Since the Armistice Day storm last year 30,484 claims have been paid, which total
chiffon gowns made after the style
with her and is spending some disorderly conduct.
and fashion of that of the matron
lots amounts to $1,190,755.20,all of which hat been paid from the reserve fund on
R«p«rts of Two Crashei
time here with her parents, Mr.
He was arrested late Monday of honor. Their hats were also
hand, and the regular usessment for 1941 will remain at only 15c per $100 insurance.
GREATEST AGRICULTURAL
by local police after he attempt- white velvet Mary Stuart style,
Grren to Holliad PoGce and Mrs. Julius Pomp.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brink are ed to "hop" a passengertrain at
Don’t
be sorry — Be safe! Insure in the Hastings Company.
SHOW IN 92 YEARS
and each carried a colonial bouenjoyinga trip to Qiicago and the Pere Marquette depot,
quet of pink and white rosebuds
Earl Farr, route 6, Holland, reWOMEN'S HANDICRAFTA’ HARNESS RACING
spent Sunday in Peoria, 111., at
SEE ONE OF OUR LOCAL AQENT8 OR WRITE fHE HOME OFFICE
The followingmotorists have tied with pink satin ribbons.
ported to police his car had been
DANCE RANDS AND FLOOR SNOWS A FREE
the home of the Rev. and Mrs. paid court costs to Judge Smith
involved in an accident at Ninth
, Herman Van Zantwick,brother
ACTS AND FIREWORKS
Richard Elzinga, with whom they for traffic violations:Louis Stoel,
St. and River Ave. Monday with a
of the bride, attended the bridereturned to Peoria. Rev. and Mrs. route 2, Holland, double parking,
— Md ksndrtdi of wtktr tuhtandlntatirottitm
car bearing Illinois license plates.
Elzinga spent their vacation in »1; Robert Veeder, 24 East Ninth
k IS rf*yitad nltkh *1 tkrifUntMp*rf*<WWf.
^ \ C0r/ driven by Mrs. Clarence
Harrison Dodds, President • Guy E. Crook, Vice-Prerident*. M. E. Cots, Secretary-Treasurer
Overisel and vicinity.
St.,,
night
parking,
$1.
Becker1, 738 Washington Ave.. was
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Hulst and
tsfabllshad
Horn* Office — HASTINOS, MICHIGAN
Involved in an accident on River
SERVICE
baby of Holland visited at the
A
book
oh
whales
says
some
Aye. Friday with another car home . of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
'The Largest Insurance Coihpany of Its Kind in Michigan”
Phone 896!
o£ 'em have stomachs as large 29 E*«t tth
** driver was not learned, po- voorhorst, Sunday evening.
TM HASTMOi COMPANY
as a medium-sized room. Hmm,
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
wer*, informed by Bruce Van
The Overisel ball team defeat- might do for an air raid shel*
Gilbert Vender Water, Mflr.
ed the East Holland team there ter— in a pinch, ; _

Overisel

is slowly recovering.

JUVENILES ARE

HELD BY POUCE

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Smallegan
of Holland were master and mis- church parlors with about 125 pretress of ceremonite. Ushers were sent
George Duizer, Herman Olsen,
Russell Olsen and Donald Fiester
Mrs. Eugene Groters Is
of Muskegon.
A reception was held for 160 Honored on Birthday
guests immediatelyafter the cereMrs. Eugene Groters was guest
mony in the church parlors. The of honor at a surprise birthday
tables were lighted by tall white party given by Mrs. Bert Grotapers in crystal holders, flank- ters, 306 East 13th St., Saturday
ed by bouquets of blue and white evening. A gift was presented to
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RURAL SCHOOL
PREPARING FOR

die with a sweetheart neckline.
Miss Beatrice Zwiers sang "I Love
You Truly” and 4,God Gave You
to Me.” She wore a blue chiffon
gown trimmed with pink velvet
bows. She was accompanied by
Mrs. S. Werkema who wore a
peach taffeta formal.
Mothers of the couple both
chose navy blue for the occasion
and wore corsages of roses and
sweet allysum.

STARTOFTERM

A

reception followed the cere-

barrow race.
Eddie Pigeon was declared the
winner in the pie eating contest.
Because her physical condition
prevented Dorothy Van Ark
from participatingin any of the
events, it was the unanimous decision of the boys and girls that
she should receive the croquet set.
A softball game was played between the underprivilegedboys
and the Kiwanians with the contest ending in a tie. A picnic supper was served in the evening by
the Klwanis "queens."
Roy E. Young served as announcer of the various events; Simon
Borr, starter;Dr. James K. Ward
and Dr. Chester Van Appledom,
judges, assistedby Dr. Hoeksema.

28,

1941

Ready
Fall Terms

Schools of Holland
for

Opening

Improvements at Various
Buildings Completed;

Dates Listed

of

Leon Moody Attending
Conference in Shelby

HUFFMAN ASKS
PUBLIC REVEAL

the following day, Sept. 18.
Holland public and Christian
grade schools will hold all day
sessions the first day but only
regular enrollment and a schedule
of short classes will be held in
the forenoon for the high schools.
Teachers'meetings and conferences for teachers in the public
school system will be held Tuesday. Sept. 2.
Miss Minnie K. Smith, junior
high principal,and John J. Ric-

FIS

WAR STAND

WANT-ADS
LOANS

-

$25 to 1300
Endorsers — No Delay
Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th, 2nd floor

No

PEARL BUUTTONS - Mon

dur-

more beautiful than any button madtl
Pearl Button* on any garment

able, more, luatrouf,

Sayi AEF May Be Climax
As has been the custom for the
and a wedding supper was
past
several
years,
all
schools
in
served to 85 guests. Serving were
to Policy oi Aid (or
are an indication of quality.
Will Be Conducted at
the Holland public and Christian
Marie Albrecht of Hudsonville,
100% waihable, and so durable
systems will open Wednesday,
Beechwood
Janet Tanis of Grand Rapids, JemGreat Britain
they'll outwear the garment itSept.
3,
allowing
teachers
and
ima and Vivian Ensing and Nellie
self.
pupils a one day respite to avoid
Washington, Aug. 28— The cry
Rural school bells will ring Aukeman of Zutphen, and Mrs.
expected heavy holiday traffic.
of "aid to Britain short of war"
again next Tuesday to summon ClarenceNyenhuis, Esther Kline,
Studentsof the St. Francis de mersma, senior high principal,
Mrs. Edwin Mentink and sons,
rural >oys and girls back to their Albertha Groeneveld, Marian Karhas been replaced by the call for
Sales school will return to their
will be in their respective offian expeditionary force to Europe,
school work for the 1941-42 sten and Henrietta Schout of Zeel- Ronald and Paul, of Cedar Grove,
studies
Monday,
Sept.
8.
Hope
coland. Mrs. Joe Zwiers, Mrs. William Wis., are visiting her parents, Mr.
ces from now until opening day to
Cong. Clare E. Hoffman of Alleschool year.
gan, Mich., asserted this week.
A few schools will delay their Nyenhuis and Mrs. Julius Dannen- and Mrs. C. Van Duren, 92 East lege has scheduled its annual enroll new students. Supt. John
18th St. Mr. Mentink will arrive opening convocationfor 9 a.m. A. Swets of the Christian high
"It Is to be hoped," he said,
opening day until the following berg catered.
Mr. Aukeman Is employed by Friday to spend the week-end. Wednesday,Sept. 17, and Western school will be available at his
"that the people back home will
week.
Theologicalseminary will open
office for registrationuntil Sept.
make their wishes known to their
D. H. Vande Bunte, county General Motors Corp. in Grand They will return to their home in
3 with the exception of Wednescongressmen In no uncertain
school commissioner, said the 1941 Rapids and Mrs. Aukeman at the Wisconsin on Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Harris of
day, Aug. 27.
terms so that when congress conschool census shows 9,825 rural Zeeland Beauty shop. They will
Grand Rapids, Aug.
Lton N. Moody
Registration at Hope college
venes again Sept. 15 it will have More trouble* today faced Alton
children, an increaseover the 1940 make their home in an apartment San Francisco are visitingin the
in the Van Ess home in Zutphen. home of the former's brother, A.
will be completed the week preLeon Moody, director of athlet the courage to face President
census.
ceding the opening convocation, ics at Holland high school, left Roosevelt’s unconstitutional and Pickett Jr., 15, sentenced Tuesday
F. Harris, East 15th St., and the
The annual opening institute
to 7* to 10 year* in Southern
Sept. 9 to 16. Freshmen supple- Monday night to attend the first nation-destroying program.”
Vande Water families.
for rural schools will be held in
The VFW auxiliary members enmental examinations will be given Danforth Foundation conference
Hoffman declared that the Michigan prison at Jackaon for
Beechwood school Friday, Sept. 5,
Sept. 16. A faculty of approxi- of high school facultymen and wo- American people should be ad- shooting a detective.
joyed a hamburger fry and corn
beginning at 9 a.m. This year the
mately 37 teachers will return to men to consider "Christianity in vised of the "number of years it
roast Wednesday night at the
school officersare invited to atProsecutorMenso R. Bolt in(From WedneetUy’aSentinel) home of Edith West, route 2,
teach courses in the college cur- the High School" at the camp will take, the number of lives
tend.
structed
Detective Thomas McGaGrand
Haven.
About
20
were
presriculum.
that
will
be
lost
and
the
amount
Bert Kruiswyk,Bob Tanis, Gargrounds of the American Youth
This meeting not only gives inWith the exceptionof three, Foundation at Shelby this week. of the debt we will incur in this vln to file burglary charges
formation but it also provides in- ry Bomgaars, Peter Prins and A1 ent.
all the 25 teachers in the ChrisThe Woman’s Relief corps will
Mr. Moody was selected as one effort to invade Germany.”
against the youth for prosecution
spirationfor the year’s work, Mr. Taylor tnotored to Detroit today
He continued:
Vande Bunte said. The program to attend a ball game. They plan have a pot-luck dinner Thursday, Trucks Form Long Line at tian school system will return of ten persons in Michigan to atwhen Pickett is eligible for a parthis year, according to Mr. tend the conference. Superintend"Every nation which England
will consist of discussions,talks, to cross the Ambassador bridge Sept. 4, at 1 p.m. at the home of
ole.
Swets.
Mr.
Swets
Is
beginning
has
dragged
into
this
war
has
Mrs.
Mary
Streur,
route
6.
The
ents, principals and teachers of
music, a social hour and other into Canada before their return.
Factory; Symonds Has
Pickett shot Grand Rapids Dehis 13th year of work in the Hol- city and rural high school are at
lost. Our fate will bo no better
Hugh De Free and Oliver Lam- losing side of a recent contest will
events.
land schools and his fifth year as tending from ten states, New if we yield to her desires. The tectiveBurton Irwin and deprived
Large
Crop
furnish
the
dinner.
pen
have
returned
from
a
two
The morning address will he
superintendentof the entire York, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, best national defense is not a him of his eyesight while the latRichard Miner and Earl Holkeon "The Role of the Rural Teach- weeks’ motor trip to California.
Christian school system.
boer
left
today
for
Chicago
to
atThey
stopped
at
the
Grand
CanFennville,
Aug.
28
(Special)
Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minne giving away of everything needed ter was returning him from Kenters in National Defense," followA large staff of approximately sola, Iowa, Illinois and Missouri. to defend ourselves, the sending land, Ind., to face the burglary
ed by an interestingdiscussionin yon, Carlsbad Caverns, and Yellow- tend the All-Star game tonight. Far into the night and early
122 teachers has been engaged to
This "Christianity in the High of it thousands of miles across charges which is based on Pickthe afternoonon the question, stone National park, and also visit- They are taking a month's trip and morning hours fruit growers with
teach in the Holland public School" conference is held on the the sea. The best defense is ett’s breaking into a gasoline sta"What Should We Expect the Ele- ed the former's brother, Edward will visit Salt Lake City, Yellow- their loads of Bartlett pears are
tion and stealing an automobile.
mentary Rural School to Teach De Free, who is attending the stone park and California.They waiting to be unloaded at the schools, according to Supt. E. E. Game camp grounds and at the preparation here at home and, if
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is
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from
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will journey to other points Michigan Fruit Canners, Inc.. Fell.
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School
of
Aviation
at
same time as a "Christianity on
our Boys and Girls?"
"All the buildings will be In the College Campus" conference. Hitler, we had better be about youngestInmate when he arrived
Teachers should give some Santa Maria, California,and of interest in the west and south- where the pears are graded and
apple pie order on the opening
the business of making ourselves at Jackson Wednesday.He carried
thought before coming to the in- George Heneveld, student at the west and plan to return home via put In refrigerationfor tuture proday," Mr. Fell said. Janitors,
only a comb, handkerchief and a
secure.
Mexico and the southern route.
cessing.
stituteto the matter of their in- same school.
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pickterest in taking an extension
been busy all summer preparing
long ago, we were frightened into
Prison officials said Pickett ancourse as there will be a repre- Brooks, 659 State St., are plan- Robert Koop, children of Mr. and ups, with occasionallya team and
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for
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sentative from Western Michigan
school term. The exteriors of
stroy England and then cross the signed a number, surrendered his
college to give information about inac Island where Senator Brooks St. have returned to their home from the cannery as the railroad
Grand Haven, Aug. 28 (Special) seas and take over our country? personal effects and then was plto*
Longfellow and Van Raalte schools
available courses, it was pointed will attend a meeting Saturday after undergoing tonsillectomies tracks or even farther into Main
have been painted and minor re- -Carl McAllister,30, 831 Frank- Do you recall that we were told ed In quarantine block. After clasof the Democratic state central Monday in Holland hospital.
St.
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have been made in all lin St., paid a fine of $5 and that England would not need sification, which requires 30 days,
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Cochran
of
North
Perhaps the largestsingle growA fine exhibitionof rural school committee.
buildings.
However, the repairs costs of $6.20 to Justice George men; that all she wanted was the a decision would be reached as to
Pat Hastings of Ann Arbor was Shore drive has as her guests this er is Lewis Symonds, who is makwork Is being shown this week at
V. Hoffcr Monday forenoon after privilegeof purchasing munitions
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week
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Polkton township centered its ex- Deur, Ray N. Smith- all of Holsium
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land, and John Van Eenenaam of and Mrs. Hazel Somers, also a of spray oils especiallyadapted for
hibit around "Safety" while
Fred Ten Hagen, 28, of Ferrys- the war and take care of Hitler?
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to Ionia.
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to attend the doubleheadergame home in Detroit after spendinga
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and
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are
on South America. The Marne and
of drunk driving before Justice
between the Detroit Tigers and week with their uncle and aunt, complying with an almost dying been made to the belfry of Hoffer. Ten Hagen was assessed a ened Congress, at the President's
Cooporsville public schools. BlenFroebel
school.
request, under the guise of nadon township and Beechwood Philadelphia Athletics as guests Mr. and Mrs. N. Hofsteen on request from Mrs. Symond’s faAt Hope college the usual va- fine of $60, costs of $9.70 and tional defense, voted a 7-billion
of Mr. Smith.
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ther, the late Peter Broe, perhaps
school arranged exhibits of genercation repairs and painting have sentenced lo serve 10 days in the dollar lend-lease appropriation?
Charles McBride has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Haan and best known fruit grower In westcounty jail. He was arrested In /Most of it to be given away.
al school work.
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"So the Administrationtaxed
Dean Welsh, 21, Grand Karan,
weeks’ vacation in northern Mich- have been spending the summer in their two children on the 40-acre
be held at 10 a.m. Friday in front
buildings. A change this year will day night by FerdinandKinkema, and borrowed,and Mr. Roosevelt and Marian Christel, 19, Maidigan.
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berg, 264 East 11th St., announce their home.
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the birth of a 10-pound son, Scott
Prof,
and
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Schrier
fruit crop, although they also
here and resumed his duties as a and half a dozen other nations,
Is expected that spellersfrom all
Haven and Stella Bochenek, 48,
George, August 24 at the Dampen and daughter, Sally, plan to move raise peaches, apples, plums and tory to accommodate an overflow
parts of the county will be particiof applicantsfor residence in member of the Grand Haven po- even going so far as to permit route 1, Grand Haven.
Maternity home.
tomorrow
from
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apartment
at
cherries.This year’s crop is the
lice force Sunday night.
pants.
the Japs to buy gasoline to supJustin Harold Hulst, 23, and
A son was born Aug. 24 In Hol- 78 East 12th St., to 65 West 15th largest harvested In ten years. Voorhees hall.
Albert J. Venne, 22, Muskegon, ply their fighting aircraft which
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grade school have been improved
were shooting down the bombers Holland; Alei Doering, Jr„ 23,
Tromp of Fennville.
the speech department at Hope Bartlett pears, 85 per cent of
the annual school commissioners
as have the playgroundsand the tice Hoffer on a charge that he which we gave China. We have Nunica, and Frances Arbogast,
Fred Kolmar, route 4. Holland, college, did graduate work at the
which are A-l fruit, an almost un- sidewalkssurroundingthe build- failed to have his car under con- been in on both sides of that 18, Grand Haven;
convention at Michigan State Noris in Philadelphia,Pa., attending University of Michigan this summal college in Ypsilanti.
heard of record.
ing. Some interiordecorating has trol. He was given a ticket by war
the nationalconvention of the Vet- mer. Mrs. Schrier and Sally were
Mr. and Mrs. Symonds are hav- also been done. Cement work on State police Aug. 19 after his
Mr. Vande Bunte also rnnounced
"How long ago was it that
erans of Foreign Wars as a dele- in Evanston, 111., during the vacaing a new fire proof, seven-rootfi the sidewalks at the Christian truck and semi-trailerhad turned Wavell and Auchenlecksaid that, Two Who Lick Drifiaf
that a total payment of $150,813
gate of the Holland post.
tion.
for Ottawa county has been releashouse built on their farm six miles high school has also been com- over on a road in Grand Haven if the war was to be won, it
Licenses Fined in G.H.
Dr. A. J. Brower returned here
A son was bom Wednesday night southwest of Fennville.Don Lakie
township.
ed from the primary school inpleted during the summer.
must bo won on German soil and
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from
Blodgett Memorial at Holland hospital to Mr. and
terest fund. This amount is the
of Grand Rapids is the architect
A prominent addition in the
with American men? And now we
hospital in Grand Rapids where Mrs. Russell Arnett of Fennville.
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first installment of $9 per census
and John Wychers, also of Grand Christian high school is the new- FOUR CARS INVOLVED
learn that Mr. Churchill has inhe had gone for examinations. He
—Richard Kuyers, 68, route 1,
Bom Wednesday night at Hol- Rapids, is contractor. They hope built-introphy case in the main
child based on the census list of
duced
Mr.
Roosevelt, or at least
land hospital to Mr. and Mrs. Har- to be able to occupy It Nov. 1.
May 31, 1940, there being a total has recovered from his illness.
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sendAn accident in which four cars
bers of West 17th St. is Hersehel
of guilty to a charge of driving
Mrs. George E. Kollen returned Suit It Filed at Result
$34,398; Grand Haven, $19,323;
of the senior class have also pro- were involved occurred Tuesday ing it into Germany to disarm
Junior.
without an operator’!license. KuyTuesday night from a motor trip
Zeeland, $9,891 with the balance of
vided for the addition of a at 8 p.m. on Howard Ave., one- Hitler’s armies. Well, that is
oi
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Mr. and Mrs. Tony Freye and through the southwest. She accomers was arrested by state police
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in Robinson township.
The office of the school commis- Ver Beek and Kenneth Ver Beek, and Mrs. John L. Kollen of Ann —Suit has been commenced in school faculty who will serve as
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be
we
are
The sheriff'sdepartment said
Mr. and Mrs.. John Peeks, Mr. and Arbor, traveling as far south as
Robert Hoffman,20, Grand Rapsioner has been moved to 86 West
circuit court by the Hardware Mu- librarianhas been working on the three cars were eastbound on not advised.
Mrs. Earl Poll, Mr. and Mrs. Mexico City.
ids, who failed to appear in justice
11th St. For the past year, it was
"Although
Roosevelt
is
Comcataloging
of
books
during
the
Howard Ave. Driver of the first
tual CasualtyCo. of Detroit, asWallace Klein, Gladys Ver Beek,
court in response to a state police
located at 51 East 12th St.
car was not identified.The sec- mander-in-Chief of the Army and couri 10 ""P0”6
signee of Ralph Brown, against past weeks.
Jeanette Ver Beek and Eunice
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St.
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do
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Earl
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Robert Brown and Ada Brown of
Hulst enjoyed an outing and wien- Vacation Tript Coincide
ing without an operator’s Ucanse
Sales school has been redecorated Heassler of Indianapolis,Ind., and declare war and he has no authNunica,
in
which
judgment
of
roast at Saugatuck oval ThursJuly 13 in Spring Lake township,
during the vacation and new out- John Etterbeek, route 4, Holland, ority to carry on war. NevertheIs
in er
lor Sandy Reunion
$350 is sought as the result of an
day night.
was taken into Justice HoffeFs
side front doors have been added. was driving the third car in line. less, he is doing it. Congress, if
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wolfert automobile accident on US-16 east
Miss Evelyn Heffron returned
court
Tuesday by the eheriffs deWith only one exception, the
As Heassler attempted to pass it had any courage, would bring
to Holland Tuesday from Lara- and children, George and Marilyn, of Coopersvilleabout 11 p.m. last school calendar of the Holland
impeachment charges against him partment. Upon his plea of guilty,
the
first
car,
Etterbeek
started
to
left Monday morning for their Feb. 16 when plaintiff alleges that
A wedding was solemnizedin mie, Wyo., where she attended home
public and Christian schools will pass Heassler, the sheriff’sdep- and ascertain just what he is up he paid $2 fine and 813.40 costs.
in Springfield,Mass. They Ralph Brown's car was struck by
the
summer
session
at
the
UniverZutphen Christian Reformed
be the same this year. Thanks- uty reported. Etterbeek's passage to and how far he intends to go."
In the DUtrictcourt of the United
have been visiting their parents, a car driven by Ada Brown and
church parlors Thursday evening sity of Wyoming. Upon the conclugiving recess will be Nov. 20 and was blocked by the parked car of
Ht&tes for tho WooUrn Dtorlet of
owned
by
her
husband,
Robert
Michigan—Southern DtvIMoa.
when Miss Jeanette Van Ess, sion of summer school she spent Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sandy of West Brown, causing damage of about 21 and the fall term will close H. O. Hill of Grand Haven. Etter- TRAVEL PICTURES OF
In the matter of Robeg M. Dfk32nd St. They spent part of their
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard the week-end at Trail Creek ranch
Dec. 19. Followingthe Christmas beek’s vehicle sideswiped Hill's
•terhouaa, Bankrupt No. S8S3. To the
$248.70 to plaintiff’s automobile.
creditor*
Robert M. Dyketerhouee
Van Ess, and William Aukeman, at Livermore.Colo. Misses Ruth vacation at a cottage in Macatawa
vacation, the winter term will car, careenedback onto the AveSON ARE INCREASING of Grand of
park.
Haven In the county of Otson of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Auke- and Vida Walker of Rochester,
open Jan. 6. The first semester nue and hooked the bumper of
tawa and dUtrict aforeeald.
man of Jamestown, spoke their Mich., also attended the university Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sandy have Funeral Rites Friday
will end Jan. 30 and the second Heassler' s car. Etterbeek was givGrand Haven, Aug. 28 — A Notice I* hereby given that said Rojust returned from a trip around
and
visited
at
the
ranch.
semester begins Feb. 2. Spring en a traffic summons for failing to hobby that will have a record of bert M. Dyketerhouee,ha* been duly
nuptial vows.
for Ex-Chicago Woman vacation for the Public schools
adjudged a bankrupt, on tho lltk
The wedding party assembled Esther Pauline Schortinghuis, Lake Michigan. They were accomhave his car under control.
future value for his son, Law- day of Auguot, 1941, and that thn
panied by their son, Rev. L. Rusbefore a background of lavender daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. F.
will be from March 27 to April
flmt meeting of the eredltore will bn
rence,
10,
is
being
pursued
by
sell Sandy, and a friend,William
Allegan, Aug. 28— Funertd ser- 7, but students of the Christian
satin draperies banked with bas- Schortinghuis, submitted to an
Walter Mlnuth, 1039 Madison St. held at my office. No. S46 Michigan
Hill,
both
of
Glenshaw,
Pa.
They
Trust building, on the 16th day of
vices for Mrs. Minnie Hoyt, 82. of schools will return to classes on
kets of gladioli, garden flowers appendectomy Monday in ButterThe Minuths travel extensively .September, 1941, at 11 a.m., Kaetern
and lilies.The Rev. S. Werkema worth hospital in Grand Rapids. visited Mackinac Island, Sault Ste. Cheshire, who died Wednesday April 6.
by automobileevery summer, al- Standard time at which plaon and
performed the double ring cere- She is doing as well as can be ex- Marie, Sheboygan falls and Chi- in her home, will be held Friday
The baccalaureatesermon for
ways to a differentsection of the time the «ald creditors may attend,
cago. They contacted many friends
prove their claims, appoint a trustee,
pected.
at 2:30 p.m. from the Gordon fu- Holland high school graduates
mony.
United States, and Mr. Minuth appoint a committee of creditors,exincluding breakfasting with John
(From Today’s Sentinel)
neral home with burial in Lindsley will bo delivered June 14. Both
The bride wore a gown of white
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mahan of has taken a picture of his son at amine the bankrupt and transact such
Approximately115 underprivil- Howards who is mayor of Sheboy- cemetery.
high schools will hold their com- Holland were Saugatuck visitors every one of the 31 state lines other buelneia aa may properly come
mousseline de soie over bridal
gan falls.
before laid meeting.
Surviving are two sons, James, mencement exercises June 16 and Monday afternoon and evening.
satin and a fingertip veil with a eged children of Holland were
they have crossed. There are Dated at Grand Rapids, Michigan,
Miss Dorothy Sandy, Marian of Cheshire, and Albert, of Chica- will officially close June 19
tiara of seed pearls. Her Viennese guests of the Holland Kiwanls
Henry Brady of Mason St. other pictures taken showing thl* 22nd day of August, 1941.
lace jacket was fashionedwith club’s picnic at Tunnel i>ark Wed- Nevenzel, Bud Spyker and Henry go; two brothers; one s.ster, and
CHESTER C. WOOLRIDO*.
spent the week-end as the house Lawrence at various points of
Volkers visited in Chicago Sat- two grandchildren.
Referee In Bankruptcy.
short puffed sleeves. She carried nesday afternoon.
guest of friends in Owosso.
interest,almost all of them with MATTHEW C. LOCKE,
Since early summer, the club urday while Mr. and Mrs. Ted
A former Chicago resident,Mrs
a white leather Bible.
Jack Olsen of Griffith St. a sign in the background explainAttorney for Bankrupt,
Her sister, 'Mrs. Marvin Zwiers, has sponsoreddaily trips to Ot- Knoll visitedFort Custer in Bat- Hoyt moved to Cheshire township
Grand Haven, Michigan.
celebrated his 11th birthday anni- ing the picture.
two yean ago.
wore a gown of yellow chiffon tawa beach for underprivileged tle Creek.
versary Tuesday evening with a
Taking
pictures has become a
The
Rev.
L.
Veltkamp
attended
MORTGAGE BALE
The Rev. L. R. Sandy before
trimmed with aqua velvet bows, children and Wednesday’s outing
group of four of his friends, hobby of Mr. Minuth but the
Default having been made In the
funeral services for Henry J Huicoming
to
his
home
in
Holland
smocked yoke and short puffed marked the end of thfc project for
"Bud" Whipple, Bobby Erickson, photos, someday, will remind condition* of a certain mortgage
zenga, a friend of the family, in
Visitor Is Honored
signed and executed by Abraham
sleeves. Her shoulder-length veil this summer. About half the Ki- took a fishing trip to Canadian
Holland Monday and took charge Bruce Brcckenndgc and Jim Lawrence of the pleasant and in- Peter*. Jr., a single man. to the Peoof matching net was held in place wanis club members, their wives lakes above North bay. He was at Farewell Party
Walz.
After
attending
a
movie, structive tours of his boyhood.
ple* State Bank, a Michigan corporof the service at the grave.
accompanied by Homer Wallace,
located at Holland Michiby a coronet of yellow rose buds and families also were present.
the group returnedto the home
Mr. Minuth hopes to continue ation
A farewell party was given byThe
elders conferenceof the
M.
D.
A sports program was carried
and her corsage was of yellow
of
the
host, where they enjoyed his trips with Mrs. Minuth and gan, on the 26th day of March, A.
D. 1941, which said mortgage was reAt a reunion of the Sandy fam- Jane Stepanskiin honor of her Christian Reformed classis of a deliciouslunch, which was highroses and small pink chrysanthe- out, with prizes going to the wintheir son until all the 48 states, corded In the office of the Register
cousin, Miss Carolyn Ryzanca, Holland and vicinitywill be held
ily
Sunday
evening,
all
the
chilners.
By
placing
first
In
the
boy’s
Deed* for Ottawa County, Michimums. She carried a lace trimmed
who will return to her home in In Drenthe ChristianReformed "lighted" by a birthday cake with Alaska and Mexico, have been of
three-legged race, Wayne Roaema dren and grandchildren were precandles. The evening was further visited and pictures taken at the gan on the 27th day of March, A. D.
linen handkerchief.
Munising
next
week.
The
affair church Wednesday evening, Sept.
1941
In Liber 154 of mortgages on
Grace Aukeman, sister of the and Henry A1 drink each received sent. There are eight children, was held Saturday evening at 3. Elder John Nyenhuis of spent in games and visiting.
different boundaries. Most of the page 387, on which mortgage there la
six
in-laws
and
14
grandchildren.
bridegroom, and Geneva Van a Boy scout jack knife. Geralto be due at the time of this
Decker’s cottage north of Lake- Drenthe will lead the discussion Mr. and Mrss. C. E. Houtcamp states unvisited are in the south- claimed
notice for principal and Interest the
Haitsma, niece of the bride, as dine Kalman and Thressa Cochwood farm. Games were played on "How to Deal With Those of Wawautosa, Wis., and their ern tier.
aum of Forty-four Hundred Seven and
flower girls wore dresses of peach man won the girls’ three-legged
Besides the 31 states visited so 50/100 ($4.407A0) dollars, and an atEntertain for
and a picnic lunch was served.
Who Attend the Movies." Elders daughter, Mrs. Adeline Bosman of
and green embroideredorgandie, race and each received a box of
fee as provided la said mort*
Those present included Carolyn and former elders are invited to Holland, spent Wednesday among far, the Minuths have been in the torney
gage, and no suK or proceedingsat
friends in Saugatuck.
respectively. Their dresses were stationery.
Iowa Guests
Districtof Columbia, and Canada. law having been Institutedto recQver
Ryzanca, Ollle Wierenga, Shirley attend.
Mrs. H. E. Maycroft’s Sunday The Grand Canyon, Bryce, Yel- the monlee secured by this mortgage^
Robert Boes won the boys’ peasimilar and were trimmed with
Mr. and Mrs. J. Witteveen, 124 Johnson, Rexford Koetsier, Doris
A reunion of the Bcltman famlace and white bows and they nut scramble and received a ball West 15th St, entertained with Wieten, Donald Ooaterbaan,Jane ily was held at Tunnel park Sat- school class of boys and girls lowstone, Yosemite, Zion and Gla- NOTICE IS HERXBY GIVEN that
will enjoy a beach party at the cier national parks have also been by virtue of. the power of sale conwore wreaths of peach rose buds and bat while Joyce Talsma re- a Hamburg fry at their home last Stepanski and Calvin Nykamp. urday.
tained In said ^ mortgage and tha
in their hair. They carried small ceived a doll for winning the girls’ night for the Rev. and Mrs. B. Unable to attend were Angie
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Kamps mouth of Kalamaboo river to- visited. They toured the west statute In such case made and providnight.
Transportation
by
boats
white china baskets and strewed peanut scramble. A tie resulted in Hei brink and family who are leav- Rowan and Norman Van Lente. have returned from a trip to Laned on Friday, the 31th day of Novthis year.
ember, A. D. 1941, at two o'clock in
will be furnished by Charles Gilsweet peas in the path of the the boys and girls' running con- ing for their home in Little Rock,
While this record of travel is the afternoon, EasternStandard Time,
sing and other places of interest.
man.
test
between
Earl
Dyk«tra
and
bride.
la., after visiting relatives and
not unusual for adults, it makes the undersigned wUI, at tha North
NO HOUSING SHORTAGE
Gerrit Boerman, former butter
C. E. Murphy of Cleveland, Lawrence one of the most trav- front door of the Court House la tha
Arthur Aukeman attended his Jeannette Smith. Several runoff friends here for the past ten days.
Lansing, Aug. 28
)— Mem- maker, had charge of the creamO., was a business visitor in Sau- eled boys In western Michigan. City of Grand Havan, Michigan,sail
brother as best man. Marvin races were required to determine Others who were present were bers of the Michigan council of
while Mr. Kamps was x>n his
at publlo aucUon to the highest bidgatuck Tuesday.
Zwiers and Mark Aukeman were the winner in favor of the Smith Mrs. Sophia Van Tak, Dr. and defense were informed yeaterday
He likes Californiabest, he says. der the premises describedIn said
ushers. Miss Hilda Aukeman was girl Both received prizes.
Mrs. John Wesselink, Mr. and Mrs. by Raymond M. Foley, state dir"There is swimming if you want mortgage,or so much thereof as may
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Ter Haar
be necessaryto pay tha amount duo
In the men’s 50-yard dash, Dr. L. Van Tak and family and Mr. ector of federal housing, that the and Mrs. J. Lanning and son, Al- Would Fingerprint All
mistress of ceremonies and Mr.
It, and a few miles away you can
on said mortgage with Interest'end
and Mrs. Peter Van Ess of Hol- Walter Hoeksema won first place and Mn.,J. Witteveenand family. expected housing shortage as a re- fred, left on a motor trip to the
throw snow balls." Lawrence en- taxes, togetherwith all legal costs
in
U.S.
as
Defense
Act
and
received
a
pair
of
penta.
Mrs.
land were in charge of the gift
Mr. and Mrs; Maurice Yelton were sult of defense expansion of indus- Niagara falls.
tera the sixth grade at Ferry and said attorney' fees, the premises
described as follows:
Leo Ebel won the ladies SO-yan) unable to be present.
room.
school
next week and likes all being
try so far had failed to materialArehd Arends who has been
Lots seventeen(IT
Miss Lenora Van Haitsma, niece dash and received useful home air*
Washington, Aug.
'
kinds of athletics, principally (tl), Plat of
ize in Michigan.
visiting friends and relativeshere
„
of Park, Countv of Ottawa. State
of the bride, played "Song of tides.
PAYS FINE
returned to his home in Sioux Capt. Donald S. Leonard of the baseball and football.
of
Michigan.
Adrian Geenan and Ted Zwiep
Love" while the bridal party entMichigan state police and other
Harry White of Holland paid a
The ragweed pollen count, the Falls,
'
PK0PLE8 8TA1
ered and the Lohengrin.wedding won the boys’ wheelbarrow race fine and costs of $5 to Munici- newipeper* tell us, has reached
Just 20 years ago the New
Consistory meeting was held members of an American civil
march as the bride entered. She and received a flashlight and foot* pal Judge Raymond L. Smith Wed- 150 in some areas. Hay Fever Wednesdayevening.
defense mission urged today that York Yankees won their first Lokker and Den Herder
Attorneys for Mort|
also played the reorssional.Miss ball. Nina Van Eyk and Helen Van nesday after pleading guilty to a Victim Zadok Dumbkopf asks:
School will open Tuesday, Sept. the entire United States popula- pennant. What was a pleasant
Business Address:
Van Haitsma wore a floor length Dyke received a bandana . and charge of failing to have an opera- "What’s that 1507 Sneezea or just 2, with Miss Jean Nyenhuis and tion be fingerprinted to identify sensation then now has * become
Holland, Michigan.
A?
Dated:
August Zl, 194L
air-raid
victims
in
event
of
war.
dress of pink embroideredorgan- purse for winning the girls’ wheel- tor’s license.
an incurable habit
sniffs!"

Annual Opening Institute mony

NEW TROUBLES
FACING

PiCKRT
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—
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Zutphen Church

Saugatuck

’
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Viewed by Local Men on Trip

BEUEVE DRIVER

Personals

SANDING FIRM

ASLEEP AS CAR

This year's floor sanding and
finishing business of the firm of

years of activity.
Early in the year, the firm had
a nice run of work in Saugatuck
at several residences,a large
apartment building and the Big
Pavilion, comprising about 6,000
square feet of floor. On Sept 2 the
firm will move part of its equipment to Saugatuck to sand the
pavilionfloor again in preparation
for the skating season which begins about Sept. 6.
The company sanded the Holland high school gymnasiumfloor
and floors in numerous homes in
and near Holland, and is now completing work on about 250,000
square feet of floor in 71 buildings
at Muskegon under a government
housing project.
The company has added three
new machines to Us already extensive equipment,enabling it to
do efficient sanding and finishing
of wood. tile, marble, linoleum,j ema spent Thursday in Grand
compositionand other types of i Rapids in the home of their sisfloors. The firm also scrubs and ter. Mrs. Carl Chase.
refinishesall types of flooring.
Mr. and Mrs. William De Vries
Although now the largest firm and son of Chicago, spent the
of its type outside Detroit, the week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Hercompany retains its motto of "No man Mooi, West 20th St.
Jobs too Large, No Job so Small.
The Rev. and Mrs. A. Bakker
We Appreciate All," and gives the of Armour. S.D., are spending a
same courteous, efficientservice short time visiting relatives in
in roughing kitchen floor for Holland, among them Mr. and
the laying of linoleum to the sand- Mrs. P. Rezelman of East 32nd
St.
ing of an auditorium.
Fred Ten Cate, who has been
The concern, which began 12
years ago with only one six-inch confined to Holland hospital for
machine, is anxious that prospect- the past 17 days, has returned to
ive customers ask for free esti- his home on East 18th St.
mates
Special music at Fourth church
Sunday was furnished by Mrs.

Worker Are Victim*
Accident

of

Allegan, Aug. 28 (Special) —
George Campbell. 19. route 4. Otsego, and Ronald Foster. 22. route
5, Allegan, were instantly killed
on Saturday on M-89 three miles

(

1

of Allegan near the
Blackman schoolhousewhen the
car, driven toward Allegan by
southeast

Campbell,crossed the pavement,
traveled about 300 feet and sideswiped a tree on the left side of
the pavement.
Investigating officers, including
Sheriff Louis Johnson and Coroner E. D. Osmun. said Campbell evidently fell asleep at the wheel.
Paster's neck was broken and
Campbell suffered
fractured
skull. His arms and legs also were
mangled.
The vehiclewas badly damaged.
It was necessary to call a wrecker before the bodies could be re-

a

moved. The car's fender first
caught the tree.
Foster had been employed on
the assembly line for the past four

years at Blood Bros, plant here.
is survived by the mother,
Mrs. Doris Foster, of Middleville;
two brothers, Robert and Lynn,
both of Middleville; two sisters.
Betty of Middlevilleand Mrs. Wilbur Walters of Allegan.

He

Campbell had been teacher at
the Frazier school at Pullman.
Survivors are the parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Campbell of Otsego;
four brothers, Frederick.Ralph,
James and Francis; two sisters,
Virginia and Susan, all at home;
the grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
George M. Campbell of Woodsfield,
0^ and Mrs. Elizabeth Parks of

DU SAAR SHOP

% YEARS OLD

Woodsfield, 0.

*

Viators Return

in East
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Schaddelee,
Miss Minnie Bokma and Miss MinHaving returnedfrom a 4.613nie Ten Cate have returned to
mile
motor trip through several
their homes in Glen Rock. N. J.,
after spending three weeks with western states. Leon Moody, 237
relativesand friends in Holland. West 11th St., and Albert Van
On Thursday evening they were
Zoeren, 85 West Ninth St., conhonored guests at dinner in the
sidered
the Rush memorial at
Red Brick tea room. Others present were Mr. and Mrs. L. Schad- Rushmore, S. D., (top photograph)
delee, Mr. and Mrs. R. Schaddelee and the good roads atop the Rocky
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Charles mountains as the two most interVos and family and Mr. and Mrs. esting sights of their trip.
Louis Elen baas.
The Rush memorial, located in
the Black Hills of South Dakota,
includes the stone images of
It** Always A Pleasure
George Washington, Thomas JefDining
ferson, Theodore Roosevelt and
Abr .m Lincoln which have been
at th«
DUTCH carved out of solid rock. Several
years have been spent in comGRILL
pleting this memorial. The
Coffee
roads to the memorial have been
laid out in such a manner that one
Shop

—

of the first views of a motorist

is

— SPECIAL —
Noonday Lunches ..... 50c
Evening Dinners ....... 85c

VEEN and MANNES
SUPER SERVICE
TIRES BATTERIES

Warm Friend Tavern

WASHING
Body

A

GREASING

Fender Repairing

USED CARS
Phone 4551
Columbia Ave. and 8th St

Electric

SPREADERS

John Deere

’

Unema’s Shoe Service
230 River Ave., Holland, Mich.

• ABC WASHERS
0 GALE Electric Refrigerators

& Knooihuizen

55 W. 8th 8L

home on furlough from China,
Twenty-five years of serving have returned from a two weeks’
Holland "photo-fans" is the rec- stay at Lake Winona, Wis.
ord of the Du Saar Photo and
The Rev. and Mrs. J. Van Vliet
the memorial high up on the rock Gift shop which began its bus- and granddaughterof Kalamazoo
cliff.
iness that long ago in a building visited at the home of J. ElenAnother interestingsight of located across from Centennial baas over the week-end.
their trip was a tower (lower park. When the business expandJeanne Rhodes, daughter of Mr.
photograph)from which they ed enough to outgrow those quar- and Mrs. T. P. Rhodes. 239 West
were able to see six states, includ- ters, the firm moved to its pres- 12th St., is working as a stening Colorado, Wyoming. New ent location, 10 East 8th St.
ographer in the FBI office at DeIn its earlier history, the Du troit. She was formerly clerk in
Mexico, South Dakota. Kansas and
Nebraska. This tower is located on Saar shop did only photo finish- the principal'soffice at Holland
the "Summit of the Plains" at ing, enlarging and framing,add- high school.
ing a complete line of Kodaks, Rosalyn Zoerhof underwent a
Genoa, Colo., on US-24.
Upon leaving Holland Aug. 9, films and supplies to their stock tonsillectomy in Holland hospital
Mr. Moody and Mr. Van Zoeren in later years when they became Monday morning.
traveled first to Memphis, Tenn., dealers for the Eastman Kodak
Robert Snow returned yesterday
Little Rock. Ark., and to Okla- Co. The store also carries a dis- from Detroit Lakes Minn., where
homa City. Okla., where the visit- tinctiveselection of gifts for all he visited for a week at the home
ed Mr. Moody's daughter, Miss occasionsand beautiful pictures of his aunt. Mrs. B. D. Flewell.
Eda Marion Moody. From there at varying prices.
Mrs. Henry Costing and son.
Since 1935 the shop has been Gordon, of route 1. are on a vacathey went to JunctionCity and
Fort Riley, Kan., stopped at the owned and managed by Mrs. D. tion motor trip through the Eastsightseeing tower en route to J. Du Saar and her assistants. ern States.
Denver from where they drove Says Mrs. Du Saar, "We are
Janet Scholten and Donna De
the entire length of the Trail deeply grateful to our friends and Jonge of Holland sang duets Sunclientelefor their patronage. We day night in Home Acres Reformridge road atop the mountains.
Their refUrn trip took them to are always glad to meet our old ed church and also sang at the
Cheyenne. Wyo., through the customers and anxious to make Bigelow Field hymn sing Sunday
Black Hills of South Dakota to new ones.” Persons having Ko- night Bobbie Van Voorst, boy
the Rush memorial,thence to Far- dak difficulties are urged to stop soprano of Holland,sang a solo
go, S. D., Duluth, Minn., Straits in at the store and take advan- in Home Acres church Sunday
of Mackinac and home. Eleven tage of the services offered.
morning.
Buyers for the Du Saar shop
days were required to make the
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Haight
recently returnedfrom a gift extrip.
are visiting in Ft. Wayne. Ind.,
hibit in Chicago where they purthe guests of their son. W. B.
About 25,000 occupations were chased some lovely importedarti- Haight, and his family.
cles
as
well
as
increased
their
listed in the U. S. 1940 census.
A daughter was bom this mornline of domestic gifts which are
ing at Holland hospital to Mr.
arriving daily. The shop invites
and Mrs. George Kalman, route 3,

Household

Appliances

for Longer Life!

Knoll

0 ESTATE

Opposih Post Office

West Michigan Laundry

Walter Van Meeteren

Moving Parts
of Your Car
Have less trouble and expense.
Cushion

It lasts twice as long.

Mannes Super

Service
581 Stats Street, on M-40

ST.

PHONE

f

Called For and Delivered

MEALS

j

•

COMPLETE LAUNDRY AND
DRY CLEANING SERVICE

3691

WELL PREPARED

TEXACO

MARFAK

At Reasonable Prices

407 W. 17th

SL

Phone 9767

I

I
;

OPEN

j

7.00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. 2
daily except
{

•

Sunday

•

TULIP RESTAURANT

I

News

59 E. 8TH

ST.

Sheet Metal Work of All Kinds
J.

I

;

WESTENBROEK A

82 E. 8th

8t

CO.
Phone 3394

borhood last Wednesday

to

'EfflSHsSS

ROCK-A-CAR

Half the Job

Lubrication

Keeps Out
Squeaks

youu can do at
home, but you

'

.J. Bacheller.
E.J.
Bacheller, D.C. Ph.
Ph.C.
Palmer Graduate
X-Ray and Neurocalometer
Service

190 RIVER

AVE.

PH. 2464

Twice as LonQ.

can’t expect to

HOLLAND BEAUTY

SHOPPE
188M Olvsr Ave.

'

Phone 2212

44 River

SHIMMY
** TIRE WEAR?

*

Ave.

Phone 3457

AND INSURANCE

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a*

REAL ESTATE

I
|

See C.

85 W. 8th

WOOD

SL

Phon# 2948

INSURANCE

MORTGAGE LOANS

j

HENRY

j JOHN GALIEN

j

STREET

J

o

•
c*

REAL ESTATE

Peloa’s Super Service

shampoo your
hair by yourself. Nor set It
and achieve beautiful results.
The dividends are great

Si’S

Only 75o

THOROUGHLY

17

WEST 8TH
PHONE

2512

J.

ENGELSMAN

Commercial Photographer
48 West 8th 8t, Telephone3992

.I

QUALITY FOODS

after-

aid

REASONABLE PRICES

entertained

their husbands with a hamburg
fry last Thursday night at Port
Sheldon beach. Those present were

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Redder and
daughter,Martha, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Vinkemulder,Mr. and Mrs.
John W. NienhuLs, Mr. and Mrs.
Myron Veldheer and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Minser Jongekryg and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Kampen and Glenn, Mr. and Mrs. John
Westrate and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Daniel EbeLs and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Peter Bauman and family, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Suisema
and son, Henry, and Rev. and
Mrs. H. Maassen and family.
Leon Nienhuis is taking his
vacation this week and is spending
Monday attending a ball game in
Detroit with Gerald Veldheer,
Howard Lievense and John Red-

long circular train. Her fingertip Plagenhoef’s "Coquette," a picture
veil of ivory bridal illusion fell of a baby winking while being
from a cluster of tulle rosebuds bathed, and Charles M. Dykema's
and she carried a small Bible top- "Birds at Rest." an airplane view.
Albert Schaafsma's picture of a
ped with gardenias.
Eleanor Rosema, sister of the river, took second place. "Pseudo
bride, as maid of honor, wore a Moonlight,”a sand dune theme
gown of starlightblue taffeta. Her taken by Ernest F. Penna on infraheaddresswas a cluster of rose- red film with a red filter, was
buds and she carried lilies,roses awarded third place.
The prints are on display in a
and pink larkspur. M&rtha Holwerda. sister of the bridegroom, window of the Holland Printing
as bridesmaidwore pink taffeta Co.
fashioned similar to the maid of
honor’s gown. Her headdressand
C.E. Board Meets
flowers also were the same.
Herman Holwerda was his bro- in Trinity Church
ther's best man and Matthew
Officers of the Holland ChristHolwerda and Sidney Rasema, Jr., ian Endeavor union will bo installwere ushers. Master and mistress ed at a public hymn sing Sept. 21
of ceremonieswere Mr. and Mrs. In First Reformed church, it was
James Rosema.
decided at a monthly board meetFor her daughter's wedding, Mrs. ing Monday evening in Trinity ReRoserpa chose a dusty rose crepe formed church. John Maassen,
frock with a fitted jacket and a vice president,presided.
corsage of Briarcliff roses and lavFurther plans also were made
ender larkspur. The bridegroom's for a play to be sponsoredby the
mother, Mrs. Holwerda,wore navy union in November. Announceblue and a corsage of white ment was made of the annual Unlarkspur and Bettertime roses.
ion Leaders retreat Sept. 6 and 7
The coupe left on a northern at Waldenwoods.
wedding trip, the bride wearing a
Berlin Basman led devotions.
two-piece beige herringbonesuit Representatives wore present from
and a corsage of gardenias. Mr. First, Trinity,Sixth, Bethel. North
and Mrs. Holwerda will be at home Holland and Central park sociafter Oct. 1. at 1754 Eastern Ave., eties.

Grand Rapids.

der.

Elmer Lievense who underwent
an operation last week is improving slowly at Zeeland hospital.

Miss Mildred Borr of Holland
has been appointed assistant to
Miss Inez Von las who Is junior
superintendentfor the Michigan
Christian Endeavor union.

Marriage Solemnized
in

Robinson Home

Mr. and Mrs. Corneil Bruins of
North Blendon, was solemnized
Aug. 21 in the home of the
bride’s parents. The Rev. Howard
Teusink of Ottawa read the single

8t

Scott-Lugers Lumber Co.
Oldest Lumber Co In Holland

LUMBER A BLDG. SUPPLIES
Equipped to handle Building
under FHA Plan

ring service.
TTie couple was attended by
Peter Bruins, brother of the

140 River

ceremony was performed
candle light before an arch

YOUR OLDSMOBILE DEALER

H. L.
P.

J. Y.

Location — 177 Ci Vege

7133

COLTON —

ELZINGA —

KAMMERAAD

Painter

•

Decorator

Inside and Outside"
Ave- Phone 2810

429 College

PHONE
246 5
For Prompt
Efficient

Dry Cleaning
Service

IDEAL DRY CLEANERS
“The House of Service’’
Corner Sixth and College Ave.

FREE DELIVERY SERVICE

For

PLANS

Get A

3312

FINISHING

Wiring

»

—

FOR EVERY OCCASION

10 g. 8th

SL

Residential

Store Front!

BETWEEN HOLLAND
— and —

PETER STEKETEE

8L

Phone 3368

t

CHICAGO INDIANAPOLIS
FORT WAYNE SOUTH BEND
KOKOMO MARION
MUNCIE ANDERSON
HOLLAND MOTOR
EXPRESS, INC.
5th and

Central Phone 3101-2

HOLLAND, MICH.

REAL ESTATE
and

DU SAAR
GIFT

—

MODERN MOTOR
TRANSPORTATION

Commercial Electric Shop

•

Finishing, Framing

Sc

SHOP

Phone 2230

INSURANCE

Growers Special

FERTIUZER

THE DUTCH BLOCK
We

use Dolomite, which la a

Umeatone Filler and
com« in and have' It
checked on. our

If so,
J;

V

STARTING

ft

BREEDING MASH

you’re all Mt for safer,
economical driving. Insist on
this servlet through your deal-

NT PARTS
Phone 2351
i;:’.

V,

,

.
L.

-

TWO

YOU SAVE CASH!
Roofing and Aebestoa Siding

AUTOMOTIVE

REMEMBER
That our service, despite
its deserved reputation
for high quality, may be
had for a very reasonable sum.

Chicks.

Then

er.

IMPORTANT 70

Balanca For Vitamins and Mlnerala
Fortified With Cod Llvor Oil
For Hatchablllty and Starting

BEAR WHEEL ALIGNMENT
EQUIPMENT

FLINTKOTE PRODUCTS

HOLLAND READY
ROOFING CO.
Northehore

Drive

Phone

Attachable oil fjltere protect your motor and get
most out of any oil. Get
your filter today!

1

*2.40 per 100

Ibt.

PRICES j$2.35
per 100 Ibt
J)
*

For Farmers Feeding Their Own Milk
Wa Have a Mash @ 12.15 per 100 Ibe.

STEKETEE-VAN HUIS

.

PRINS SERVICE
160 E. 8th

8L

Phone 4342

Holland Co-Operative Co.
’88 E. 7TH
PHONE 2283

St.

Printing House, Inc.
Holland’s Leading Printer*
Ph.

4337-8231 •

•

•V-i-

4
ss>
~

•

C. 10th

prob-

INTERSTATE COMMON
CARRIERS

REALTOR

Kodaks, Film, Photo

Let ua help you with

Fixtures

2402-4498

For Needlepoint Handicraft

OWNING YOUR
OWN HOME

26 E. 20th SL, Ph. 4529-2848

Motors

79 E. 24th

GIFTS

A

LIFETIME

ELECTRICAL
SERVICE

•

and Chairs

PHOTO

THE THRILL OF

Industrial

curls Into place.
Lillian Beauty Shop
210 River Ave. ‘ Phone 2950

S'

NEW FLOORS SURFACED TO

3014

Commercial and

Permanent
Eaey to brush

Scrubbing Poluhing

G. BUIS

ISAAC KOUW
2364 Home

Office

VAN DYKE-VOLKERS
Builders

LILLIAN

8L

Footstools

Macatawa and Lake

Estimate* Cheerfully Given

Open Evenings Edw. Voe, Prop.
136 W. 19th
Phone 3492

PHONES

ban* and Butines* propFarms and Vacant
Lots, Rentals, Property
Management. Frontage,
erty.

your Building
Heme.

and Sport

BICYCLE SALE ifttr Libir Day
Over 200 guaranteedused
and Rental Bikes

SANDING

City Property, Subur-

10th St.

Swimming

SUPERVISION
207-208 Dutch Block Ph.

REAL ESTATE

HU1ZENGA
Ave. Phone 7476

Yard-192 E.

Architect
Designer

—

DESIGNS

209 River

Henry Oosting

Phon# 21*7

HALL

CITY

DEALER In WALLPAPER
“We Beautify Homee

for your lawna

HAZZARD & STULL

8L

F. B.

Attention.

- Stoker Coal - Coke
RED COMB CHICK STARTER
FARM and GARDEN SEEDS
MILORGANITE FERTILIZER

BEN L VAN LENTE

PERIOD DESIGNS

E. 8th

9561

Coal

Stitch In Time
SAVES NINE"
Insure Now With

PERFECTION.

88

Given Prompt

PHONE

USED CARS OF ALL MAKES

“A

FLOOR WORK

& SON
UPHOLSTERING SHOP

All Matter# Pertaining To
ABSTRACTS of TITLE

—

bride wore a formal of
white lace and silk chiffon and
carried a bouquet of pink and
white gladioli. She wore a fingertip veil. Her attendant’sdress was
of green lace and net and she car-

Old Floors Mads Like Nswl

Hand Carved

OTTAWA COUNTY
ABSTRACT & TITLE CO.

Styled To LeadBuilt To La«t

The

PHONE

Phone 3496

MOTOR SALES

of

pink and white banked with gladioli, ferns and zinnias.

New

Ave.

HENRY TER HAAR

by

•

Phone 2172

Machinery or Expensive Repair*
Superior Pure lee Si Mach. Co.
9th A Van Raalto Ph. 2863

Michigan.

bridegroom, and Miss Dorothy
Bekius, sister of the bride. The

And Save

Draper’s Market

Have yot sees? Tbe ICE
Csiditined REFRIGERATOR?
No Nolee, No Defroetlng, No

The marriage of Miss Kathryn
Tin consumption in the U. S.
Josephine Bekius, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Bekius of Robinson amounts to 100.000 tons a year.
township, to Albert Bruins, son of

Shop Here

34 E. 8th

FOR

RELIABLE BICYCLE SHOP

AT MOST

Group No. 2 of the Ladies

Z

The peace statue, Christ of the
Andes, on the border of Argentina
and Chile, was cast out of metal
of cannons used in the war between those two nations.

noon.

and Mission society

A

visiting

their brother and family, Neal De
Jong.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. NDnhuis
and Constance and Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Koop, Jr., and son. Dale,
spent last Thursday at Battle
Creek.
Mrs. Philip Vinkemulder entertained a few women of the neigh-

BODY REPAIRS

adorned the front of the gown. day night.
First places went to Nelson
The bouffant skirt extended into a

Hudsonville.
Bom this forenoonat Holland
hospital to Mr. and Mrs. John
Gras, route 4, Holland, a daughter.
Dr. and Mrs. C. V. Costello entertained a group of friends in

has been ser- night. The affair was in the
iously ill of pneumonia is on the form of a buffet supper-dance.
Boris Romanoff and his orchesroad to recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Van Der tra of Grand Rapids furnished
Zwaag and family spent last music for the dancing.

Thursday at Newaygo

ADDS UNIT FOR

PHOTO CONTEST

Herman Hop who

STATION

j

Crisp

new ideas for
and "browse

TWO

their Hazelbank home Monday

HOLLAND BATTERY
9 W. 7TH

those interested in
gifts to come in
around."

Electric Rangee

—

Phone 9505

2

Richard Schaddelee and Mrs.
James Cook in the morning, and
Mrs. Roy Young in the evening.
Don Den Uyl, private at Fort
Knox, Ky., spent the week-end
at his home on East 17th St.
Miss Jean Nienhuis and Miss

Tena Holkcboer, missionaries

Homes

Is

by

Hazzard and Stull here has been
the greatest in the company’s 12

School Teacher and Plant

Former Allendale Girl
Wed in Grand Rapids

(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Bennett have
been called to Alma to attend the
funeral of Mrs. Bennett’s sisterWhite and peach gladioli, palms
in-law, Mrs. Currey Milliken,Wed- and candelabra formed the set- ried a bouquet of pink gladioli.
A reception for 54 guests folnesday afternoon.
ting for the wedding of Miss Alyce
The Henry Ter Haar Motor
Mr. and Mrs. John Geerling Louise Rosema, daughter of Mr. lowed and refreshments were sales, 224 Central Ave., announcserved
Angeline
Meeusen,
left Sunday on a trip to Califor- and Mrs. Sidney Rosema of Grand
ed today that it has opened a
nia. They will be accompanied Rapids, and William J. Holwerda, Clarabel Bartels, Beatrice Has- separate building for a complete
as far as Phoenix, Ariz., by Miss son of Mr. and Mrs. John W. Hol- senvoort, Pearl Morren, Christine body and fender department.
Vivian Vander Bie who will be- werda, also of Grand Rapids, Bekius, Gladys Ten Brink, GerThis new department is located
gin her third year of nurses which was solemnized last Thurs- trude Vander Heuvel and June In the east wing of the building,
Molenkamp.
training in the Good Samaritan day evening in Fuller Avenue
formerlyoccupied by Ed Leouw,
Those present from away Inhospitalin Phoenix. She had been Christian Reformed church in
Hudson and Essex dealer, at 25
spending a week and a half with Grand Rapids. The Rosemas form- cluded Mr. and Mrs. Bert Ander- West Ninth St.
son
of
Grand
Rapids,
Erma
Boerher parents in Holland.
erly resided in Allendale.
It has been equipped to handle
sma of Zeeland, Mr. and Mrs. M.
Mrs. G. R. Gillespie iCturned
The Rev. W. P. Van Wyk perall kinds of bump and paint work
Bruins
of
Zeeland,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
the latter part of the week from formed the cermony. Mrs. Gert
pn automobiles by experienced
Aurora, Ind., where she had ac- rude Strellman. organist,played a J. Bruins and daughter, Carol men.
companied her daughter, Mrs. program of wedding music which Ann, of Hudsonville.
Mr. Ter Haar reported that 153
Mr. and Mrs. Bruins are makCarl De Koeyer. On her return included "Ave Marla," "Liebesnew
1941 Oldsmobileshad been
ing their home near North Blentrip she stopped at the home of
traum," ’To a Wild Rose" and "I don. Mr. Bruins is employed by sold in Holland during the 1941
her aunt, Mrs. Mary Sanderson,
Love You Truly" besides the tra- the Keeler Brass Co. in Grand model run. He also has taken on
at Fostoria, Ohio. Mrs. Fanderso*
the agency for Cadillacmotor
ditional wedding marches. "Calm Rapids.
accompanied Mrs. Gifcespie to
cars and hopes to handle service
as the Night," "The Lord’s PrayHolland for a visit of three weeks.
on this make of car for Holland
er" and "O Perfect Love" were
The Rev. J. F. Schortinghuis
and vicinityas well as for Oldssung by Gerald Strellman.
TIE
FIRST
has dissolved his pastoral relamobiles.
Entering the church on the arm
tionship with Ebenezer Reformed
IN
of her father, the bride wore a
church and has accepteda posiAccidents of all kinds in the U,
gown of ivory moire with alencon
tion as salesman for the Holland
Two photographstied for first S. in 1940 caused a monetary loss
lace forming the collar of the dress
Furnace Co.
and accenting the long tight place in the monthly competition of about $3,500,000,000.
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